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Abstract
five
male participants, aged
methodology with
like
be
to
is
it
a
their
between 14 and 18, to obtain
perceptions of what

This study uses qualitative

young man growing up in a rural community.

In preparation

for the research element of this piece, literature

from

human
geography and social policy
and social psychology,
large
from
rural
Previous
with
other countries
was considered.
research
developmental

States
United
Canada,
Australia
the
was considered
populations,
and
along with other British and European studies.
Main topics of focus include notions of identity,
attachment

aspiration

and

to place, together with other concepts relating to social

capital, positive youth development and subjective well-being.
Current and previous UK government policy is debated together with a
discussion
is
There
also
review of the role of educational psychologists.
over their potential

role in post school transition,

with particular

reference to their development in Scotland.
A pilot study and main study were carried out with homogeneous
discussed.
from
findings
both
The
are
study
populations.
pilot and main

Data generation methods were photo elicitation and semi structured
interviews. Participants generated and selected images that they wished
to discuss to illustrate the research question. The research question was
What is it like to be a young man growing up in a rural community? '
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis was used to examine the data,
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Findings from this study indicated that, for these participants,
experience of growing up in a rural community
factors playing their part, including
attachment

the

is complex with many

family support, feelings of

to the locality, out of school experiences and how happy they

feel about themselves. Their revelations about aspiration
an holistic construct

for these participants

encompassing

show that it is
more than

economic and academic goals.
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The Adventure Begins
The topic is introduced and focuses on how and why I became
interested in researching with young men growing up in rural

have
It
the
touches
that
ideas
makers
an
areas. also
policy
on
impact on young people. Some terms are defined to assist the
reader's understanding

of the piece. A range of sources is included

to illustrate the topic area and includes current government policy,
news items from British and American News media and anecdotal
statements from parents and people who work with young people.

I became interested in the aspirations and occupational identities
of young men from rural communities

when my own step-son,

having done well at GCSE, performed poorly at A level,
failed to complete his university

subsequently
continues,
employment

course and

10 years on, to drift in and out of various un-skilled
posts. Most of the time he appears quite contented.

On recounting

this story, people comment on their own similar

experiences with their own sons or know of boys and young men
for whom this scenario seems true.

Since moving to Cumbria I became aware of `Cumbria-syndrome'
(J. French, personal conversation, October 2005). This refers to
the reluctance of young people to leave the county, and in some
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instances the local administrative

area within

the county. Those

that do leave intend to return at a later date. It seems that areas
such as Norfolk, (S. McCarter, May 2007, personal
communication),

Northumberland,

personal communication)

(D. Lumsdon, February 2008,

and Cornwall,

Q. Hughes 17 February

2009, personal communication) experience the same sort of
behaviour.

I wondered whether the young people who were likely to follow
this path could be identified

be
there
would
any
and whether

benefit in that for the young person concerned. I also questioned
whether young people would be able to provide this sort of insight
or whether they would need to develop tools by which this insight
could be communicated.
are we, as humans,

We all communicate

at verbalising

but how competent

exactly what we mean so that

the recipient of our discourse understands

exactly what we are

trying to convey?

My intention was to look at young people who had no identifiable,
recognisable need, such as a learning difficulty or who might be
labelled with any other descriptor by which children and young
people can find themselves categorised. I was interested in
looking at the lived experience of growing up In a rural
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environment

for young people today and the implications,

of that rural background

on future aspirations.

My interest around young men, in particular
transition,

if any,

at the point of

is partly because all the anecdotal information

I have

collected from parents, teachers and others who work with young
likely
to
`drift',
has
being
identified
most
people
young men as
(Damon et at, 2003). Judith

HIeinfleld (2008) in an opinion piece

about William Damon's (2008a) research into purposefulness,
conducted her own vox pop with youngsters

in Alaskan high

directionless
that
'I
schools and reflects
came across so many
2008).
I
(Kleinfield,
Most
them
guys'
young people.. .
of
were
acknowledge that this anecdotal information

about young men

may have been offered to me because of my interest in young
men rather than that this is the only group that experiences drift.
Damon characterises
'Without

'drift' as purposelessness;

a sense of direction,

and self-absorption

opportunities

can set in. Maladaptive

he remarks

are lost, and doubt
habits are established

and adaptive ones are not built' (Damon 2008b online).

--

When comparing the number of young men who complete their
higher education studies with their female counterparts the
Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE, 2005)
notes that not only are fewer men likely to start a higher
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education course but of those that do they are less likely to
complete their course of study.
Non-qualificationrates are around two-thirds higher for young male
entrants than for young female entrants. This meansthat the inequality
between the sexesin effective participationis higher than the already
substantialinequality in young participation: the participationadvantageof
women increasesfrom 18 per cent to 27 per cent once qualification rates are
considered.(HEFCE, p139)

Young men in our society appear to be more likely to commit
suicide (BBC News. 4/2/08),

commit crimes (NAO. 2004 p 10).

succumb to some mental illnesses (MIND 1998/2005) or fare
poorly in education (DfES, 2007), than their female counterparts.

Erik Erikson (1968) in considering
identified

'occupational

identity'

the tasks of adolescence

as a key developmental

goal. In

the 21st century this should perhaps be refined and re-defined as
'sense of purpose' (Damon 1995, Layard 2009), Nathan Glazer, in
referencing Damon, quotes the definition
stable and generalized intention
at the same time meaningful

of purpose as, '... a

to accomplish

something that is

to the self and consequential

for the

world beyond the self', (as cited Glazer, 2009, online book
review).
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This study attempts to show how some young people appear to be
motivated to achieve certain self-determined
illustrates

goals. It also

the conflicts and dissonance that many young people

leave
have
to
the rural
determine
they
they
that
experience when
locality to which they are attached, in order to achieve those
goals.

My questions here are various: Does rurality
upon young people's aspirations?
areas construct
community

have any impact

How do young people in rural

their identities? How can growing up in a rural

affect a young person's sense of well-being?

How do

young people in rural areas succeed in becoming independent?
What conflicts, if any, do they experience at the point of
transition

and how are they supported in those? How well

equipped are young people in rural areas to make decisions
about themselves and their futures?

In order to try to shed light on some of these questions I decided
that I would ask young men, in Key Stages 4 and 5, moving
towards points of transition from compulsory or full-time postcompulsory education to reflect on their experiences of living and
growing up in Cumbria.
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Taking ideas from positive psychology (Seligman &_
Czikszentmihalyi,

2000) 1 am interested in finding out what

works for those students who have successfully

found a sense of

purpose as well as those who are working towards finding one. I
propose consulting with young people in order to gain some
insight into what works for those who are engaged in actively
planning their futures.

The topic was introduced and focused on how and why the
researcher became interested in finding

how
life
is for
out about

young men growing up in rural areas. A range of sources was
included to illustrate the topic area and included current
government policy, news items from British and American News
media and anecdotal statements from parents and people who
work with young people.
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Where are we now?
Government initiatives for education and skills from the previous
twelve years are reviewed. The need for a new generation of taxpaying workers is balanced against the needs of young people.
The over-arching policy of Every Child Matters is discussed. The
in England and Wales is

role of educational psychologists

considered.

The 14-19 Agenda

In order to give this study some context it is important to locate it
within the current education reforms around the curriculum for
those young people aged between 14 and 19. Since the election of
the New Labour government in 1997, and before that under the
Conservative government of John Major, reform of education and
training

provision for older pupils has been an on-going issue.

Since 1996 there has been a plethora of government
policy announcements,

papers,

bills and reports which focus on
in England. These include the

secondary education and training

White Papers Learning to Compete, (1996), Schools Achieving
Success, (2001) and Opportunity
was followed by the Extending

and Excellence, (2002). This

Opportunity,

Green Paper, (2002) The Tomlinson

Raising Standards

Report in 2004, Further
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Life Chances (2006), The

Education

Raising Skills, Improving

Children's

Plan: Building

Education

The
(2008)
Act
Skills
with
and continues
and

Apprenticeships,
currently

Brighter Futures, (2007), The

Skills, Children and Learning Bill, (2009)

passing through

the House of Commons.

Initially the challenge appeared to be to encourage more young
people to continue in education,
education through

seek to access training

or

a broader range of academic and vocational

'the
identifies
(2007)
Ogunleye
the
studies after
age of sixteen.
need to underpin

the nation's economy with the highly skilled

workforce needed to raise national productivity
competitiveness'

(p70) as being the principle

and external

driver of the

government's policy into education and training.

Historically there has been a common understanding by parents
formal
(Ogunleye,
that
2007)
education ends at
and young people
the age of sixteen. Whilst it is possible, and perhaps even
desirable, to continue in some form of education after the age of
sixteen the perception is that this is optional. For many young
people, particularly those not achieving within the desired
parameters of five GCSE qualifications at grades A-C, the
opportunity to leave school can come as a great relief. Others
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truanting,
leave
through
earlier
effectively

(Wilson et at 2008)

teenage pregnancy (Fletcher et at, 2008) and school exclusion
-4
Stade
Key
the
(Kane, 2006). For these young people reform of
and 5 curricula

be
in
to
they
if
engaged
were
seemed essential

learning beyond the age of sixteen.

The initial reforms of the 14-19 phase of education were
introduced

by the Conservative Government in 1996 with their

paper Learning to Compete: Education

and Training

for 14-19

Year Olds (DfEE, 1996). Through this paper the lack of relevant
vocational

in
this
to
cohort
the
pupils
younger
options available

became apparent and a subsequent

paper, Equipping

Young

People for Working Life (DfEE, 1996a) was produced. The second
paper sought to introduce

more partnership

working between

those who had the resources and teaching expertise, the FE
(DfEE
1996a).
the
the
those
schools,
with
pupils,
college, and

Reforms in the 1992 White Paper introduced

courses with a more

work-related angle through the introduction of qualifications
such as the vocational GCSE (VGCSE). Similarly, the
Introduction of General National Vocational Qualifications
(GNV9) in a range of occupational areas such as leisure and

tourism, health and social care and business studies appeared to
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be a viable alternative

to encourage some young people to stay on

levels
different
These
which
at school.
were available at
corresponded to the range of GCSE qualifications

it was possible

to attain. In other words a student could follow a lower level
GNVQ course with two GCSE passes or the higher level course
higher
level
C.
The
four
five
to
GCSE
A
grades
with
or
passes at
GNVQ was to be equivalent to two passes at Advanced (A) Level.
As well as GNVQ courses schools were still running
traditional

A level courses. This continued

the more

to be the most popular

the
for
to
more
among
route
entry
university, particularly
prestigious and older universities who would not countenance
GNVQ qualifications without any supporting A Levels, (Williams,
2000).

Running alongside the new vocational courses were the

old National Diploma and National Certificate courses,
traditionally run through further education institutions

and

for
by
these
The
general
valued
employers.
entry qualification
courses was, again, five GCSEs at grade C or above. Other
options open to young people at the age of sixteen include
employment

or training

through

a training

provider place leading

to NVQ qualifications.

There was considerable confusion around transition at the end of
Key Stage 4 for many young people and parents at this time.
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Similarly

GNVQ
did
the
qualifications
of
employers
not rate some

as highly as the National Diploma qualifications.

Consequently there was a considerable need to raise the nation's
productivity and improve the skills base by making sure `the
skills benefits of (the) education system match the needs of the
knowledge economy' (Morris 2002 p5).
From September 2008 the UK government through,
for Children,

Department

Schools and Families has made changes in the

secondary school curriculum.

This has included extending pupils'

time in education and learning to 18 by 2013 and streamlining
qualifications.

The stated aim of these reforms in The Children's

Plan (DCSF, 2008) is to make this country 'the best place in the
world for children and young people to grow up', (pl. ) This would
appear to be a particularly

challenging

ambition

in the light of

the 2007 UNICEF report that cited the United Kingdom as one of
the poorest places for children to grow up. The UNICEF report
rates the UK as bottom In two of its indicators,
,

for peer and

family relationships

and how they might respond to taking risks

and risky behaviour

such as substance abuse, premature

sexual

activity, gambling. It went on to suggest that UK children were
the lowest for their subjective well-being,

in other words they
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the
in
wealthier
the
unhappiest children and young people
were
2007).
(UNICEF,
the
world,
of
countries

The stated aims of education reforms for young people are to
tailor learning to their needs in order to enable them to make
choices about their future. (DCSF, 2008)The underlying

message,

however, is one that tells young people they need to think about
become
do
to
active
they
and
age
at an earlier
what
are going
contributors

to the national

that
Whilst
all
supposing
economy.

for
have
the
goals
many young people aspirations
same
people
fluid,
holistic and open.
goals
are more
and

Every Child Matters
I have included a section on Every Child Matters (ECM) as it has
major implications

for the way in which psychologists

In England

This
Wales
policy
people.
young
children
and
and
work with
initiative

was introduced

following Lord Laming's inquiry

into the

death of Victoria Climbie. In the case of Victoria Climbie local

health,
failed
to
had
together
to
with
authority agencies
work,
identify a child at risk. The resulting inquiry made
recommendations requiring more multi-agency working and
better communication between agencies. The Children Act (2004)
followed and the Every Child Matters initiatives came in its
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aftermath.

Through the ECM agenda Childrens'

directorates were created combining

Services

the previously autonomous

social services and education services.

Greater communication and joint working was just one of the
features to emerge from the ECM agenda. The outcomes were
generated through consultation with 'partners from the statutory,
voluntary
framework

and community

10)
The
(DfES,
2005,
new
p.
sectors'.

provided five outcomes for all children and young

people within

the following headings;

Be healthy- the thoughts behind this outcome appear to be
concerned with promoting physical, mental and sexual health
and to help young people develop ideas about what a healthy
lifestyle would be.
Stay safe - this outcome refers to the right of children and young
people to be able to access education and learning, to live in a
safe environment

from
harm
free
they
or maltreatment.
where
are

It also seeks to ensure that children and young people are loved
and cared for.

Enjoy and achieve - encompasses objectives to do with school
achievement in line with national targets. The enjoyment element
is encompassed in statements relating to the increase in up-take
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of sporting and cultural

opportunities.

The emphasis seems to be

firmly on the `achieve' part of this outcome.
Make

-a

positive contribution-

on closer investigation

this

outcome seems to be more concerned with not making a negative
Within this outcome are targets for reducing youth

contribution.

behaviour
social
anti
offending and

as well as some work with

development.
their
personal
young people on
Achieve economic well-being - to some extent this outcome
demonstrates

some of the difficulties

and education services. The majority

inherent

in merging social

of measures within

housing
and accommodation
with
outcome are concerned
vulnerable

families and to ensure that unemployed

this
of

parents have

this
Within
outcome
to
good quality affordable childcare.
access
there is a mention of a coherent strategy for 14-19 education and
a commitment

to prepare children for working life, (DfES, 2003).

My study considers all of the ECM outcomes.

The role of Educational

Psychologists

Educational psychologists have been questioning their role for
several years (Norwich 2005, Gersch 2004, Farrell 2006, Stoble et
al, 2000). This is in part due to a growing number of
professionals in allied disciplines, such as behaviour intervention
advisors for example, who may be able to carry out some of the
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traditional

roles of the educational

psychologist

such as providing

behaviour management advice and strategies for the classroom or
playground.

It also owes something to the fact that the

psychologist's

role is protected by the on-going need to provide

psychological

for
advice
statutory

Although

assessment of children.

there continues to be a need for educational

psychologists

to be involved with teaching and learning as well as

with children,

families and schools, the need for statutory

assessment is diminishing. This means that the protected role of
educational psychologists could be on the wane, (Norwich, 2005).

Research carried out by psychologists at the University of
Manchester under Peter Farrell made several conclusions
of which was been well-received by practitioners.
into the contribution

of educational

psychologists

Wales stated that the role for educational
the ECM agenda was significant

in England and

psychologists

psychologists

sidelined in education but have a more significant
the wider community

His 2006 review

in that by combining

services and education educational

not all

within
social

were no longer
role to play in

with work in schools only being a part of

the wider remit.
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Almost a forerunner
Exeter University

to Farrell's work, Brahm Norwich (2005) of

questioned the role of educational

psychologists

for
lifelong
there
that
educational
role
and concluded
was a
psychologists,

in line with lifelong learning, and that the role

should be more than 'the current mainly teacher advisory role'

(p397).

This is reflected, to some extent, in the new training

route for

in England and Wales. A previous

educational

psychologists

requirement

to access a training

least
two
at
was
programme

years of experience and a qualification

In
teacher.
a
as

recognition that the teaching qualification was perhaps not an
essential requirement it was replaced in order that others, with
equally valid experience of work with children and families, could
be encouraged to enter the profession. It also enabled
practitioners to focus on applying psychology to the situation in
hand.

In reviewing the work of educational psychologists Farrell et al
considered three elements in light of the ECM agenda. These
included seeking the views of stakeholders around how
educational psychologists work with special educational needs
assessment, multi-agency working and strategic work with
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schools 'to promote school improvement

and pupil achievement'

(p7). The research team also sought the stakeholders'
the distinctive

contribution

that educational

opinions on

psychologists

bring

and what facilitates or obstructs that contribution.

In Scotland the scope of educational
following the implementation

psychologists

of recommendations

has broadened
made by the

Currie Report (2002), to extend the service to include young
people up to the age of twenty-five.

The approval by the Scottish

Office (Scottish Executive, 2003) to set up pathfinder
providing post school psychological
psychological

services

`apply
to
(PSPS)
was
services

knowledge and skills to support key stakeholders

the
lifelong
learning
through
effective
to
enhance
and clients

deployment of the full range of professional roles' (pl).

An evaluation

(2006)
MacKay,
by
Tommy
this
extended service
of

had
that
those
who
received educational
concluded
input as a result of being involved with a pathfinder

psychologist
(pilot) service

These
for
improvements
better
people.
young
reported
outcomes

occurred through:
supporting the young person'stransition to post school by enhancing
continuity and progression,complementingthe assessmentand advice of
Scotland'sCollegesand other service providers, Improvingthe understanding
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skills and effectivenessof serviceprovidersthrough consultation,training and
action researchand contributing to strategic developmentslocally and
nationally, Including policy.developments,(p3).

There is currently
educational

for
defining
interest
in
role
an
a unique

psychologists.

The uniqueness

apply psychology to a variety of situations
base interventions

on empirically

lies in their ability to
and settings and to

based research, (Gersch, 2004).

Part of my interest in this piece of research is to find out whether
there might be a role for educational

psychologists

wider remit of young people's subjective well-being.

the

within

Up-skilling

school, college staff and staff from other agencies may be an
manner in which educational

appropriate
contribute

to the transition

the application
opportunities

psychologists

could

from school for young people through

of psychology. Similarly

there may be

for collaborate action research around this topic.

Finally it was important to me to hear the opinions of my
participants in their own words. Narrative psychology and the
philosophical theory of phenomenology give an insight into why
obtaining information in people's own words is potentially so
powerful. Own word accounts have become so commonplace that
they are what we expect in a variety of situations, in legal
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their
to
for
give
instance,
asked
are
proceedings
witnesses

in
This
is
in
their
educational
mirrored
account
own words.
settings where in order to establish a student's understanding
a situation

of

they are asked to produce something in their own

to
Doctors
to
patients
ask
words and
credit other people's words.
describe their symptoms, give accounts of when a phenomenon
happens or does not happen. Research is full of own word
accounts. A literature

search to establish what people were

from
topics
their
to
talk
in
ranged
prepared
own words
about
disability,
because
their
being
of
experiences of
socially excluded
(Susinos, 2007), what it is like to be a victim- or a perpetrator

of

domestic violence, (Felson & Pare, 2007) what is it that makes
undergraduates

(Devlin
& Grey,
the
plagiarise
words of others

2007) and how pupils regard their learning mentors (Rose &
Doveston, 2008). The General Teaching Council for England
(2005) outlines the benefits of seeking pupils' views of school with
regard to teaching and learning. They state that pupils feel more
valued by staff if they feel that their views have been listened to.

There are two factors here, people giving their narrative accounts
and other people listening to them. Jerome Bruner in his
discourse on the narrative construction of reality concludes that
'psychologists became alive to the possibility of narrative as a
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form not only of representing

but of constituting

reality', (p. 5).

In other words something is true because the speaker believes it
to be true. Although

complicated,

this is the nub of the argument

for the use of own word accounts of events. To illustrate

this

point we can imagine that a handful of people witness an event.
Although the people all saw the same event their perception of
what took place may be different but is nonetheless true for the
person who experienced the event.

In the twenty-first century it has become a commonplace to ask
people what they made of their experience of a situation and
there is a common understanding that by asking people what a
situation is like- for them a greater insight and understanding of
the subject will become clearer to the researcher.

For this piece of work I was interested to hear of how my
participants viewed their lives, the opportunities they envisaged
for themselves and the limitations they imposed upon
themselves.

The topic was introduced and focused on Government education
initiatives since 1997 This includes the 14-19 agenda and Every
Child Matters which form major planks of local authority
planning
for schools. It also touched on the ideas that
policy makers have
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that have an impact on young people. The current role of
educational psychologists

discover
to
highlighted
in
order
was also

whether their role could be developed to work with post-school
transition. A discussion of the value of narrative, or `own word',
accounts followed.
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Some adventurers

have trodden

this path

before.
The literature review discusses previous studies that have looked
at aspects of this investigation. Literature includes perspectives on
identity theory, attachment to place, aspiration theory, post-school
transition, adolescence and emerging adulthood, subjective wellbeing and rural life for young people as well as looking at the
rationale for current national education policies. After considering
previous literature the research question is posed.

Literature

review

Identity
Erikson, writing in his seminal work Identity: Youth and Crisis
(1968) describes the process of exploration as a series of crises, of
varying severity and challenge, that confront young people on
from childhood to adulthood.

their journey

described through
identity

Identity

different filters; sexual identity,

can be
gender, ethnic

and social identity. Young people may also be

considering

their political

environmental

identity, where they stand on

issues and whether they have any religious beliefs,

(Bynner, 1992. ) All these filters provide pointers for young people
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(Erikson,
they
the
to answer
are,
question of whom

1968) and

be.
they
to
want
whom

Adolescents are nascent existentialists

(Fitzgerald, 2005) trying to

this
It
lives.
is
find
of
in
their
stage
at
meaning
create and
development when young people are likely to start asking why
they are here and what life is all about. Existential

philosophers

were concerned with the themes of authenticity,

dread, alienation

and freedom as well as the absurd, commitment

and nothingness

(Fitzgerald, 2005) In order to try to answer these questions
find
the
they
different
identities
try
until
on
young people may
1968).
(Erikson,
for
them
that
is
most comfortable
one

James Marcia's (1966) paper based on Erikson's work on ego
identity sought to categorize adolescents' development of ego
identity. He devised a measure for establishing what phase of ego
identity a young person was at by asking semi-structured
questions and sentence completion
of development
moratorium,

could be identified,

tasks. He found four phases
these included ego identity,

foreclosure and identity diffusion.

according to Marcia, are worked through

The phases,

sequentially.

'Identity diffusion' is characterised by a young person's lack of
commitment to any choices made so far. 'Foreclosure', the second
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phase of identity

development, is marked by deference to parents'

and teachers' ideas with the young person having no ownership
of the choice. The 'moratorium'

phase describes the young person

wrestling with choices and ideas but actively engaged in the
process of exploring who they are. The final phase, ego identity,
has young people making decisions about occupational
and career orientation

choice

on their own terms, (Marcia, 1966). Marcia

claims that the individual

interview was more successful as a

measurement of ego identity than the sentence completion task.
His observations about the impact of each phase of identity
status could be interesting to educational psychologists and

--

other educators because they suggest a progression that could be
worked through with young people at the point of transition from
compulsory education to the post compulsory phase.

The Interpretation
into a positivist,

of Erikson's identity theory by Marcia (1966)
measurable

developmental

challenged by other authors writing
Eriksonians

sought to take Erikson's

(Berzonsky 1990, Adams & Marshall
1997). An appreciation

process has been

about identity. The neotheories in new directions,
1996, Waterman

1988, Cöte

of the role of others in the construction

of

an individual's identity was voiced by Berzonsky (1990), who
stated that `personal identity was constructed through social
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interactions',

(Berzonsky 1989). His identity style model was

based on how people coped with current situations
with actions they had taken previously.

rather than

In this way it was

different to Marcia's 1966 ego Identity theory and posited Identity
as a characteristic

rather than as a skill or set of skills to be

learned, (Schwartz, 2001). Adams and Marshall

(1998) suggested

that there was an element of social psychological
through the formation

development

of identity. They believed that identity was

formed at an individual

level and at a cultural

level. In other

words there was a personal identity that was evident in intimate
settings such as in conversation
interactions

individual

with other people but then another, larger identity

which was the individual
organisation

and through

as part of a larger movement or

on a social and cultural

level. It is possible to think

of national

and corporate identities

individuals

can be moulded and infused with a common shared

where a collection of

identity.

As well as psychologists developing definitions and broadening
the scope of Marcia's understanding of identity, writers and
researchers from other disciplines have been writing about
identity. James Cote, a sociologist talks about identity through
the construction of the social capital model (Cote, 1997). The

ý`
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how
to
socially appropriate
capital
model
refers
social

or

2001).
be,
(Schwartz,
identity
might
acceptable one's

Current thinking

Eriksonian
from
differs
the
identity
on

that
'core'
identity
strands
that
is
there
other
and
one
viewpoint
make up the individual's

central identity.

(2005) identify different identities
of an individual's

psychological

Phoenix and Rattansi

or multicultures

as being part

make up. In other words a young

person may have a school identity,

a peer group identity,

different identity in their home community

a

and an identity

female
their
to
male
or
and an array of other
as
role
relating
identities

besides. They also stress the development of identity as

being formed within

the constructs

that
into
the
which
society
of

formation
born.
In
identity
is
other
words
person
that happens in an individualized
the communities
influence,

is not a process

way but rather one in which

that a person finds themselves in have an

(Rattansi & Phoenix, 2005).

Other psychologists, (Weigert & Gecas, 2005, Schachter, 2005,
Kroger, 2007 Berzonsky, 2005) and researchers on identity, who
still associate themselves with Eriksonion or neo-Erlksonian
identity theory, disagree with aspects of Rattansi and Phoenix's
work. Weigert and Gecas (2005), for example, argue that there is
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a difference between the concepts of `self and 'identity'.
that 'Identities

They say

are objects referenced to an embodied self... '

(p. 164) they also believe that multiple

aspects of identity are a

feature of modern life (Weigert & Gecas 2005). This differs from
their definition

of self which claims that 'self is concomitantly

aware of itself and feels itself as substantively more than what
others know or see' (p 164), and they see identity formation as
fluid, responsive to social and cultural

environments

and

dynamic.

Whether approaching identity formation from an Eriksonian or
neo-Eriksonian perspective it seems that there are areas of
consensus between authors on the subject. Identity pertains to
how an individual sees themselves and to the view of themselves
they wish to be projected to the wider communities
move within.

Identity

occurs not only for individuals

larger groups, there may be a school identity,
a village identity

that they
but also for

a team identity

and

to accommodate.

Following on from the literature around identity development I
am interested to find out how young people growing up in rural
communities might develop their identities. In order to take this
line of enquiry further I have read around research concerned
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with attachment

to place (see p. 32) and rural adolescence (see

p. 29).
Well-being
Policy makers at international,

local
government
national and

level are concerned with promoting well-being,

particularly

that of

young people. The concept of well-being is nebulous and usually_
defined through
developments

a health lens (Morrow, 2004) although recent

in policy have subsequently

support and participation

included

social

and financial well-being as well as

mental, physical and emotional health.

Although

some young people are more physically

areas because they are involved in practical
such as animal husbandry,

active in rural

land-based activities

there are others whose involvement

in physical activities is limited to what they access in school.
People are more likely to walk to the shop, post office, youth club
or gym in an urban setting whereas for young people in rural
areas the nearest public amenities and social spaces may be a
car journey

away. (Sjolie & Thuen, 2002; Watkins

2007; Joens-Matre

& Jacoby,

et ai, 2009. )
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Carol Ryff (1989), suggests six indicators
acceptance, positive relationships
environmental

of well-being;

self- i

with others, autonomy,

life
in
and personal growth.
purpose
mastery,

Other authors have different conceptualisations

of well-being.

instance for Sagiv and Schwartz (2000), and Triandis

For

(2000),

how
two
satisfied
main elements;
subjective well-being comprises
(Sagiv
feel.
&
happy
how
they
life
is
their
a person
and
with
Schwartz, 2000; Triandis,

2000).

Other researchers (Diener, 2000; Blanchflower & Oswald, 2004;
2008; Haller & Hadler, 2006), also include unhappiness and
happiness.
For
in
factors
features
lead
to
a reduction
what
can
or
2008)
&
Holst,
(Cummins,
2000;
Trzcinski
some researchers,
(Duroy,
for
2008;
linked
is
to
others,
well-being
personality and
Howell & Howell, 2008;, Diener et al., 1995), tied to external

factors such as age, attractiveness and income.

A recent study into the meaning of subjective well-being in rural
Australia (Bourke & Geldens, 2006) suggested that for older
teenagers in their study goal setting, family and `supportive
relationships regardless of family structure' (p182) were of
primary importance in determining a young person's well-being.
The Bourke and Geldens study pointed out that, The young
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health
lives,
their
their
did
think
this
about
not
study
people in
holistic
had
they
terms;
in
very
singular
or their well-being
as
all
aspects
viewed
and
means
well-being
perspectives of what
interconnected. ' (p182).

The Bourke and Geldens (2006) study required the young
participants

for
identify
(16-24 year olds) to
well-being

themselves. These participants

not only included relationships,

feelings and goals they also included ideas about family, safe
environments

themselves,
feelings
health
about
as well as
and

pressure and happiness.

Further elaboration

by the researchers demonstrated

through

the 'importance

interviews

of social

environments

in young people's lives as their feelings,

relationships

family
to
environments,
goals
were related
and

broader
friends
expectations
and
school results, employment,
(p
183).
and opportunities'.

Adolescence and emerging adulthood
Adolescence itself is a construct as is childhood. Margaret Mead
in her work Coming of Age in Samoa questioned whether `the
disturbances that vex our adolescents (were) due to the nature of
adolescence itself or to the civilization? '(Mead, 1928 p10). Some
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psychologists

describe adolescence as beginning with puberty

and finishing

at the end of the teenage years. The World Health

Organisation

defines adolescence as the period of life between 10

and 19 (WHO, 1995) although in various cultures around the
world adolescence begins and ends within

these loose ages or

does not exist at all. Adolescence is defined differently
to the philosophical

and epistemological

tradition

according

that the

researcher comes from. Rattansi and Phoenix (2005) point out
that differences in defining adolescence occur according to the
research discipline

and theoretical

from
which the may
paradigm

researcher come. Generally speaking sociologists refer to 'youth'
rather than 'adolescence' which is the preferred term for medical
and psychological
and neurological

writing.

Some authors focus on the biological

changes that occur during the transition

childhood to adulthood,

from

(Sujoldzic & de Lucia, 2007;, Teltelman,

2004;, Wade, 2004) others focus on the psychosocial

aspects of

this aspect of the life course, ( Busserl et al., 2006).

Recent research (Schwartz et ai, 2005; Arnett, 2003; Arnett,
1998; Csikszentmihalyi, 2000) describes transition to adulthood
outside the usual time-bound definitions of adolescence. They
identify the phase of 'emerging adulthood' (Arnett, 2003)
a phase
between adulthood and adolescence which
continues until the
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person feels they have achieved adult status. This status is
reached when the person achieves certain emotional,
moral milestones such as, taking responsibility
and decisions, for instance
developmental

For psychologists

social or

for their actions
there are different

tasks and milestones which are reached within

adolescence. These include the 'formal operations' phase of
Piaget's theory of development in which young people are capable
of abstract thought and are able to use their cognitive abilities to
think about the wider world. As well as achieving cognitive goals
adolescence is a period during which young people challenge,
accept or reject cultural

and social norms.

G. Stanley Hall

defined adolescence as a time of 'storm and stress' when young
people can be seen to move widely between opposites of
behaviour.

(Bergevin et al 2003, in Slater & Bremner, 2003).

Criticisms

of Hall's notions of adolescence include newer studies

that suggest that the conflict experienced by adolescents could be
caused by competing goals. Emotional

tension displayed by

adolescents might include shyness, aggression and sensitivity,
(Bergevin et al. 2003).

Characteristics

of adolescent behaviour

include the need for peer validation and support. Adolescents are
very social and need the support and recognition of their peers in
order to aspire and achieve, (Festinger, 1954; Quaglia & Cobb,
1996).
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The rural issue
to place is an idea that human geographers have

Attachment

been debating for almost forty years and relates to the emotional
that geographic spaces are able to take on in human

significance

experience that transforms

them into "places". ' (Giuliani,

p. 146)

Because most of the people working in this area of study are
human geographers, anthropologists
difficult

to find a psychological

Topophilla

definition

of attachment

to place.

his
Yi-F
in
by
Than
1974
the
in
u
was
word coined

consideration
attitudes

or sociologists it is very

of his study into of environmental

perception,

and values. Than suggests that the combination

values, attitudes

and environmental

of

perception make people who

they are and are reflected in the space around them. (Tuan,
1974). The notion of environmental
characteristics

are attributed

perception

suggests that

to an environmental

space which

can make it a good space or a bad space. In educational
psychology for example we are familiar with an understanding
that coming into schools can be a bad experience for some
parents because of their own experiences of schools and of their
individual

perceptions

of what a school is. Similarly

people can
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hold perceptions

that areas of towns or cities are bad places to be

by
the
day
times
the
that
as
such
at certain
or
other spaces,
of
sea or on top of a hill, are good places to be. Thinking
attributes

about the

given to a space by people begins to address some of

the concepts pertaining

to attachment

to place.

Schumaker and Taylor (1983) devised a model of attachment to
place and describe attachment to place as `a positive affective
bond or association between individuals and their residential
environment' (p.233). This is slightly different to Tuan's earlier
definition which acknowledges that positive and negative
emotions can be associated with an environment and that the
dramatic
be
than
a
environment can
as small as a room rather
landscape. This idea finds resonance in literature too, Virginia
Woolf (1928) in A Room of One's Own, notes that in order to
write women need to be financially independent and have the
space in which to write, in this case in a room of her own (Woolf,
1928/2000).

This could be conceptualised

as her own space in

which she feels comfortable and able to be creative, that her
space is not impinged upon by the clutter of other people's
belongings which compromise her space.
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Caitlin Howley, writing

about rural children's

aspirations

and

education observes that `evidence indicates that connection to

place, for example, provides youth with a significant sense of
identity, commitment, and social connection', (p63).

_

As well as the psychological theme of perception, attachment to
place is connected with affect, or the feeling of emotion that is
connected to being in that place. Giuliani points out `we have all
experienced some affective bond either positive or negative,
pleasant or unpleasant, with some place or other -a place that
can be related to our past experience... sometimes to the
future

(Giuliani p137).
in
and
moreorless
restricted
scale',
...

In their study of young people growing up in rural Scotland,
Jones and Jamieson

(1997) wrote 'while some young people are

too attached to the area to leave even if they could do better
elsewhere, others cannot wait to get away' (p1) They go on to
observe that, 'A sense of belonging to, or detachment
local community

forms part of a developing individual

from the
identity

during youth, ' (p4).
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More recently a report by Green and White (2007) which
addressed youth employment

seeking and place attachment

in

deprived urban areas. They observed that, 'local place-based
social networks affect aspirations
people, attachment
most important

and behaviour - for some young

to place is an important

factor (possibly the

factor in some cases) in their decisions about life

choices, ' (p97).

A study by Glendinning et at into young people's perceptions of
growing up in rural Scotland, highlights some of the major
dissonances between the reality of living in rural communities
and widely -held perceptions of what living in rural communities
is like, (Glendinning et at, 2003). Whilst there appears to be a
universal acceptance that rural communities are positive
environments in which to bring up children the very factors that
make them good for younger children make them less positive for
older children and adolescents (Glendinning et al, 2003). Other
writers (Shucksmith, 2000; Shucksmith et al, 1996; Ni Loaire,
2000; Cartmel & Furlong, 2000; Little, 2003) have identified
features such as low social capital, high visibility, isolation, low
availability of age-appropriate social opportunities, poor local
employment prospects, highly constructed views of gender and
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transport

difficulties

as contributing

to the negative experience

in
have
rural communities.
growing
up
of
some young people
Young people have little input into what happens within
communities

that may directly affect them. Shucksmith

their
(2000)

identifies young people as having no 'voice', no way of expressing
their views and making their needs known. One of the tasks of
develop
identity.
to
different
to
try
is
an
adolescence
out
roles and
(Erikson,

1968; Marcia 1981). Instead of feeling safe and

supported by the community

feel
themselves to
young people can

be highly visible and unable to be themselves (Bell, 2000; Midgely
and Bradshaw,

2006; Meek, 2006).

Matthews et at, (2000) Identified young people in
Northamptonshire

as feeling excluded by their environments.

They describe 'disenfranchisement'
feelings
as
articulated

dislocation

and detachment

by young people particularly

the least

affluent. This is in direct conflict to the embrace that adults and
younger children identify as one of the positive features of living
in rural communities:

a feeling of belonging. There is a

dissonance experienced by many young people; they may be told
that they are living the `rural idyll' (Mingay, 1989) but their own
experience of living in rural communities

may be very different to
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that. They find their interests marginalized,

that they have

become invisible or too visible, socially isolated and excluded.
Glendinning

beliefs
found
`young
about
that
2003
people's
et al.,

future employment

and educational

opportunities

in the local

(Glendinning
'
linked
to
area were
emotional well-being...
2003).

One of Glendinning's

et al.,

difficulties
the
that
is
observations

of living in a rural environment

are related to the young people's

to
when
themselves
opposed
as
as young people,
experience of
they were children,

(Glendinning

Skorikov and Vondracek
communities

et at., 2003).

from
that
rural
adolescents
noted

have fewer employment

and fewer role

opportunities

to
devalue
that
they
means
a
as
work
models which suggests
`self-actualization'
actualization

(Skorikov & Vondracek,

2007). Self

is the zenith of Maslow's hierarchy

of needs. In

been
have
basic,
met
and more complex, needs
other words when
the goal for personal motivation

is self actualization.

This has

implications

of developing personal creativity,

spontaneity

once the need for love, safety, esteem and

morality

and

physiological needs have been met, (Mazlow, 1943). Skorikov
and Vondracek observe that adolescents from rural communities
may be vulnerable because of the limited opportunities available
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to them to help them adjust successfully
schooling, (Skorikov & Vondracek,

after compulsory

2007).

Shucksmith (2004), notes that all young people, whether urban
or rural have similar concerns relating to employment
opportunities, access to education and housing. He believes that
young people growing up in rural areas could be further
marginalised

by having limited access to transport

opportunities

for social and leisure activities.

that young people from rural communities
and the visibility

and fewer

He goes on to say

have 'issues of identity

of living in small communities'.

(Shucksmith,

2004, p45) This echoes the findings of Davis and Ridge (1997)
who comment that young people from rural areas can find
themselves demonised by affluent incomers who appropriate
power within villages and use it for their own ends. This leaves
young people with nowhere to congregate where they are not
highly visible, (Davis and Ridge 1997, cited Shucksmith,

2004).

Midgely and Bradshaw (2006) conducted research for the
Institute of Public Policy Research with young people not in
employment, education or training (NEST), in the North of
England. They found that young people in rural communities in
the North East and the North West are more likely to be involved
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In work based learning than in other areas of England. Other
findings that they observed included the notion that the cost of
accessing opportunities

in rural areas was higher than in urban

areas, because of transport

costs, and that the choice available

was much more limited with maybe only one training provider or
college offering a desirable course of study or training.

Aspirations
In order to discuss aspiration it is necessary to establish what is
meant by aspiration.

Psychological studies into aspiration

dated to the 1930s so the notion of aspiration
Festinger's (1954) work on social comparison

is not new.
theory suggests

that people are searching for a degree of conformity,
within

certain boundaries

MacLelland's

determined

to achieve

largely by peers.

(1961) work on achievement motivation

by peers. He also highlights

that `the drive to achieve

Marcia (1966) found that his measure of aspiration
results. Young people in the 'foreclosure'

more likely to have unrealistic
the contrary,
participants

can be

(Quaglia & Cobb, 1996).

is acquired',

interesting

-

echoes that

of Festinger in that he agrees that achievement motivation
influenced

can be

expectations

gave
phase were

despite evidence to

such as poor test results. He found that all his
set goals higher than their attainment

and could
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therefore be found to have aspiration.

(1996)
Cobb
that
by
Quaglia
and
offered

similar to the definition
'Aspiration

(Marcia 1966). This is

for
to
be
defined
goals
set
ability
can
as a student's

the future, while being inspired during the present to work
towards those goals. ' (Quaglia & Cobb 1996).

Bajema et al(2002) commented that the `aspiration level of youth
in rural communities
of a community'

is more vulnerable

Bajema et al 2002). This is in agreement with the

notions of high visibility,
other authors,

to the social influences

rigidity

by
identified
gender
of role and

(Bell, 2000; Midgely & Bradshaw,

2006; Meek,

2006).

Midgely and Bradshaw
rural communities

(2006) report that young people living in

do not have limited aspirations

they are limited in the opportunities
and remain in their own community.

but rather that

to achieve those aspirations
Young people also

commented on the lack of choice available to them with regard to
college courses, university
placements.

opportunities

(Midgely & Bradshaw,

and training

or work

2006). This is further

reported

by Howley (2006) who challenges the notion that young people
who grow up in rural communities
comments that high -earning

have limited aspirations

but

roles are few and far between in
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rural communities.

Rural towns may offer a few opportunities

those working in the traditional

for

professions of law, accountancy

be
but
to
they
can
what
and medicine
will not compare
undertaken

in larger conurbations.

Howley agrees with Midgley

and Bradshaw that one of the aspirations

of many young people

is the desire to stay and achieve

growing up in rural communities

their local area and that this is an appropriate

within

aspiration

(Howley, 2006). This is further borne out by the work of the
Moving Mountains

project which ran workshops

and interviews

with young people in rural parts of England and Wales. There
was an acknowledgement,
that the countryside

by those who took part in the project,

could not meet their needs as young people.

This leads to the question of who decides what is an acceptable
aspiration

and why aspirations

need to be raised. Recent

government proposals have focused on raising aspirations
this has been synonymous
further

with continuing

participation

and higher education in order to meet commercial

and
in
and

business goals. A more positive position on the need to raise the
aspirations

of young people was put forward by TEDCO (the

Tyneside Economic Development

Company) whose state that:

Raisingthe aspirationsof young people is essentialif we are to get them
to aim higher and reach their full potential. Many young people need help in
recognisingtheir own abilities as well as the opportunities that now exist to
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developthem. TEDCOpresentsthese opportunitiesto young people and allows
them to discoverhidden abilities, giving them the chanceto developthem in
'real life' situations. BeingInvolvedIn a project can also open doors to futurecareer possibilities.(McShane ND)

Their stated aim is to generate economic prosperity across
Tyneside. (TEDCO)

When asked In the Ipsos-MORI study `Creating a High Aspiration
Culture for Young People in the UK' what had prevented young
people achieving their aspirations one of the most frequent
answers given by young people when their aspirations were not
met was that there were `no/few jobs of that kind in my area'. An
ECOTEC survey into the aspirations of young people in the rural
West Midlands reports that the young people it surveyed did not
differ greatly to those of other young people but that they
observed a lack of opportunity for some jobs, training and career
options in their areas which needed to be addressed if outmigration was to be reduced (ECOTEC, 2006).
This leads to a conflict for young people who are caught in
between their role as the life-blood of their community
(Glendinning

et al 2003 p131) and their role in achieving, aiming
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higher and reaching their economic potential. At the moment
these two alms seem to be in conflict.

Some local authorities
aspirations

with largely rural populations

cite raising

as one of their key strategies (Norfolk County Council,

2006; Somerset County Council, 2004; Devon County Council,
2004; Cumbria

Connexions, undated). Some authorities

agencies other than schools to raise aspiration.

use

Somerset, Devon

and Cornwall for example are engaged in 'raising aspiration
through progressive interventions'.

The raising of aspiration.

focuses on encouraging young people into higher education who
might otherwise not have considered this option. In Cumbria Aim
Higher used drama to raise awareness of post-16 options and
qualifications.

(Aim Higher website, 2007). The nature of Aim

Higher is to encourage more young people into further
although

study

much of its work seems to be concerned with promoting

knowledge about opportunities

and routes forward with little if

any focus on developing the person's self awareness. Norfolk has
a strategy within

Every Child Matters for raising aspiration.

claims that aspirations
achievement.

It

need to be raised in order to raise

Norfolk cites low aspiration

and low achievement

as

having a `negative impact on the economic
and skills base of the
county... ' (Martin, undated). In April 2007, Minister

of State,
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Department

of Work and Pensions,

Jim Murphy,

talked about

the `significant task ahead concerning the skills and aspirations
He
Hansard).
2007
In
April
(Murphy,
23rd
of many young people'
leaving
18
to
that
the
to
might
age
school
raising
went on
suggest
be one of the ways to meet the challenge. From reading local and
national

government policies on raising young people's aspiration

the main thrust and motivation
primarily

for the policy appears to be

economic and political. There is little or no emphasis on

the social and cultural

benefits of raising aspirations,

how to be

an effective parent, or playing a fuller role in the community

for

example.

A question that this raises is whether attachment to place, as
defined in the previous section, contributes to career indecision
in rural young people.

Human geographers and rural sociologists identify attachment
place and space as being a significant

factor in out-migration

to
of

young people from rural areas. Where adolescents can be

described as being in the 'moratorium' phase of career decision
making (Marcia, 1966) they are more likely to stay within their
rural community. They have not yet challenged their parents'
view of the world and made their own choices but have deferred
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the decision-making process, (Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). This
could be supported by the study by Johnson

et at (2005) into

Iowan adolescents which suggests that `residential preferences
(are indeed) related to adolescents' academic achievements

and

future educational plans, their relationships with parents and
perceptions of local job future opportunities', (p99).

Social Capital
Social capital is a term that is used increasingly

in sociological

studies, human geography and economic studies. It is referred to
as an important
achieve mutual

measure of how well communities
goals. The Organisation

Cooperation and Development

cooperate to

for Economic

(OECD) describes social capital as

'networks together with shared norms, values and
understandings

that facilitate

cooperation within

groups' (Cote & Healy, 2001, cited ONS, 2003).
into three types, bridging, bonding and linking

or between
It appears to fall

social capital.

Researchers argue that it is of relevance to young people In
education in facilitating

their mobility

and goal-setting.

There is a wealth of literature concerning the role of social capital
and the influence different types of social capital can have on the
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lives of young people and adolescents. Studies have been carried
out in diverse rural communities

around the world and have

considered the effect of social capital on civic involvement
et at, 2009; Ginwright

& Cammarota,

taking (Boyce et at, 2008), delinquency

(Duke

2007) adolescent risk
behaviour
anti
social
and

(Hoffmann & Dufer 2008) and substance use (Curran, 2007).

An American study of the social networks of young people
growing up in rural communities, (Singh & Dika, 2003) suggests
that the more adults a young person can name as someone with
whom they have a positive relationship, the more likely that the
young person is to achieve educationally, aspire and be
academically engaged, (Singh & Dika, 2003). They point out that
in rural areas young people are less likely to know people who are
not already part of their extended family network and that very
often adult members of the support network will be engaged in
similar level employment.

This is not necessarily the state of the situation in the UK at the
moment although youth groups such as the Young Farmers
Clubs tend to attract those young people who have aspirations
towards an agricultural future or parental ties linking them to
farming. Although there has been a broadening of the remit of
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Young Farmers Clubs to include support for migrant seasonal
workers and opportunities
competitions

to take part in public speaking
Award

Edinburgh
Duke
the
involvement
of
with
and

Scheme, the bedrock of activities continue to be rooted in
agricultural

activities such as stock judging and ploughing.

(NYFC, 2009). There is a trend for affluent, professional

families

to move out of the urban space to enjoy the 'rural idyll' although
there is not much evidence to demonstrate

how this positively

impacts on the more deeply rooted rural youth. Many
professionals

living in rural communities

technology and advances in information

are now using
and communication

technology to continue to carry out their city-based work from
home, or commute to Manchester,

London and Birmingham

(Davies, 2008; Gilligan 2005). Best and Shucksmith
suggest that that this inward migration
wealthy, older professionals

_

(2006)

to rural communities

by

is likely to lead to 'the 'cleansing' of

from
income
groups
rural England',
poorer, middle

(p6).

Virginia Morrow's (1999) research into the social capital of
children identifies children as agents of social capital generation.
Through their loose friendships, involvement with other children
and families in the community they open up opportunities for
their adults to network and socialise.
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Morrow also points out that in UK and USA the definitions
offered by Coleman and Putnam are not particularly

helpful in

that they portray children as the property of their parents and
seek a deficit-model,
communities.

looking at individuals

This has particular

importance

areas, however they are constituted.
communities
community

rather than
for families in rural

In established rural

the extended family and members of the wider
bringing
likely
in
to
up children
play
a
role
are more

(Morrow, 1999. )

Bridging social capital is concerned with building

loose ties that

can facilitate movement. This could through belonging to civic
community-based

groups such as a choir or film club, for

example. This type of low level inter personal connection may
make it possible for a person to secure a work experience position
in the future, or be able to recommend a plumber

or keep an eye

on an empty property thus building community.

Bonding social capital on the other hand is less to do with
building communities that can get along harmoniously than
building networks that are symbiotically related. Green and
White (2007), highlight the difficulties some young people find in
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leaving a community

with which they have bonded strongly. In

bond
fosters
the
idea
gang
which
of a strong
urban areas
culture
for some may seem to recreate the sense of family and belonging.
In this sense bonding social capital can be limiting

and difficult

to break away from (Jordan, 2008; Taylor 2007).

Gewirtz et at (2005) point out the central position given to the
importance

of developing social capital by the New Labour UK
It has permeated social and educational

government.

1997 with a particular
community

policy since

focus on engaging parents, forming

groups and developing parenting

skills (Gewirtz et al,

2005).

Gewirtz et al (2005) go on to argue that rather than building loose
social links that typically middle class families develop, the
Government's
building

development

multi-agency

with similarly

focused
has
of social capital
on

teams of professionals,

perceived difficulties

help each other but crucially

grouping families

together and helping them to

not developing the strategies which

will move families out of the cycle of deprivation
themselves in. Many families and communities
defined as 'hard to reach' by Government

they may find
that might be

do not recognize
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themselves as fitting the client group that agencies are seeking to
work with.

Post school transition
Skorikov and Vondracek found that young people with a positive
career orientation
bad behaviour
orientation

were less likely to be involved in incidents

(Skorikov & Vondracek,

melds career and attitude

of

2007). Positive career
to school along with the

young person's belief that they will be able to express themselves
though an occupation

successfully
Vondracek

go on to say that 'these attitudes

as a means of self-actualization,
pursuing
attitude

Skorikov
and
career.
or

an occupational

include valuing work

few
barriers to
perceiving

career, and maintaining

a positive

toward school' (p133).

Law et at., (2002), suggest that the concept of identity needs to be
revisited. They claim that government policies relating to careers
education have failed to recognise `the significant
between career and identity'
vocational

identity

relationships

(p431). They see developing a

as a learning process with several distinct

tasks. These include drawing upon personal feelings,
differentiating

self from others, developing a personal narrative,

representing

experience in one's own terms, focusing a point of
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view, building

an inner life and relating all to one's own purpose

(Law et at., 2002).
Lopez and Andrews (1987, cited Santos & Coimbra, 2000)
believed that 'career development and choice in adolescence
cannot be separated from two important
this period: the construction

developmental

tasks of

of identity and psychological

separation from the family', (p347).

Positive Youth Development
Positive youth development was defined by Catalano (2004) and
his confederates in the following way; `... themes common to
success involved methods to strengthen
behavioral,

social, emotional,

cognitive, and moral competencies: build self-efficacy;

shape messages from family and community
standards

for youth behavior; increase healthy bonding with

adults, peers, and younger children;
recognition

about clear

expand opportunities

for youth; provide structure

and consistency

and
in

program delivery; and intervene with youth for at least nine
months or longer', (p 114).

Roth and Brooks-Gunn (2003) talk of 'healthy, happy, competent
adolescents on their way to productive and satisfying adulthood',
(p198).
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William Damon (2004) suggests that Positive Youth Development
(PYD) was developed by professionals

working with young people

as a protest against the way in which young people were
consistently

(Damon, 2004).

overlooked and underestimated,

Positive youth development focuses on developing young people's

strengths and interests rather than concentrating on correcting
maladaptive behaviour. Damon stresses the importance of
focusing on the positive qualities that young people bring and
nurturing or appreciating those qualities rather seeking deficits
to correct. As Damon says `Every child has talents, strengths,
and interests that offer the child potential for a bright future. The
field of positive youth development focuses on each and every
child's unique talents, strengths, interests, and future potential',
(p592).

Lerner et al (2000) identified five factors that should contribute to
successful PYD. These are competence in academic, social and
vocational

areas, caring and compassion,

themselves and their abilities,
commitment

community

confidence in
involvement

or personal values and integrity

and moral

(Roth & Brooks-

Gunn, 2003).
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Gomez and Ang (2007), describe the importance
people, positive places and positive opportunities

of positive
(p97) as well as

adding that young people can be encouraged to make a
Edwards et at (2007) look at the

contribution

to society.

contribution

positive youth development can make to children

how
failure
at
and others
and young people at risk of school
mental and physical health benefits can be encouraged (Duncan
2008).
2007;
Browne
2004;
Sandford
at,
et at,
et
et at,

The concept of positive youth development is gaining an audience
in the UK at the moment and features in several strands of
government policy. Aiming High for Young People (HM Treasury,
2007) outlines its ten-year strategy for developing and embedding
positive youth activities. These now offered as a statutory
requirement following the implementation of Youth Matters and
various strands of the programme are being rolled out over the
next decade.

A brief Internet search of what English local authorities are doing
with regard to youth development is interesting. HM Treasury in
its document outlining the ten year strategy talks about positive
youth activities, rather than development. Although it does talk
about the development of skills, resiliency, self awareness and
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agency through

have
been
taken
to
do
these
seem
not
activities

up by local authorities.

Wakefield focuses on Positive Youth

Engagement (Wakefield 2007), as do other councils (Gateshead,
Torbay) who have been awarded Beacon Status for consulting
with young people in shaping policy.

Csikszentmihalyi

and Schneider (2000), identify work-like

as being crucial to developing a sense of occupational

play

identity.

This sort of experience may be gained by helping put on a

dramatic production for example. As well as directing, stage
managing, acting, and performance skills there is an opportunity
for those with an interest in construction, electrical skills, sound
engineering, set design, and customer care as well as costume,
hair-design,
marketing

make-up together with advertising,

promotion

and

and this does not include the creative skills of writing

the script and scoring the music. These skills and experiences
would be almost impossible to sample on a one or two-week work
experience programme
job. Csikszentmihalyi

or to acquire in a weekend or after-school
for
Schneider
and
more work-like
argue

play activities to be incorporated
(Csikszentmihalyi

into secondary education,

& Schneider, 2000). Different

skills could be

developed or acquired through debating societies, school councils
or building

and maintaining

a year group common room for
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instance. Some other research (Hardie et at, 2007), suggests that

students who are, involved in team building activities through
music making develop valuable skills. Those who make music

together whether in a pop band, school orchestra or church choir
develop social and cooperative skills that those who are not
Involved in intense teamwork activities have not had the

opportunity to acquire.

Contribution of Support Professionals
Although ostensibly working with young people between the ages
of 0 to 19 In the UK, little work has been carried out by
educational psychologists with young people at the point of
transition from compulsory education. The exceptions to this are
work with young people with identified additional support needs
and the on-going development of post school psychological
services for young people up to the age of twenty-five in Scotland.

The review of the twelve pathfinder
that involvement
transition,

by Educational

delivering training

found
Scotland
in
services
Psychologists

in facilitating

to careers service and college

personnel, improve 'the understanding,

skills and effectiveness of
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service providers through consultation, training and action
research' (MacKay, 2006, p111).

Educational

Wales
tend
to
England
in
and
psychology services

5
4
key
in
those
around
and
stages
work with
young people
providing

evidence of their need for additional

formal examinations

support around

(Frean, 2008), the facilitation

of transition

for those young people with additional complex difficulties who
may be going to join a college or residential placement that could
meet those needs, (Dee, 2006: Smart, 2004), and educational

for
children with onpsychologist attendance at review meetings
going statements of educational need.

There is a need for schools, careers services and other agencies
working with young people to provide a co-ordinated range of
appropriate services in preparation for the transition into adult
life. In order to do so most effectively these agencies will benefit
from forms of support that fall within the knowledge, expertise
and remit of educational psychologists.

A recent investigation by Foskett et at (2008), suggests that to a
large extent schools abdicate responsibility for providing effective
careers education and guidance by giving young people access to
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marketed to them but often without

information

the expertise to dispense information,

advice and guidance. They

comment that 'the accuracy and reliability
questionable'

the knowledge or

of that knowledge is

(p. 39). Schools do not really address the issues of

personal development with regard to transition

from compulsory

schooling. By and large careers education is delivered in school
by teachers rather than specialist staff from careers agencies. It
may be covered as a topic in lessons relating to the personal and
social development
amounting

curriculum,

but to no great depth and often

to little more than letting young people know what

their immediate

options are and completion

of a computer-aided__

guidance session (Foskett et at., 2008).

Rather than match young people to careers, the role of
professionals

in preparing for the transition

education should involve encouraging
construct

to post-compulsory

them to identify and

a portfolio of skills, experiences and attributes

that

could be useful in a variety of vocational and educational
settings. Educational
development within
supporting

psychologists

can contribute

to curriculum

schools for this purpose and also to

staff in helping young people to develop self-

awareness. Young people's knowledge of their own strengths
weaknesses, likes and dislikes, values, dispositions

and

and abilities
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Is crucial to them being able to make any kinds of decisions
about themselves. Psychologists have a wide range of tools and

supporting

for this purpose in

that could be used strategically

interventions

teachers and other professionals.

example: narrative

These include, for

therapy, which might involve the young

_

being
(Law,
2006)
telling
in
their
supported
and
person
own story
in the development of their core beliefs and sense of identity;
personal construct

approaches, to elicit self-exploration;

approaches, combining

mentoring,

counselling

coaching

and advocacy;

tools
to
the
to
with
guided
and
reflection,
provide young people
think about themselves in a focused way and to carry out this
type of reflective, evaluative task throughout

their life.

In summary, educational psychologists can play a key role by
working collaboratively with schools, careers services and other
from
the
transition
in
in
agencies
school
supporting young people
into adult life. The value of such a role and its positive impact on
the practice of professionals
colleges, careers, training

in schools, further

education

agencies and other settings has been

demonstrated

by MacKay (2006) in his evaluation

psychological

services across twelve education

of post-school

authorities

in

Scotland.
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Conclusion

to Literature

Review

a range of literature

From considering

differing
the
aspects of
on

this topic it seems that there are several observations
made. Although

that can be

rural life is depicted as 'idyllic' the experience

can be far from idyllic to adolescents and emerging adults
growing up in those communities.
their high visibility

Shucksmith

(2004) identifies

(2000)
Bell
lack
and
and
of collateral or voice.

Ni Laoire (2001) point to the strongly gendered identities

that

females
little
for
both
in the way of
exist
males and
which allow
identity exploration;
developmental

a task that is a crucial element of the

task of adolescence. Attachment,

family but also to place, is identified

not only to

limiting
factor
as a

choices

from
decisions
fail
by
break
their
and
made
young men who
adolescent pasts to successfully

develop as young adults.

It appears from reading various papers that career or vocational
choice is intertwined with young people's perceptions of their own
Identity. (Law 2005, Law, et al 2002, Erikson, 1956,1968, Marcia
1965, Vondracek 1992) From Piaget's theories of development
adolescents are at the formal operations stage where they can
ask abstract questions about the life they want to lead.

Many of the constructs under consideration are slippery and it
has been difficult, if not impossible, to find absolute definitions
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them. The widely used terms of identity and adolescence can
carry different meanings depending on the discipline
the researcher comes. Similarly

the concept of attachment

quite commonly used in psychological
the notion of attachment

from which
is

and sociological research

to place is perhaps a little more

nebulous and less well researched.

Aspects of the literature reviewed here appear to relate to each
other and to some extent there is an overlap between some of
these areas. Notions of identity, adolescence and emerging
adulthood contain similar themes of seeking a sense of purpose,
gaining insight into the sort of person they want to be and
defining ethical and philosophical standpoints.
Similarly

well-being,

aspiration,

post-school

transition

and

positive youth development have common themes to do with
autonomy,

developing independence,

making and maintaining

friendships and purpose in life.

A further cluster of themes emerges around the issue of rurality,
social capital and attachment to place. Authors highlight the
rapidly- changing cultural and political understanding of rurality.
The meaning of 'rural' can be not only different within research
disciplines but also holds diverse meaning for people
of different
generations, for people within the culture but from differing
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geographical backgrounds

and perceived differently

by those who

use rural spaces in different ways.

This paper has considered psychological

perspectives on the

issues faced by young people in their development from
adolescence into adulthood,

and it is proposed that

by helping to develop a positive sense of identity, to promote a
positive career orientation and to raise aspirations, educational
psychologists

can assist in addressing the particular

by young people growing up in rural communities,
making a contribution

issues faced
as well as in

to meeting the wider needs of young

people in general.
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Research

Questions

Main question
How does the experience of growing up in a rural community

impact on a young person's identity and future aspirations.

Sub questions:
Could the young people I researched with be engaged with to

reflect on their lives and experiences?

What skills might young people develop that could enhance their
ability to take more control over their decision-making?

The literature review considered previous studies that were
germane to this investigation.

Literature

included a variety of

perspectives on identity theory from the seminal work of Erikson
through to twenty; f lrst century thinking. Literature from disciplines
other than psychology was discussed. Issues raised focused on
young people with regard to attachment to place, aspiration theory,
post-school transition, adolescence and emerging adulthood,
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subjective well-being and rural life. After considering previous
literature the research question was posed.
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The Route Map for a Mystery

Tour

Methodology
This chapter explores the methodology most appropriate
research question. Qualitative

and quantitative

to the

methodologies are

considered. The researcher seeks to clarify her own position as an
influence within the research. Transparency,

ethics,

epistemological and personal reflexivity are explored.

Three Epistemological Questions
Using Carla Willig's (2008) book on qualitative
methodologies

research

as a starting point I sought to answer her three

epistemological

questions in order to make explicit the

epistemological

standpoint

of this piece of research. The three

questions are:
What kind of knowledge does the methodology
What kind of assumptions

aim to produce?

does the methodology

make about the

world?

How does the methodology conceptualise the position of the
researcher in the research process?

This piece of research seeks to elicit the views of school-age male
students in relation to their notions of who they are and how they
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see themselves in the future. Using the students' selected images,
listening to their interpretations

of their lived situations

and

listening to them making sense of their world gives the researcher
an insight into the hopes and aspirations

that the participants

hold as well as an insight into how they construct their identities.

I am looking for the young people's sense-making

and perception

of how they see their world, how they perceive their futures and
what they perceive as the barriers to helping them achieve their
ambitions.

The methodology assumes that the world is accessible to the
participants, that there is nothing closed to them. The
participants are all at a point of transition and the methodology
seeks to explore their world with them and to facilitate them in
interpreting the world in their own way.

The researcher also has the role of interpreter in this
methodology. As well as facilitating the exploration of the world of
the participants the researcher has a reflexive role in her
Interpretation of the participants' interpretations.
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In order to find out how young people feel about their futures, it
seemed that one course of action would be to speak to those
young men and ask them how they saw their situation.

The drive

towards obtaining pupils' views (Spicer & Evans, 2006) is timely
since much of government social and education policy is focused
on 'improving

outcomes for children and young people', (DCSF,

2008. )

It is interesting to look at how children and young people are
involved in policy making. Spicer and Evans (2006) concluded
that rather than being participants

within

the process of policy

development children are involved in consultation.
they are responding

In other words

to the agenda of the adults who are leading

the policy making rather than being involved in giving undirected

observations or opinions. Rather than empowering children and
young people by offering an opportunity to participate and make
a contribution that will be valued, the use of consultation serves
merely to agree an undisclosed adult-led agenda, (Spicer &
Evans, 2006).

It is not only the child or young person's view that is important
however. It is probable that more consideration should be given
to how that view is interpreted. Although a child's view can be
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obtained it may be that the interpretation

by
the
view
child's
of

the researcher appears to support the researchers' hypothesis
thoughts
their
to
the
if
on
able
expound
child
were
when

further

this may not be the case at all.

I acknowledge that there will be some slippage between speaker
and hearer and between researcher and writer where words
for
the
do
the
nuance
same
quite
carry
not
spoken or written
listener or reader as was originally intended. I can recount
various occasions where I have misunderstood something or
thought that somebody had meant something other than what
that,
in
believe
I
that
alone
am not
was actually meant and

If this task of interpreting the meaning of what people with a
similar level of understanding to oneself is so difficult it would
appear reasonable to assume that interpreting the meaning of
language
different
those
with
what
understandings of words,
usage, cultural background, age and gender could prove
challenging.

In order to address the research question, it was essential to
choose an appropriate methodology by which the research
question could be investigated. In psychology the most usual
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methodologies are either quantitative, qualitative or a mixture of
both. Quantitative
counting,

methodologies

are usually concerned with

categorizing and looking for causal relationships

between data.

Qualitative research, on the other hand, focuses on eliciting
reflections on subjective experiences from participants who seek
to make sense of their situations.

Qualitative

researchers are

interested in the quality and depth of these experiences and seek
to investigate the meanings given to events by research
participants (Willig, 2008). This in turn generates rich data that
can be analysed by a variety of methods to illuminate a topic.

As well as participants' sense -making, qualitative research
methodologies place great importance on the effect of the
researcher on the research findings. This can manifest itself in a
variety of ways; the manner in which the research is conducted,
the personal reflexivity of the researcher and how participants'
making
is interpreted are all taken into consideration by
meaning
qualitative researchers.

Since my research question is concerned with young people
making sense of their experiences of growing up in a rural
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community,

research methodology

qualitative

seems to be most

appropriate.

Standpoint
As I was interested in finding out what young people thought
future
felt
for
I
that a
hopes
the
their
their
about
experiences and
case study approach was appropriate.
an insight into how my participants

I was interested in gaining
saw themselves but was not

seeking to generalize findings in a profound way. Similarities

and

may emerge through the process of analysis but I

commonalities

was not seeking to produce a piece of research that offered
generalized findings.

The experiences that my participants

in that they were reflecting on their experiences

contextualized

and their Understanding
they understand

manner and although

by putting

of their experiences within

the world as

it. There is no attempt at objectivity

study. The participants

hermeneutic,

were reflecting on were

relate their thoughts

in this

in a subjective

I am trying to employ a double

me making sense of him making sense of his world,

myself alongside the participant

as he makes meaning

from his experiences I have my own female, adult, urban lens
through which I experience my participants'

sense making.
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This study does not aim to find out the truth or acknowledge that
there is a truth to find. The interest in this study lies in what the
participants

perceive the truth to be for them as they make sense

of their reality and privileges their meaning-making.

Qualitative researchers are conscious of the need to make sure
that their findings are an honest interpretation of what the
participants are saying rather than a means of supporting
researcher-led impressions by selecting key quotes from the data
that support those impressions.

Features of good qualitative

research according to Yardley (2000)

are that it has 'transparency
context, has commitment
importance',

and coherence, is sensitive to

and rigour and has impact and

(p219).

Reflexivity
In order to report qualitative research ethically it is important for
the researcher to acknowledge the contribution they make in
affecting the data and the findings. This contribution is evident
not only through the interpretation a researcher may put on the
data generated by the participants but also on the
effect of the
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methodology

on the participants

and their expectations.

However

much a researcher tries to mediate those effects they are always
present to some extent. It is therefore important
acknowledge researcher effects when reporting

to identify and
qualitative

research.

Willig, (2008) identifies personal and epistemological reflexivity as
requirements of good quality research.

'Personal reflexivity

involves reflecting upon ways in which our

own values, experiences, interests, beliefs, political

commitments

wider alms in life and social identities have shaped the research
it involves thinking

about how the research process may have

affected and possibly changed us, as people and as researchers. '
(p 10).

Epistemological reflexivity requires us to engage with questions
such as: How has the research question defined and limited what
can be found? How has the design of the study and the method of
analysis constructed the data and findings? How could the
research question have been investigated differently? To what
extent would this have given rise to a different understanding of
the phenomenon under investigation?
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Transparency
In qualitative

research 'transparency'

refers to the way in which

data is presented so as not to obscure, misrepresent
participants'
including

discourses, (Yardley 2000). This is done by

entire transcripts

photographs

or a deny

of the verbatim data together with

and digital audio copies of participant

in

interviews

this piece of research.

To further aid transparency, within this piece of research, large
passages of text are presented within their context in order that
the reader can make connections

themselves. The inclusion

of

how
to
in
than
in
isolation
show
serves
passages
context rather
the researcher came to the interpretation

she has.

The acknowledgement of the researcher's personal influence on
the data generated and the analysis through the demonstration
of reflexivity constitute part of the transparency of the research.

Ethics
In researching with children and young people ethical
considerations should be of paramount importance. Researchers
from the Thomas Coram Institute carrying out research on behalf
of the DCSF in 2006 commented that 'research should be of clear
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benefit to children and young people' (Knight et al, 2006 p6. )
Research should be respectful to the young person and use
methods that the participant
as obtaining

the permission

to gain the permission

is confident to use, (op. cit). As well
of the participants'

parents it is vital

foremost.
first
the
and
of
young person

They can only give their informed consent if the aims, methods
and purpose of the research are made clear to them at the outset
(ESRC, 2006. )

Within most children's

experience talking to an adult means

talking to someone with more power or control of a situation

than

they do (Kirkby, 2004. ) In order to mitigate an unintentional
power imbalance research should be conducted in situations
where the participant

feels comfortable.

Similarly

the ability to

withdraw

consent should be reinforced so that a participant

withdraw

from continuing

_

can

with the research at any point during

the research process.

In this chapter I attempted to identify a suitable methodology that
was appropriate to the research question. Qualitative and
quantitative methodologies were considered. The researcher
sought to clarify her own position as an influence within the
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research. Transparency, ethics, epistemological and personal
reflexivity were also explored.
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Possible Methods of Data Generation
Methods of qualitative data generation including focus groups,

the
in
technology
the
use of computer
questionnaire completion and
form of a chat group or weblog are also considered.

My research question was concerned with finding out what it was
like to be a young man growing up in a rural community

in

Cumbria. There were several research pathways open to me. I
could have carried out questionnaire-based

research, with a

the
I
about
questions
ratings scale where asked specific
participants'
questionnaire

experiences. Alternatively

I could have used a

fuller
that
written
required a
with open questions

response.

I could have used focus groups of participants in order to gain a
in
the
growing
generalised
up
of
rural
more
picture of
experiences
communities. I also considered setting up a chat room or weblog
that participants could access and leave their thoughts.

I decided that none of these methods would provide the
information I was seeking. The questionnaire might have been too
prescriptive and previous research (Hart & Staveland, 1988)
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indicates that there is too much leeway in how participants
have interpreted

the ratings scale. Focus groups can become

dominated by individual
participants

might

participants

who inhibit

other

from putting their point of view. Similarly

have been topics that the participants
when there were others present.
have been too difficult

there may

were not prepared to raise

Facilitating

focus groups may

too with regard to finding a suitable easily

accessible location.

Whilst accessing a website might have been an interesting
informative

and

way of carrying out the research, previous research

into adolescents' on line personalities

(Hinduja & Patchin, 2008)

suggests that this may not have offered the insights I was

seeking. A further consideration was that I did not have the
research time, knowledge, skill or budget to set up a secure
could log their observations.

website on which participants
information

generated may not have been particularly

would have been more difficult
homogeneity

and maintain

The

useful as it

to control participants'

ethical considerations.

On the other hand this method may have increased the
participation

in the project and offered an appealing medium

through which participants
participants

could put their views. The

could have been anonymous

from each other and
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this may have enabled them to make a more free contribution.

From the point of view of the researcher there may have been
difficulties

establishing

the authenticity

of the post and the

poster.

Whilst the open ended questionnaire might have offered an
opportunity for the participants to record a richer vein of
thoughts than a rating-scale questionnaire, I was conscious that
I did not want taking part in the research to be a chore for the
participants.

I wanted the participants

to be engaged in thinking

about themselves and to use their own words. Had I required
them to write their answers I think that this may have created a
barrier to understanding

and interpretation,

tOliver et al, 2008).

Methods of qualitative data generation including focus groups,

questionnaire completion and the use of computer technology in the
form of a chat group or weblog were considered.
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Data Collection Methods in this Study
Visual research methods and semi-structured interviewing are
discussed as means of generating data.

felt
I
for
data
different
collection
From reading about
methods
that the use of cameras might be an interesting and effective way
they
lives
in
their
to
way
a
consider
of engaging young people
before.
them
have
considered
may not
The use of the camera gave the participants

an opportunity

to

lives
their
for
themselves
consider
a while and
step outside of
from a different point of view. The camera was not a threatening
had
the
being
inexpensive
and
relatively
piece of equipment
advantage of containing
offer the opportunity

in
to
than
order
necessary
more shots

for the participants

to take plenty of images.

The use of photography as a method of information collection is a
Morrow
Virginia
with
people.
way
of
young
useful
working
identifies several benefits to using photography as a research
method. These include giving control of the data gathering to the
participants, in other words they choose what they are interested
in showing, photography also gives `a visual way in to
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everyday life' (Morrow, 2007). Other advantages of

understanding

using photography
the participants
the findings,

could include that it is a method that engages

and that it can be relatively easy to disseminate

(Morrow, 2007; NFER, undated; Prosser & Loxley,

2008).
Photo-elicitation
Previous studies have used cameras to obtain data from children
(Matthews & Tucker, 2000; Clark-Ibanez,
and in using photographs

2004; Capello, 2005)

with men (Oliffe & Bottorff, 2007) with

positive results. Capello (2005), stresses the value of using the
camera and photographs

as a tool to break down the barriers

between adults and children,

particularly

in school settings

where all adults are quasi teacher figures. It seemed that using
photographs

with participants

having a conversation
perceptions

could offer a useful way in to

with a young person about their

of their own lives.

Matthews and Tucker (2000), suggest that children are not
traditionally

asked to express their ideas about themselves and

that 'if conducted in a supportive
interviews

and respectful manner

can be an empowering experience for children,

(p. 308).

Prosser and Schwartz (1998), suggested that using
photographs
may offer a means by which to engage those people who do not
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find it particularly

easy to express themselves verbally, with

nuance. In a more recent piece of research Prosser and Loxley
(2008), describe the use of photographs
`empowering

(p22) participants.

photographs

that the participants

as being a means of

They go on to say that using
have taken themselves ensures

that the interview process is driven by the participant

rather than

the researcher (2008 p. 22)

In their study, using photographs with men, Oliffe and Bottorff
(2007), describe another benefit of using cameras which is that
`the photographs demanded description, detail and explanation -which helped to reduce assumptions about shared researcherparticipant understandings of specific phenomena', (p.853).

Since my research was with young people who would not
consider themselves as either children or men but with a foothold
in both of those camps the use of cameras and photographs
appropriate.

Photo-elicitation

to use with young participants

interviews

seem to be appropriate

because they allow the researcher

to see things from the participants'
photographs

was

point of view. The use of

also seemed to break down a barrier for the

participants in that they were able to explain their pictures and
feel comfortable that their explanations had been
received and
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for
the
Had
understood.
we relied on words alone, particularly
younger participants

interviewed in the school setting, I think

that some discomfort may have arisen.

Using a photo-elicitation

interview allowed the participants-to

focus on the images of items, places and people that were
important

to them. For some of the participants
framing it to give maximum

a photograph,

of the task, particularly

the act of staging

meaning became part

for the older participants.

Semi structured interviews
Semi-structured

interviews offer the researcher the opportunity

to pursue their area of interest but also to be responsive to the
participant.

It may be that a participant

offers an unanticipated

response to a question, for example. The interviewer/researcher
is then able to develop that theme further

through

simple

questioning that allows the participant to think further about the
topic.
This allows the researcher and participant to explore and develop
phenomena together that are of relevance, are generated and
explored by the participant and illuminating to the researcher.
The process is genuinely collaborative. Smith and Osborn (2003)
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state that '... the interview will be guided by the schedule rather
than be dictated by it', (p56).

Other benefits of using semi- structured

interviews as a

technique for data collection include the two-way'conversational
element of semi structured

interviews. This contrasts with fully

scripted interviews which are short, unambiguous and very much
question and answer sessions.

Because of the way in which the interviewer
participants'
natural

answers the semi structured

to a participant.

Further

is able to respond to

interview

can feel more

probing by the researcher

around a topic raised by the participant is for clarification and to
aid understanding for both the participant and the researcher.

The use of semi structured

one-to-one interviews was used in

preference to focus groups because it was important for the
research to recognise and value that all participants' life
experiences were different yet equally valuable. Had the
participants been in a focus group it is possible that one or two
participants may have dominated the group.
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In order to better understand what it is like to be a young man
growing up in rural Cumbria I asked some young men,
Individually, what they thought. In order to aid our mutual
understanding I asked them to take some photographs too.

Visual research methods, specifically

the use of participant"taken

photographs, and semi-structured interviewing were discussed as
means of generating data. The rationale for using these methods of
data collection was given.
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The chosen method and alternative options

This section gives an overview of the philosophy underpinning

interpretative phenomenological analysis. Phenomenology and
hermeneutics are discussed. Alternative methods that might have
been appropriate to this research are considered together with a
resume of why IPA was chosen.

Interpretative

Phenomenological

Analysis (IPA)

Interpretative

Phenomenological

Analysis is rooted in the

philosophy

of phenomenology

by
Husserl
developed
and
as

refined by Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty
Husserl (1927), phenomenology
one's experience of a stimulus.
stimulus

and Sartre. According to

is concerned with reflecting on
In other words if the external

for
were a car,
example, a phenomenologist

would

consider the car as an entity but would then go on to think about
their own experience of the car. This would lead them to distil
what comes or 'appears' from the act of reflection.

To some extent we are all phenomenologists
that as Individuals

and we acknowledge

we experience external stimuli

differently

to

each other. In a discussion with friends after seeing a film
together, for instance, there may well be a range of opinions
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the
external
to
although
persons
experience
each
relating
voiced
stimulus was the same.

People are always seeking to make meaning out of the words of
literal
than
be
that
the
a
more
meaning will
others and
Interpretation

of the words used. In other words contexts,
factors will be taken into

feelings, history, physiological
consideration

by those Interpreting

the comment. The act of

from
written
meaning
or making

interpreting

discourse
or spoken

is called hermeneutics.

The difficulty

to
relates
words
someone else's

with interpreting

the unspoken reasoning that lies behind the spoken words. For
instance, going back to the previous example of watching

a film

together, someone may have been moved to tears by the film
because there were characters
Identified,

or situations

another may have been irritated

they
which
with
by
the
or annoyed

day
the
the
The
at work,
of
sort
mood of
watcher,
same character.
whether they are hungry or thirsty,

the temperature

and comfort

level in the theatre may all have had a bearing on how the film
was experienced. Similarly
and cultural

considerations

life experiences, personal constructs
may have a bearing on how an

experience is interpreted.
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Although originally a historical term relating to the interpretation
hermeneutics
is
bible,
the
tracts,
most
notably
of religious
concerned with 'people as interpreting and sense making
individuals' (Shaw 2008, power point presentation).

IPA employs a double hermeneutic.
meaning of his situation
his thoughts

The participant

Is making

to
trying
interpret
and
and experience

to
trying
feelings
is
the
also
researcher
and
whilst

make sense of the participant
`... the Participants

his
life
world.
of
sense
making

are trying to make sense of their world: the

researcher is trying to make sense of the participants

trying to

dynamic
(p51).
IPA
their
as
a
research
make sense of
world',
sees
has
This
the
researcher.
and

process involving both participant

been described by Smith (2008) and Finlay (2003) as moving
round the hermeneutic

circle, (Tletz, 1994). It is the task of the

researcher to try to stand alongside the participant and try to
understand things from his point of view.

Alternatives considered
I felt that this sort of research question, which relies on
participants
qualitative
quantitative

being able to reflect on experiences, required a
research methodology

and analysis, rather than a

or mixed methodology.

I was seeking to explore the
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feelings, thoughts and perceptions that young people have about
the situation in which they are living. It was important to allow
their
to
their
to
individual
responses
participants
explore
own,
unique experiences.

I did not want this to be limited by taking part in a questionnairebased study that allowed answers within

certain parameters,

or

that had such open-ended questions that they might become a_
chore to complete. I think this would have discouraged some of
my participants

from taking part.

I considered grounded theory, discourse analysis and
interpretative

phenomenological

analysis (IPA) as possible ways

In which to analyse my data. According to Paul Flowers (Flowers
2008, IPA Internet discussion
methodologies

group), some qualitative

be
to
points on a
and methods of analysis appear

spectrum. Whilst more rigorous forms of discourse analysis
might seem a distance away from IPA other forms seem to be
different only by nuance. Similarly

there appears to be some

overlap with aspects of grounded theory and features of IPA. In
defending the methods used here I seek to explain why I chose
IPA and why I rejected other qualitative

methods.
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Grounded theory
Jonathan Smith (1996) acknowledges many commonalities
between grounded theory and IPA. Both methods use thematic
analysis to identify themes, emerging themes and clusters of
themes for example. Much of the language used in describing
both methods is the same and both methods of analysis rely on
investigating

the experiences of participants.

Grounded theory is rooted in uncovering social processes and its
original purpose was to 'develop a theoretical analysis of the data
that fits the data and has relevance to the area of study'
(Charmaz, 2003, p109).

Although grounded theory has evolved into a widely used method
within qualitative research in social sciences it is from sociology
and a sociological sensibility that it draws its underpinning
theories. The purpose of grounded theory is to 'identify and
explicate contextualized social processes that account for
phenomena', (Willig 2008 p73). This is unlike IPA which is a
psychological method whose aim is to uncover and explore
phenomena to establish its core or essence.
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Recent developments in grounded theory have led to it becoming
more difficult

to define, the schism between Strauss and Glaser

in the development of grounded theory, the difference between
abbreviated and full analysis and variations
social constructionist

epistemological

add to the confusion,

(Willig, 2008).

between realist and

stances. These conflicts all

Discourse Analysis (DA)
DA gives researchers a means by which to think of the use and
function of language as a means by which participants express
underlying feelings and beliefs about how they construct their
lives. I could have used DA to look at my participants' reports of
their experiences. I did not think that DA was an appropriate
form of analysis for two main reasons. Firstly I think my
participants'

general use of language does not wholly express

their beliefs about themselves. Relatively few words are used and
there is a tendency to use extreme forms of language in order to
make a point. Secondly, young people often use an argot that
they and their friends understand
would not understand.

but that, although English, I

In Foucauldian

the speaker is 'positioned by/in

Discourse Analysis (FDA)

discourse',

(Willig, 2003 p182).

Therefore it follows that the listener or researcher is also
positioned by or in discourse. I could not claim to be positioned
in the discourse of my participants.
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Rationale for Usin

Interpretative

Phenomenological

Analysis (IPA)

In psychology and the social sciences IPA is a relatively recent
method of analysis. Assumptions

beings' (Taylor 1985, cited Shaw

'People are "self interpreting"
powerpoint

presentation,

that
the
IPA
include
notion
of

2008) and that making sense of one's

life, through interpretative

enquiry, is central to one's experience

as a person.

IPA, as a research method, was developed by Jonathan
the 1990s and seeks to gain first-person
thoughts,

Smith in

accounts of specific

feelings.
is
idiographic
Data
collected
experiences and

in that it focuses or sheds light on the specific. Idiographic
research makes no claims to make generalisable predictions
rather works at an individual
claims about that particular
through

semi-structured

but

level and can then make specific
individual.

Data is usually

interviews although

collection are also possible, such as journals
sizes are usually small and homogeneous;

collected

other means of data
or diaries.

Sample

a case study approach

is used. In the analysis phase of the research there should be a
balance between inductive

(bottom up or generated by the data)

and deductive processes. Reaching an understanding

through
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joint working between the participant
important

and researcher is an

feature of IPA. The scope of the analysis includes

descriptions

of the data, provides a narrative

interpretation

and offers an

of the findings.

Eatough and Smith, (2006) state that IPA 'shares... a concern
with unravelling

the relationship

between what people think

(cognition), say (account) and do (behaviour), ' (p486).
Smith claims that IPA is most effective when exploring areas of
'hot cognition'
understanding

(Smith, 2008). Hot cognition is a fresh
or realization

about a situation

this reason IPA is used predominantly

or experience. For

in health psychology to

explore how people might make meaning of physical,

social or

(Smith,
becoming
1994; 1995;
medical changes such as
a mother
1999), sexual identity (Flowers et at, 2000), mental health
(Mulveen & Hepworth, 2006) and bereavement (Goldsworthy &
Coyle, 1999; 2001).

Since my research question sought to explore the participants'
sense-making of their world particularly, was not seeking to
make generalisable claims for the population and was concerned
with considering each participant as a case study, IPA was my
chosen method of analysis.
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In order to generate data suitable to be analysed using IPA I
followed the steps outlined in the Jonathan

Smith and Mike

Osborn (2003), chapter on IPA in Qualitative
practical

guide to methods.

Psychology: A

The first step is to construct

research question that requires the participant

a

to reflect on an

life
thought.
in
that
them
their
much
engages
aspect of

IPA is a

popular method in health psychology because it requires
to reflect on their changed status in the light of their

participants

illness, pain or disease and make sense of the changes that are
happening

to them. For this study I have asked the participants

to reflect on what it is like for them being a young person growing
up In Cumbria.

Other steps concerned with sample size, data

generation and analysis are detailed in the section on
implementation

(p97).

Validity
The question of the validity

of the findings Identified

use of IPA as a method of analysis is an intriguing
hand the participants
phenomenon
acknowledged

through

one. On one

are asked to give an interpretation

that they are experiencing.

the

of a

It is openly

by researchers using this method that a variety of

factors can Influence the participants'

meaning making.

(Brocki &

Wearden, 2006;, Willig, 2008). This can include personal comfort
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levels, the weather outside and what else the participant

could be

doing when they are working with the researcher. It follows
therefore that the participant
about the phenomenon
meeting. Similarly

may feel somewhat differently

they are describing on a subsequent

the researcher has her role to play here too.

The researcher may be influenced by her perceptions
participant,

of the

what novel she is reading or what she has seen on

television. She is as much a part of the research as the
participant

in that she is interpreting

the participant

generated

data.

Since different people might interpret the same situation in a
different way triangulation with a third party would not seem to
be a viable way of ensuring viability. Similarly since researcher
and participant may disagree with their own observations on
readdressing the phenomenon under discussion there may not be
-

much by way of internal validity either.

Validity is best addressed through the examination of similar
themes and responses elicited from participants although each
for
the research tasks
interviewed
prepared
participant was
and
individually.
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`Validity can be defined as the extent to which our research

describes, measures or explains what we set out to describe,
-

measure or explain, (Willig 2008, p16). This suggests that the
research is valid if it achieves what it set out to achieve.

Overview

IPA offers a psychological perspective to exploring with
participants

how they make sense of their life world and how they

interpret the meaning of their situations and circumstances.
Rather than looking at the social contexts that encapsulate the
phenomena being studied IPA offers an opportunity to look at the
essence of the phenomena identified by the participants. This
method offers a collaborative approach to research into young
people's experiences and gives them an opportunity to consider
their lifeworld.
Through reflecting

on their lived experiences participants

and the

researcher are able to identify themes that are relevant for them
as an individual.
Since my research question specifically set out to explore the
participants' sense-making of their world, did not seek to make
claims for the population

and was concerned with considering

each participant as an individual case study, IPA was my chosen
method of analysis.
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The research is phenomenological
participants

in that it requires the

to reflect on their own situation

that arise from it. It is ethnographic
on a specific part of the population

and the phenomena

to some extent as it focuses
that is defined by its

geography, and a case study approach was employed in order to
gain more insight into specific experiences, beliefs and values.
Through

analysis and interpretation

of the collected findings this

enables a rich, rounded understanding

to be developed.

This chapter provided a brief overview of the philosophy
underpinning

interpretative

phenomenological

analysis.

Phenomenology and hermeneutics were discussed. Alternative

have
been appropriate to this research were
that
methods
might
considered together with a resume of why IPA was chosen.
Validity was discussed.
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You put your left leg in, your left leg out...
Implementation
This chapter includes the method of data collection, participant
the
Elements
details
the
of
used.
method
of
analysis
sample and
the
following
of
pilot study.
review
revised
method used were
Plan and changing

plans

The design of this study combines several common elements of
qualitative

design.
In common with other qualitative
research

methods participants

their
to
experiences
on
reflect
were asked

and talk about them during a semi-structured

interview.

Following Smith and Osborn (2003), recommendations for
I
to
IPA
a
method
aimed
as
carrying out a piece of research using
find between four and six participants who had a certain degree
been
have
'IPA
published with samples of
studies
of commonality.
five
fifteen.
four,
As
guide,
or
we
suggest
a rough
nine and
one,
(p54).
Similarly
they
that
',
state
six as a reasonable sample size...
logic
basic
that
if
'The
is
homogeneity
degree
required,
was
of
a
for
is
it
interviewing,
is
not very
six
participants
example,
one
helpful to think in terms of random or representative sampling.
IPA therefore goes in the opposite direction and through
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purposive sampling finds a more closely defined group for whom

the research question will be significant. ' (op cit).

In the research proposal I had stated that six pupils would make
up the participant

group. This was to ensure a balance between

fairly
keep
to
the
groups
age
small as
and
participant numbers
in-depth case studies were to be carried out by one researcher
over a short period of time. The preliminary
male participants

design required six

across school years 10 and 12 to be self

selecting and interviewed

at school. However after interviewing

two year 10 pupils and carrying out the transcription of their
interviews I changed the design to include the interviews with the
year 10 pupils as a pilot study. I changed my method of sampling
participants and carried out interviews with them in their own
homes. There were three participants in the main study. These
participants were purposively sampled in order to ensure a
degree of homogeneity. Equally importantly the participants were
willing and available to take part in the research and carry out
the research tasks.

-

Participant numbers were small because in depth case studies
were to be carried out. The purpose of the pilot study was twofold. It afforded the opportunity to test the proposed design and
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method and enabled me to make changes to the main study as a
result of the pilot.

The final design included a two-participant pilot study who
completed all the elements of the main study. Data gathering
involved participants in a photography task leading on to an
individual semi-structured interview. The interview was recorded
by
transcribed
the researcher.
digital
voice recorder and
using a
Participants
In the original design self-selecting participants

were sought from

two school year groups; Year 10 and Year 12. Eight rural
secondary school head teachers were approached requesting
permission

for me to speak to year groups of boys, (see appendix

A, ) describe the tasks and rationale of the research and seek

participants. Three schools replied, two of them agreeing to their
pupils' participation. On arrival at each participating school I
found that four boys had been selected for me by each
headteacher. One of the schools did not have a 6th form which
meant that I had six Year 10 pupils and two Year12 pupils from
which to draw participants.
pupils returned

Of these eight pupils three Year 10

their own consent forms and consent forms from

their parents agreeing to them taking part in the research. (See
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appendices B and Q. These participants

became the pilot study

group.

Main study participants
approaching

by
me personally
were recruited

boys between the ages of 16 and 18 and asking

them to take part in my research. If they agreed to participate

I

went on to have face-to-face discussions with their parents prior
to the boys taking part in the research and obtained parental
consent. All the main study participants

were known to me but

did not know me well. They would have known me by sight. I had
never worked with any of the participants

in a professional

capacity as a teacher, careers adviser or psychologist.
agreed to participate

all lived in rural communities,

Those who

though not

the same community. All pupils attended the same secondary
school, though not in the same year group. A measure of
homogeneity between participants was required, A case study
approach was adopted.

Brief participant profiles are included as part of the case studies
on subsequent pages.
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Method
In order to help my participants think about themselves in a
purposeful way I asked them initially to take ten photographs
which said something about who they were and ten that said
something about who they wanted to be. I gave them disposable
cameras with 30 shots in them, or allowed them to use digital
cameras if they had access to a digital camera. I allowed two
weeks for the participants

having them developed and conducting
study participants

before

to take their photographs
Interviews.

Of the main

one chose to use a digital camera.

In this piece of research the participants

took the photographs,

using disposable or digital cameras. There was no cost to the
participant

and I paid for the development of the films

When the films had been developed I returned the films to the
participants and asked them to look through their photographs.
The participants selected the images that they wanted to talk
about within the initial brief of photographs that said something
-

about whom they considered themselves to be now and who they
wanted to be in the future,

(see Appendix D). The participant

who

had used a digital camera (Participant E) had already filtered his
images and selected the ones he wanted to discuss.
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Most participants
photographs

had taken more than the required number of

so when they looked at the images again they were

required to categorize the pictures in order to address the original
questions.

Having had the experience of participants using disposable or
digital cameras I prefer to use disposable ones. With disposable
cameras the participant cannot edit their images until the film
has been developed which leads to the re-stimulation of
memories for the participant

and reminds them why they had

taken that image in the first place. When a digital camera was
used the editing and ordering of photographs

took place at the

time of taking the shots which may have been a week prior to the

Interview. The mood, intention, validity of the photograph may
have changed over even that short period of time; similarly the
hot cognition that I was seeking was not evident.
One semi structured interview was conducted with each
participant. The interview was in two-parts with the first
concerning the participant talking about his photographic
images, why they had been chosen and what they meant to the
young person. After the pilot study interviews the semi
structured interview questions were redrafted for the main study
participants because the questions had been too closed. The
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younger participants

had seemed less willing or able to talk

fluently or with confidence without
use of supplementary

regular prompting

and the

questions. The second part of the interview

consisted of four questions with supplementary

questions

designed to prompt rather than to lead the participant.

With the photographs in front of us my opening statement was to
clarify what they had done and ask which photograph,

or set of

photographs, they were going to start with. All participants chose
to start from who they were now.

The younger participants required further probing around their
talks about photographs

because they tended to give shorter

answers. The older participants

gave fuller, more reflective

answers and the oldest participant,
photographs

Participant

so that they carried a figurative

paper being representative

C, had staged his

meaning, the fly-

of being stuck and the juxtaposition

the Manchester A-Z against the background

of

greenery for example

(Appendix D section 3).

Following on from the pilot study and after attending a master
class on Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) with
Jonathan Smith, who first developed this method, I developed a
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interview schedule (appendix E) which was

semi-structured
administered

to the three main study participants.

The semi

structured interview questions focused on exploring issues
concerned with living in rural communities

and the participants'

reflections on these experiences.

The interviews were semi-structured, rather than proscribed
because my follow-up
participants

dependent
the
upon
answer
were
questions

gave to the initial question.

At the end of the first interview with a main study participant

I

been
the
had
final
the
on
original
not
question
which
added
interview schedule, (appendix F). The final question required the
participant

to reflect on the experience of taking part in the

research and particularly

in having to think about himself in a

different way.

r

In order to help participants feel comfortable and relaxed main
they
to
were
where
choose
were
able
study participants

interviewed. All chose to be interviewed at home. Alternative
venues could have been my home, at school or in a cafe or park.
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Participant

D was the first main study participant

to be

interviewed and second to be transcribed, Participant E the
second person to be interviewed and third to be transcribed

-

and

Participant C was the last person to be interviewed but the first
to be transcribed.

Ethical considerations
In the recruitment
that participants

in this study

of participants

I took several steps to ensure

would be able to give informed consent. I held a

meeting, in school, and discussed the aims, methods and use of
my research with the group of potential
encouraged questions particularly

participants.

I

to do with maintaining

anonymity and who would see the research. I also gave the
potential

participants

discussions.

a handout which supported

The letter to potential

participants'

our

parents outlined

the activities that they would be asked to undertake as part of
the research and detailed how much commitment was required
from the young people.
At each point of the research process participants were asked if
they wanted to continue to take part in the research. There were

alternative methods of informing me that a participant did not
want to continue with the research; returning their own consent
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forms, parental consent forms, cameras, not attending the
interview or not answering questions were all ways in which a
participant

could withdraw

without

having to tell me that they no

longer wanted to take part. One young person did not sign his
consent form, a number of potential participants

did not return

the parental consent forms and another did not return his
camera. I interpreted

this as those young people withdrawing

their consent.
When talking about the taking of photographs

I asked the

participants to be mindful of other people's privacy as well as
their own. I assured them that I would not use photographs from
which people could be identified. We discussed ways in which
people could be represented other than through their
photographic image.
The participants were encouraged to talk about something that
they knew about (their photographs). Although the pilot study
participants were interviewed through contact with their school
the main study participants were invited to choose the location
for our interview. This could have been in their homes, my home,
a cafe or another social place of their choosing. I felt that this
helped to address any power imbalance that might have been
present in that the interviews took place on their terms and
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although I had set the overarching topic their interpretations
were individual

to them.

My final question to the main study participants

concerned

finding out how the process had been for them.
The method of data collection, participant

details
of the
sample and

Elements
this
in
described
of
chapter.
analysis method used were
the methods used, with regard to participant
structured interviewing

sample and semi

light
the
in
pilot study.
of
were revised
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How's my driving?

The analysis and findings

of the pilot study are described for

Participants A and B. Areas of commonality and difference are
outlined and the findings

discussed. Changes to the research in

light of the pilot study are highlighted.

Analysis
Interpretative

phenomenological

analysis '... provides a set of

flexible guidelines, which can be adapted by researchers in light
of their research, aims' (p487). In this study each interview and
the accompanying

photographs

constituted

Each line of the interview transcription

one set of data.

was numbered

according

to page and line, e. g. 4: 5 would refer to page 4 line 5. Each
transcription

before
the analysis of the
analysed
completely
was

second transcription
through initially

was started. The transcription

was read

hand
left
the
in
margin and on
and notes made

post-it notes of ideas that seemed to be interesting

or important

to the participant.

After several further readings, consideration of the transcript as a
whole and reflection on the initial thoughts, themes and phrases
emerged from the data. Finally a table of themes and sub themes
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was produced with snatches of dialogue which illustrated

the

identified theme. Analysis continued through the process of

writing up as the researcher's interpretation of the participants'
accounts and description of the phenomena emerge, (Eatough &
Smith, 2006).

Pilot Study
Interpretative

Phenomenological

Analysis was used to analyse the

transcribed interviews. After reading through the transcript
several times three main themes (table 1) were identified; social,
communication

and entertainment.
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Table 1: Initial analysis showing emerging themes.
Social
1:4 It's er.. sometimes to play games on, phone people, and text.
.

2:4 I sometimesjust talk to my friends and then sometimes look at the
news.

3: 12 I sometimes play with my brother'cos he likes playing on it.
4: 13 Yeah I go down the L (park) every Saturday and play football with
my friends down there.
6: 19 Well I'd like to stay on the normal police... street,,, walk around the
streets and things like that.

7: 19 just think it'd be really, really fun and I'd make a lot of friends.
Entertainment
1:4 It's er.. sometimes to play games on, phone people, and text.
.
2: 18 It's my playstation.
3: 1 Yeah it's really fun... I've got loads of games for it.
3: 4 An XBox
3: 10 Shooting games and cars
...
3: 21 Er yeah that's my Pod

4:5 Yeah I used it a lot. Had loads of music on it.
4:11 1play football a lot

5: 1 This Is my guitar. It's got a lot of fingerprints on it

Communication
1:4 It's er.. sometimesto play games on, phone people, and text.
.
2:4 I. How else to you keep in contact with your friends?
A. Computer.
I Ok so why have you chosen a photo of a computer?
A Because I use it a lot. It's the thing I use most. I got it last Christmas
and it's just... I never stop using it.

From those initial themes further clusters of themes emerged.
'I am what I own' emerged as a theme when I reflected on the
inclusion of the broken iPod, (table 2). On reviewing the interview
I found that several consumer electrical items had been included

although on questioning Participant A he claimed that the item
was broken, redundant

or not that important

to him. This led me
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-

to question why Participant

A had included these items. I

wondered whether he defined himself by his possessions. I am
aware of media reports with regard to the covetability

of certain

brands of mobile phone, mp3 player and trainers and that young
people can be identified
constructs

buying
in to the
as consumers,

pushed by marketing

departments,

(Calvert, 2008).
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Table 2: Clusters
ownership

of statements

around possession

and

of goods

I am what I own
1:1-1:8
I
A.
I
A.
I.

A.
1.
A

So A which one would you like to start with?
I er I just really I use my phone a lot so
...
What do you user your phone for?
It's er.. sometimesto play gameson, phonepeople and text.
.

O. K so... would you say that your phone is really important to
you?

Not that important, no. I use a lot of other stuff as well. I use
thesethings (indicatesother photos).
Right. Are you proud of your phone,do you like your phone?
Yeah (laughs)

1:13-2:4
I
OK. So why have you chosenyour computer as a photo?
A
BecauseI use that a lot. It's the thing I use most. I got it last
Christmas
and it's just.., I never
stop using it.
I

And what do you use your computer for?

I sometimesjust talk to my friends and then
A.
at the news.
2: 17-2:20
I
A
I
A

sometimeslook

OK what's this one?
It's my playstation
Ahh. So you've got quite a lot of gadgetryhaven't you?
Yeah!

3: 19-3:21
I
OK. Continuing on the gadgetrywhat are you going to talk
iPod?
Do
to
about next?
you want carry on with your
A.
Er yeah.That's my iPod. I don't use it much causeit's... kind
of... broken.
5: 1

This is my guitar. It's got a lot of finger prints on it.
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Another theme to emerge from the data was that of the place of
sport for participant

A, (table 3). It appears that he is a young

person who is very sociable and because other social activities
may not be available to him he sets a lot of store by his ability to

play football for his school and within the community at
weekends.

Table 3: Cluster of statements about the importance of sport
Football = How I relate to my male peers= homosoclability
4: 11-4:22
A. I play football a It. I sometimesplay for the school.
I Do you play out of school?
A. yeah I go down The L (park) every Saturdayand play football with
football.
like
friends
down
I
there.
playing
my
really
1.Is that somethingyou've done for quite a while?
A. Yeah
1.When you play for the school is that for the under 15s?
A. Yeah... in the Carlisle Cup?
I. What position do you play?
A. Defence
I. And do you support a team?
A. Yeah Man U

The idea of sociability continues into discussions about
Participant A's ambitions for the future. When talking about his
ideas for joining the police force he explains that one of his
motivations is that he thinks the job will be fun. This is based on
talking to local police officers and watching American police
comedies. He has done a little research around his choice and
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knows what options are available to him with regard to joining
the constabulary.

Another cluster of statements

can be bracketed together because

of their focus on location and the importance
Participant

of place to

A. When talking about his life in the present he

doesn't mention his local area at all but when talking about his
ideas for himself in the future he makes a few remarks that
suggest that home is an important

place to him and an important

factor in his post education planning, (table 4).

Table 4: Clusters of statements Illustrating attachment to local area.

There's no place like home

8: 1-8:6
I. Very ambitiousin that way? And where do you think that would happen
would you stay in /Cumbria or...
A. Oh no in Northumberland...
1. You're thinking of Northumberland?Why is that?
A. Causeits nearerto home and I'd go to Bishop that's where the headquarters
is I think. I tried to get my work experiencethere but they didn't take people.
8:5- 8:9
I. And you think you'd stay locally. Why do think that you'd stay locally in
Northumberland?
A. Becauseit's nearerto home
1. Do you think it's important to be near to home?
A Yes, and I know it well.
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Participant

A limits himself in talking about joining

the police. He

wants to stay locally, walking the streets he knows and going to a
city he knows reasonably well. He expresses his feelings of

he
(page
line
23)
6,
he
to
top'
to
'get
the
conflict when
says
wants
but qualifies that by saying that it is important to be near home,
somewhere he knows well.

Participant

B identifies

some similar themes to Participant

A. He

does not dwell on the possession of objects as much as A,
although some are present, (table 5).

Table 5: Ownership of electronic goods.
Talk about this one... I like to play on computerslike xbox. I just got one for
Christmasso I like to play...
Thesetwo (photos) are linked.. causelike they're both speakers...becauseI like
.
music

Participant B makes many statements which relate to his
attachment to the location (table 6) and the importance of sport
and social interaction through involvement in sport, (table 7).
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Table 6: Cluster of statements relating to location

There's no place like home

This one-it's my dad's house I don't live there but its like..I always go there
This is where I normally hang aroundit's the market cross.
And this one is of my streetthat I walk down every day so
.
This one is a picture of the cemeterycauseI live next door to the cemetery
Soyou live next door to the cemetery?
Cause that's at my mum's house

That's my mum's housewhere I live like, actually live... so.,
This onesjust basically a streetagainthat I walk acrosseveryday.Its close to my
mam's house.
I took pictures on my journey of placesI go to everyday.That onesjust the
...
neighbourhood...
Yeah I like it round here I alwayshave
So what do you seeas the opportunity? what chanceshaveyou got to do this?
Maybe moving away like you say.
And what might stop you from doing this?

Friendsroundhereandstuff causeI like roundhere I don't know.
...

Participant B spends a lot of time out and about, on foot, in his
local environment. He moves between two houses within his
town, his mother's house and his father's house. He identifies the
market cross as a focal point for meeting friends and has used
his walked route to school as a focus for who he is now, This
includes images of his neighbourhood, the cemetery next door to
his mother's house and the school.
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Participant

B seems to be very attached to his local environment.

All his future plans seem to be built around staying in the local
area, joining

a local football team or working at an outdoor

education centre in the locality.

For Participant

B sport is an important

aspect of his life, (table 7).

He has had trials with the local professional

team and plays for

the town. He has other sporting interests in golf and darts.
Interestingly

the involvement

in golf began because his mother

home.
the
in
darts
is
the
game
golf
played
a
club,
worked at
Sport seems to connect Participant

B to his family and to the

wider community.
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Table 7: Both participants

talk about the importance

of sport

in their lives
ParticipantA
That one. Erm causeI play football at the minute
Whodo you play for?
A(town)
And do you alsoplay for the school?
Yeah I play every Sundayfor the A(town) Team

So that's quite important for you. What position do you play?
Striker

Do you go and watchfootball
Yeah I supportLiverpool.. never miss a gameon the telly if they're on.
.1
ParticipantB
We'vegot another set of photos about how you seeyourself in thefuture.
Whichone are you going to start with?
That one. I play a lot of golf I alwayshave I play at the local golf course
when I can...
Do you have a group of people up there who you can play with ?
Yeah. My friends cos we get in free they like youngsters
This is meant to be a picture of the premiership trophy.

So why did you pick that picture? Whydid you take that picture?
Well hopefully one day maybe...causeI like football so much...

A new theme emerged with Participant B that was not evident in
Participant

A. Participant

B was keen to have his academic and

sporting achievements recognised, (table 8). Almost as soon as
Participant B has spoken about his achievement he plays them
down however, almost as if not wanting to own those
achievements, such as his early acquisition of a GCSE. When I
suggest that he is academically good, he responds that he is 'OK'
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After talking about his trophies he immediately
.

plays down his

achievement by adding 'and stuff to his statement.
Table 8: Achievements denied
Do you like coming to school?
Well I've alreadygot a gcsein English
Yes Mr P (teacher)told me.
Yeah?
Are you pretty good?
I'm Ok.

Its another trophy I've got a lot of trophies already as you can see. I just enjoy
winning them.

Whatdid you get thesetrophiesfor?
There's a night at the end of the season..where you get the trophies for playing
.
and stuff. I usually get top goal scorerand stuff.

Similarities and Differences
Both interviews have elements of commonality. Participant B
talks about sport in a lot of detail, he talks about different sports,
football golf and darts. Participant

A also talks about sport but

for him there seems to be more of an element of enjoyment

in

playing: for the social aspect of being involved in sport with

groups of friends. Participant B talks about the social side to
sport when talking about golf, he has a group of friends that he
plays with. He doesn't mention the social aspect of football when
he's talking about the town team that he plays for. He has
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ambitions

to play football professionally

and is keen that his

achievements are recognised. He says;

It's another trophy I've got a lot of trophies already as you can see. I
just enjoy winning them.
What did you get these trophies for?
There's a night at the end of the season.. where you get the trophies for
.
playing and stuff I usually get top goal scorer and stuff. (Participant

Although

sport is important

sport is important

to both participants

B)

it appears that

for different reasons to each boy.

Local area is another topic that features prominently for both
participants. For Participant B the local area is very important he
feels rooted to the streets and the climate. His experience of the
town is mediated through the necessity of accessing the town on
foot to move between his parents' houses, to meet at the market
cross, to travel to school and to go to the football club. Conversely
because Participant

A lives more remotely than Participant

B he

accesses his community through being driven to places and does
not perhaps have such a physical attachment to the locality.
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Discussion
Possessions feature to a greater or lesser extent for both
participants. There seems to be an acknowledgement from both
boys that entertainment and socialising or being sociable is
to them. The young person who has more independent

important
mobility,

Participant

weekends. Participant

B, is able to meet friends in his vicinity
A has less independent

he lives more remotely than Participant

mobility

at

because

B. He is reliant on an

adult, or someone with a driving license, taking him to wherever
he needs or wants to go. I suggest that this results in fewer
to 'hang out' as he will only ask to go somewhere

opportunities

for a reason, such as to play football. It seems to follow that for
Participant

A the possession of means of communication,

such as

him.
Similarly,
to
telephone
vital
mobile
and computer are
because of his lack of mobility,

he needs to entertain

more at home. Again the inclusion
console support to this. Participant

of his Ipod, guitar and games
B probably has a mobile

phone but does not feel it is important
has access to other young people within
the importance
also mentioning

himself

enough to mention. He
the town, acknowledges

of meeting up with them at the weekend. Whilst
some of the electronic entertainment

systems he

has access to, these often seem to be used in a social context,
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such as on-line gaming and watching the sport on television with
his family.

Sport seems to be the acceptable way in which these young men
socialise and both participants

recognise this by including

references to playing with friends when talking about sport. Sport
is particularly

for participant

important

B who wants to have a

career involving sport, whereas maintaining

priority

local
friends
at a
park is the
with

for a kickabout

the opportunity

for Participant

a level of fitness and

A.

These participants are both in Year 10 and are therefore unable
to join in other socialising activities which might be appropriate
for older people, such as going to the pub. Again the issue of
mobility plays a part.

Both participants

express a preference for finding employment

the local area when they leave school. Attachment
appears to stronger for participant

in

to place

B who experiences his local

area through walking everywhere. This gives him more
independence

than participant

A and keeps him connected to the

seasons, climate and changes occurring
These factors featured in the photographs

within

his local area.

he chose to share

about how he sees himself now.
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There is also an element of security and comfort in knowing an
area well, feeling confident to negotiate it and to locate oneself
within

the culture of a place. Both boys have experience of being

part of a small community

and feel comfortable within

that

community. With reluctance Participant B acknowledges that he
may have to move away if he is to realise his dream of becoming a
professional

footballer.

What about if someone came up from... say Aston Villa how would you feel

about that?
Don't know, excited
Wouldyou be happy to moveaway to do it?
It dependsif I want it I'll have to, won't I so probably yeah.

but similarly recognises that he may not be able to make that
move.

And what might stopyou from doing this?

Friendsroundhereandstuff `causeI like roundhere I don't know
...

Participant A is considering a future in the police force and
Intends to stay locally. He feels that he knows the area and that
this will be a positive factor. He also acknowledges that he will
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need to do something between leaving school and joining the
police. He Is thinking of travelling to Newcastle-upon-Tyne to
study forensics. It is important to him to think that other people
from his area will also be at the college and that there may be an
opportunity of staying with a friend's father who has
accommodation in Newcastle.

So haveyou got otherfriends who might be going to Newcastle?
D, who's doing this with the pictures, I think his dad lives in Newcastle...he
might be going.

Although

facing the probability

that he will have to move away he

is seeking to lessen the impact of the upheaval by going with
friends and possibly staying with a friend and his father in the
city:

Since this research was not concerned with looking at the
appropriateness of choices, the feasibility of the futures the
participants talked about neither participant was challenged on
their ability to fulfil their ambition. This research was concerned
with finding out how young people see themselves, how they see
their futures and what they perceive as barriers that might
prevent them from realising their ambitions.
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Confidence in their ability to reach their goals is something that
affects both participants.

Participant

A feels that he may not be

able enough to join the police. He feels `scared' by

academically

the prospect of GCSE exams and is not looking forward to writing

reports. Similarly when talking about playing the guitar he
comments that he would not like to be in a band playing the
guitar because of the stage and performance

in front of other

people. There are elements of lack of confidence in his ability and
lack of confidence in his ability to overcome his difficulties
Participant

A.

Participant

B has different limitations,

attachment

to the locality, the lack of opportunities

and his reluctance

in

mainly to do with his
offered there

to consider an academic path. Similarly

although he professes an interest in becoming a professional
footballer he does not appear to have taken any steps towards
becoming taken on by a team since his trial at Carlisle United. Is
this because he does not have the confidence to pursue this
ambition

or because he really wants to stay in the locality?

The main themes to emerge from the interviews were concerned

with communication, socialising and entertainment. On further
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investigation

however other themes emerged from both

participants.

Themes of sport, location and ownership of goods

emerged together with another theme of confidence or lack of
confidence.

What I would do differently?

Following the pilot study, methods used are evaluated. Changes
are made after consideration of the success of the pilot study with
regard to participant sample and semi structured interview
schedule.

I think that the method I used in approaching schools to help me
find participants was flawed. Schools may have a variety of
reasons for nominating pupils to take part in research and they
may be different from the researcher's reasons for wanting to
speak to young people.

In this piece of research I as a researcher consider almost all
pupils living in Cumbria to be living in a rural community, even
those in the medium-sized

towns of up to 20,000 inhabitants.

For

those living in larger towns such as Carlisle and Barrow there is
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still a rural sensibility.

Commerce and employment

dominated by tourism,

financial

insurance,

are

services, such as banking and
through local

and public sector employment,

health and education (Hands, 2008). Whereas an

government,

urban area such as Manchester lists its main areas of
financial
as

employment
industries,

and professional

services, life science

creative culture and media as well as public sector

employers, (Policy Unit, 2006).

The schools I had contacted had interpreted
concerning
communities.

rural living as

those young people living in isolated and sparse
One of the aims of using IPA as a method was to
into how they made

research collaboratively

with participants

sense of their lifeworld.

Ideally for this participants

chosen to take part in the research out of curiosity
more about themselves and work through

thoughts,

would have
to find out
feelings and

ideas that they might have.

In my original letter to schools (Appendix A), I had asked for the
opportunity to talk to Year 10 pupils and Year 12 pupils in an
assembly-type setting, where the whole year group would have
been gathered together. In that way potential participants would
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have been able to self-select and opt in to taking part in the
study.

In this pilot study, however, the participants were nominated by
the school. One of those initially proposed by the Head teacher
did not want to take part in the research and did not return his
personal consent form.

I made initial contact and conducted interviews through
school, arranging

a small meeting room within

the

the school in

which to conduct the initial briefing of participants

and in

organising an interview room in which to speak to the
participants

about their photographs

and their experiences. The

school was also involved in following up the return of consent
forms from the participants'

parents and the return of the

cameras which were then posted on to me for processing.

In many ways I think that this allied me with the school although
I was not the educational psychologist for the school at the time.
Consequently I think the images the boys chose and the subjects
they chose to talk about reflected the school focus that they
perceived. Participant

B, for instance, seemed surprised

that I
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should question his inclusion

of the school in his photographs

when school was such a large part of his life.

Interestingly

when asked to think about themselves in the future

both the participants
employment
continuation

talked about possible work or lines of

they might go into. This seems to be a natural
from attending

school especially as this school had

form.
The participants
no sixth

may have interpreted

my request

for them to consider themselves in the future as a question about
career choice and vocational decision-making

post school.

Neither of the participants chose to talk about themselves as
men, in social or sexual relationships, themselves as part of a
future
fathers.
There were
themselves
as potential
community or
legally
being
to
able to
relating
no aspirational photographs
drink, vote or drive a car.

After attending a masterclass by Jonathan Smith into IPA, in
March 2008, I realised that my Interview questions were poor.
Many of my questions focused on asking the participants about
individual photographs and asking closed questions. I also talked
too much. I devised a new semi-structured interview schedule for
subsequent interviews.
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I suspect that one of the factors affecting the thinness of the pilot
interviews was the closeness of the school to the process and the
relative immaturity of the participants. Similarly when seeking
`hot cognition' about the lives and lived experiences of the
participants there did not appear to be much going on with
futures
their
their
to
themselves
or
as they were
relation
views of
only just beginning Year 10 when they were approached to take
part in the research.
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Roll up for the magical

mystery

tour

The main study has three participants and employs a case study
approach to investigate their thoughts and feelings about growing
up in rural communities and their future. Researcher and
participant

interpretations

are discussed. Some links are made

between some of the findings.

Differences and commonalities

are

explored.

Main Study
Access
Having taken into consideration several factors which arose from
the pilot study I obtained a sample of participants willing to take
part In my research. For the pilot I had felt that my participants
had felt that I was allied to the school, in some way, that they
limited their responses and had felt pressurised to participate, I
was also aware that the sample was not a self-selecting group
who had wanted to take part but rather a group chosen from
decided
by
head
I
therefore to
teacher.
the
the
within
school
knew,
did
that
I
who
not particularly
approach young people
associate me with their school or anything to do with school.
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Sample
I knew all of the participants
all lived within neighbouring

personally,

though not well, as they

villages. The young people included

in my study were homogeneous in that they all attended the
same secondary school, had all taken external examinations

knew me and

were all awaiting the results. All the participants
my family as part of the wider community.

and

All the participants

lived in small villages or hamlets.

Differences included birth order, number of siblings and family
make-up as well as age. Participant
level results, Participant
results and Participant
Participant

C was in Year 13 awaiting A

D was in Year 12 awaiting AS level
E was in Year 11 awaiting GCSE results.

C was an only child and lived with his mother with

locally.
father
lived
Participant
his
to
who also
open access

D was

the youngest of four siblings living at home with both of his birth
parents and his oldest brother. Participant

E is the older of two

his
birth
both
home
lives
parents.
of
with
siblings and
at

Method
As in the pilot study participants

were given disposable cameras

with which to take their photographs.

Participant

D asked if he

could use a digital camera which I agreed to. All participants
were asked to take a series of ten photographs

that said
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something about who they are now and something about who
they wanted to be in the future.

The participants who used disposable cameras returned them for
processing after which interviews were conducted with them at
an agreed time in their own homes. A different semi- structured
interview schedule was drawn up with four questions.

(Appendix

ý. The questions differed from the original pilot questions in that
they explicitly

sought answers to questions such as 'What is it

like to be a young person growing up in Cumbria? In addition to
the original themes I included a new question about the process
felt
how
taking
they
in
the
of
about it. This
part
research and
topic had not been covered in the pilot study.
The main study has three participants

and employs a case study

approach to investigate their thoughts and feelings about growing
up in rural communities and their future. Researcher and
participant

interpretations

are discussed. Some links are made

between some of the Jindtngs. Differences and commonalities

are

explored
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A Voyage of Discovery

As with the pilot study Interpretative

Phenomenological

Analysis

was used to analyse the findings.

Participant C

Participant C was an 18 year old who was awaiting A level results
prior to going to Manchester University

to read English

Literature. He lived with his mother in a small Cumbrian village,
his
foot
He
interviewed
in
Pennines.
the
the
was
situated at
of
home at the beginning

of August one week before the A level

results were released. He had already planned to move to
Manchester with his girlfriend

before he received his results not

knowing if he would be studying at the university

or working.

In discussion about his photographs and the semi structured
interview questions Participant C spoke for 45 minutes and
several themes emerged, (table 9).
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Table 9: Initial themes for Participant C
I have my own agenda
It's me againstother people
To fulfil myself I haveto leave.

I love ideas. My own and other people's ideas
Sometimes I doubt myself.

What's it all about?Searchfor meaning.
I want to tell you what I think.

I'm creative and it's very important to me.
`I'm a mad social animal'

I live in a really beautiful place.
`My thirst for knowledge is the thing that drives me on' Watt 1983
Fearsof debt and illness.
ProtestantEthic
How I live at the moment I'm really happy,it's brilliant
Earn through doing somethingI love
Ambition
Altruism
Attachment
Exasperationand bewilderment at peers' attitudes.

The themes could be bracketed together to form clusters of

themes,

Participant C is very clear that he is a young person who is sure
of himself, his goals and ambitions. He shows himself to be
knowledgeable and to value his ability to understand concepts,
reflect on them and evolve his own ideas around what he has
read.

Themes could be bracketed together around notions of agency,
self determination and independence, creativity and self
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(Weber
1905). Other
'Protestant
the
Ethic'
and
expression

clusters of themes included expressions of self-doubt and anxiety
and items relating to location (table 10).
Table 10: Clusters of themes emerging from interview with
Participant C

Agency, self-determination,independence
I have my own agenda
What's it all about?Searchfor meaning
Thirst for knowledge
Earn through doing something I love
Exasperation, bewilderment with peers' attitudes.
It's me against other people

I'm a mad social animal.
Creativity and self expression
I value ideas,my own and other people's
I'm creative and it's really important to me.
I want to tell you what I think
Rural living
I live in a really beautiful place
How I live at the moment I'm really happy, it's brilliant
Protestantethic
Ambition
Altruism
Motivation, do my best, live a full life
Self doubt, anxiety,
Fearsof debt, illness
SometimesI doubt myself

Participant C's interview was very dense with themes sometimes

conflicting.

Deeper analysis of the themes that emerged from the interview
feelings
C
included
Participant
of momentum and inertia,
with
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the exploration and acceptance of self and optimism for the
future.

The overall feel of the interview with Participant C was one of
momentum, (table 11). The feeling of momentum embraces some
of the other themes that emerged from the interview such as self
improvement, the yearning for independence and the Protestant
ethic.

Table 11: Comments Illustrating Participant C's super-ordinate
theme of momentum.
`I'm moving on Saturdayand I'm really looking forward to getting out and
living... independently...' (p7:10/11),
`I think I'm ready to get out and be more independent...' (p7: 17/18),
'The plan there is to get better, get published again in higher places,' (p10:2),
'I just want to get better and do well, do myself justice' (p10:26),
`I want to do well.. get a first... quite like to do an MA... keep going' (p12:10/11)
.
'I'm really looking forward to the university experienceand want to do very well'
(12: 19/20)
`I like throwing myself into things... ' (p14:1)
`... I want to do it now... I'm fired up to do it' (p19:1)
`I'm pretty driven to achievethem, very driven to achieveat university... '
(p20:3/4)
`Changingmy ideasand grabbingother people's ideas... ' (23:4/5)

In contrast to the concept of momentum there are also feelings of
'inertia' in the interview with Participant

C, (table 12). In one of
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his photographs

for instance he describes himself as being

'slightly stuck'. When discussing his choice to leave the area the
implication

is that by remaining behind would be an example of

inertia.

Table 12: Comments of Participant C's theme of inertia
`It's about feeling, at the moment,slightly stuck' (p7:7/8)
`it's pretty hard to get things donewhen you live in the countryside,apart
from on the internet... ' (p7:20/21)
`I'll get a part time job in Tescosbut once I've finished my job I don't
want to get stuck there' (p11: 12/13)
`...if I stayedat the university too long I'd have to becomepart of the
digging up literary bits and bobs' (p 12:17/18)
`... make sure I don't squanderthe time I have there' (p20:4)
`... it seemsto be a sort of divide betweenthe people who haven't got
life'
in..
how
it
is.
interest
general
of
of
sort
outside
outside
any
of
.
..
(20: 16-18)
`... someof them have spenttheir first yearjust drinking and wish they

hadn't already'(p21:25/26)

Participant C also makes a strong distinction between what he
thinks and has worked out for himself and what he considers
keen
himself
He
to
identify
think.
is
to
other, unidentified, people
as a thinking, reflective, philosophical person, (table 13). This is
demonstrated in the extracts where he states what `other people
think' and immediately contrasts that with what he thinks about
the same situation. This could be interpreted as Participant C
being a defiantly oppositional, headstrong person or that he is
interested in thinking things through for himself. From remarks
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made in the rest of the interview in which he talks about valuing
thinking

I prefer the second interpretation.

Table 13: What others think versus what i think
`She'smy fiancee,we got engagedon our birthdays....I've beenwith her since I
was 14, about 4 yearsor so. Peopleare often surprisedby that and say "Are you
sureit's a good idea being so young and everything?" and I just say "yeah" '
(p1:4-8)
`Peoplesay "Are you sure you don't want to dabblearound a bit and seewhat it's
like?" and I haven't had any urges yet so as far as I am concernedthat's show it is
at the moment.I love Girl S and sheloves me and we're moving in togetheron
Saturday' (p1:9-13)
`I live in a really beautiful place and people often say that if you live in a beautiful
place you don't appreciate it but I think I do' (p4: 18-20)

`I think football is a much more intelligent sport than people think' (p5: 14/15).
"And every one says`oh but of courseyou don't go to university to learn do you?
You go to university to go clubbing and be carefreefor three years' er that's not
how I seeit" (p12:1-3)
`a lot of people go to university becausethey want a betterjob. I'm going to
university becauseI want to... go to university becauseI want to learn.' (19:20-22)

When going through his photographs Participant C declares his
love of football, particularly Blackburn Rovers, Their club motto
'Ars et labore' (skill and work) is reflected to some extent by the
Protestant (work) Ethic (Weber 1905). The Protestant Work Ethic
Is described as attaching value to work, thrift and self discipline (
Farlex 2008), elements which feature prominently throughout the
interview with Participant

C, (table 14).
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Table 14: 'Ars et Labore': the Protestant Work Ethic
`I want to be able to fulfil my potential... ' (p8: 16)
'get out of university without too much debt (p8:18)
`that's me revising a poem with a pen. Plan there is to get better. ' (p10: 1)
`... it's poetry-it's not just a thing that comes out of you... it's

training. ..you have to train yourself quite a lot. (p 10:12/13)
'my main aspirationis not to do with money at all.. just as long as I've
.
got... as long as I'm not absolutely...as long as I'm not in debt I'll be fine. '
(p 11:19-21).
`I desperately want to do the best I can... '(p 12: 12)
'I want to live a full life' (p13: 18)

`living well.. not well to do but sound-mindedlyand soundconscienceand
.
just keep myself togetherreally-doing everything to the full extent I can'
(p 13:22-24)
'... I want to do somethingfora good cause' (p14:17/18)

`I want to make sure I keep caring about everything else and other people... '
(p 14:23/24)

`Someof them have spentthe first year drinking and wish they hadn't
already.I think you needa bit of sense`causeyou go to uni for a reasonand
but
horribly
it
it
I
that's why
think
that's
so
mature...
about really.. . sounds
you should be going to university' (p21:24-29)
'perfectly happy to go aslong as I can afford it. after asmuch wild fun as
..
...
I can in a big city.... I also want to do well and I've got to balancethat.
(p22:3-5).

Participant

C also reflects on the impact and contribution

growing up in the countryside

has made to his life, (table 15). He

sees positives and negatives but overall considers growing up in
the countryside

to have been a positive experience. There is some

conflict and ambiguity

in his comments relating to living in rural
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Cumbria.
University

For instance although he expresses regret that the
of Cumbria cannot meet his requirements

other, commutable,
Similarly

universities

there are

that he could have applied for.

he dismissed the idea of taking a year out and

reapplying

after his A level results were in. During the interview

Participant

C accepts that his feelings of love for the local

environment

could be connected to the fact that he is leaving on
when we talk about the possibility

Saturday.

Similarly

returning

to his family in Cumbria he points out that he has not

taken student accommodation
permanently

his
girlfriend
with

but is living, full-time
in a Manchester

of

and

flat rather than

coming home during the holidays. He is actually moving away in
do
they
that
go to
not
when
people
most
young
a manner
university.
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Table 15: Growing up In Cumbria
`That's just generalit's just aboutwhere I live. I live in a really beautiful place... '
(p4: 18/19)
`I just love walking about and seeingthe animalsand the sky... ' (p4:20/21)
`it's about freedomto go where you want safely andjust be able to watch things
quietly and think about it' (p5:1-3)
`As much as I'll miss the safetyof my green-nessI'll be able to go and do things
for myself a lot easier`causeeverything's closer at hand' (p7:22-24)
`whereI live at the moment I'm really happy with, it's fine it's brilliant. '(p8: 3/4)
`There's a big gap betweenbeing basically a young personliving at home in the
countrysidecomparedto going to university, hopefully and living in the
city'. (p8:7-9)
`I think I'd probably want to comeback to the countrysideonce I've done it'll
...
done
I've
(9:
17-19)
though...
take
citywise'.
everything
probably
a while
once
'I've enjoyed living in Cumbria especiallyrecently I've really startedappreciating
things over the last two years.'(p15:20/21)
`I'm moving away... I am got to.. there ain't no university of C (village) and I'm
.
too high a standardfor the University of Cumbria at the moment sadly'.(17: 17-19)

Listening to Participant C talking about growing up in the
countryside it seems that his motivation for leaving is mainly to
do with the desire for some independence from his parents and
because he feels that what is offered by way of higher education
locally is not appropriate for him and does not address his goals.
Although there is regret expressed that the local university is not
appropriate

for him Participant

C expresses stronger reasons for

going than staying. The need to be more independent is strong
and expressed throughout the interview, (table 16.)
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Table 16: 1want to break free
`... going to a poetry readingtonight.. as long as dad arrives to give me a lift as I
.
cannotdrive.' (p2:20/21)
`I'm moving on Saturdayand I'm really looking forward to getting out and living,
Girl
being
S,
independently
just
well with my
able to do, within reason,what I
and
want to do... '(p7:9-12)
`I think it's about time I think I'm readyto get out and be more independent...'
...
(p7:17/18)
`... it's absolutelyterrifying but it is also what I needto do and what I want to do.
So there's a kind of uneasytensionbut I'm also really looking forward to it.
(p8: 11-14)
`they're going `cause it's what you do a) because you've got to do it 'cause it gets
you away from your parents' (p20: 10-12)

In the interview with Participant C the words relating to
`intelligence' such as intelligent, intellectual occur as part of the
discourse quite frequently. Following on from the previous
section about ideas and thinking it seems to me that the notion
of being thought intelligent

and able to engage in intellectual

activities is something that is very important to Participant C,
(table 17)
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Table 17: Use of 'intelligent, intellectual, intelligence' In Participant
C's discourse
`... mainly intellectual sort of things, music aswell... (p 1:20)
`I think football is a much more intelligent sport than peoplethink'
(p5: 14/15)
`asyou mature and you've got more intelligent as you gradually do'
(p 16:21/22)
`there's a few of us who arereally driven to go to university to learn
a lot there's a few intellectually kind of driven... ' (p20:7/8)
`Mateswho I watch the comedywith and have a pint with all on the
sameintelligence line pretty much... ' (p2024/25)
`becomepart of that just get involved with it all... intelligent
thinking. ' (p23:8/9)

One of the themes that recurs throughout the interview with
Participant C is the value he places on thinking, his ideas, other
people's ideas and his belief that he will be able to think things
through.

He acknowledges a need in himself to talk about his own ideas,
through writing poetry, involvement in a philosophical group at
university and performance of his poetry, (table 18).
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Table 17: Thinking and telling
`I'm interested in other people's ideas er that's poetry mainly poetry, erm
intellectual sort of things, music as well, just other peoples ideas, other peoples
ideas.' (p 1: 19-21)
`This is my notebook, guitar, pens etcetera. That's my ideas. Once I've got
other people's ideas I like to tell everybody what my ideas are.' (p2: 16-18)

`I have an urge to understandasmuch asI can about the world. That's
for
'
(p2:
literature,
4-6)
poetry
me.
mainly
psychology,philosophy and
`... once I've read everybodyelse's ideasand thought on them, producedmy
own ideasthe next logical stepis telling everybodywhat I think... ' (p3:24-26)
`I think they brought me up to appreciatewriting and thinking. I think mum's
brought me up to appreciatehow to think and that it's important (p7:2/3)
...
`I think it's aboutkeeping ethical standardsand working out what I think about
but
just
God...
there's
a
working out
everything...not necessarilywhether
like
I
I
how
live
things
think
to
philosophical
about
about
want
and what
whether I have a mind or not.... ' (p 13:3-8)
`I also want to have someidea of what I think more strongly

...

'(p13: 13)

`I just think you start thinking about stuff, don't you, when you get older'
(p 15:22/23)
`It's about other people's ideas,working out how the world works whether it's
through literature or scienceor whateverand being a part of it.... ' (19:13-15)
`different levels of caring about thinking I supposethat's what it is... some
people don't like it, somepeople like it, somepeople feel uncomfortable about
thinking about stuff too much, somepeoplejust don't try and do it all the time'
(p20:26-p21:1)
`What's motivating me? I supposedesperatelywanting to say my piece really I
think. ' (p22:18/19)
`I just like ideasI think that's what's motivating me mainly' (p22:22/23)
`I've never thought about why I am driven so much... I think it probably is
that whole thing to do with ideasI think that's the best way I can express
it... '(p23:26-28)
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the factors that are motivating

In identifying

his goals Participant
motivation

him to try to achieve

C reveals a sense of purpose, or intrinsic

to succeed. His focus is not solely on finding
at the end of his university

employment

course but also includes

targets outside of study which acknowledge the holistic nature of
life. Life is more than just achieving at work or study but also
achieving within

his personal relationships,

member of the community
poetry writing

and his interior world of thought,

and reflection. Within

our interview Participant

talked about religion and philosophical
live ethically,
relationship

a commitment

his social life, as a

C

challenges, the desire to

to making a success of his

with his fiancee, a wish to achieve through

doing

something to earn money which was personally rewarding,
maintaining

his physical and mental health and combining

and knowledge of the countryside

a love

with a desire to become

immersed in the city, (table 19).
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Table 19: What does Participant C want?
`I have an urge to understandasmuch as I can aboutthe world'. (p2:4/5)
`... give myself time to do what I want to do it's just about fulfilling
...
things without letting things slip by before I get too old to do it. ` (p8:
21/22)
`Me and Girl S. That's part of the happinessthing I want it to work out
betweenus living together...' (p9:1-3)
`I want to combine my love of living in the country with being happy in
the city as well',.(9: 14/15)
`I want to get better and do myself justice... ' (p 10:26)
`I want to make a bit of money doing somethingI want to do. Or not what I
be
do
honest.
just
But
do
I
don't
know
I
`cause
to
to
to
want
what
want
be
happy
doing.
I'd
'
doing
bit
relatively
of money
something
make a
(p11:5-8)
`it'd be nice to get ajob which is involved with writing but as long as I
make enoughmoney to live off I'll be happy.. .my main aspirationis not to
do with money at all.. ideally somethingto do with my current dream
.
(p11:
be
'
17-23)
is
to
etcetera.
a
poet
which
get published and go and
`I desperatelywant to be the best I can be' (p12:12)
`I want to have completely sortedout all my various philosophical and
have
idea-I'm
I
little
bit
`cause
the
things
moment
no
at
a
more
religious
(p12:
23/26)
haven't
literally
I'm
a
clue'.
got
not even an agnostic...
`I want to live a full life. Fulfilling purposes doing it...living well.. not
....
.
keep
just
do
but
conscience
and
sound
myself
sound-mindedlyand
well-totogetherreally.. doing everything to the full extent I can' (p13:22-24)
.
"I want to stay health for as long aspossible' (p14:4/5)
`physically and mentally healthy' (p14:6)
`I'd like to hope I have an altruistic streak,I could probably be more
do
but
I'd
like
to
well and then give something
empatheticwith people,
back.' (p15:6-8)
`I also want to do well and I've got to balancethat I'm a mad social
...
(p22:
love
I
5/6)
talking
to
that
and
going
out
and
animal,
people
all
...

Participant D
Participant

D is a 17 year old, Year 12 pupil. He attends the local

secondary school where he is studying for A levels. At the time of
interviewing

he had taken AS levels and was awaiting the results.

He lives in a small village in north Pennine fells. The village is
very picturesque,

has a relatively large number of holiday or

second homes and a very small number of people of school age.
Participant

D lives with his parents and an older brother. He has

two other older siblings both of which live away from the village.

In the discussion of his photographs and responses to the semistructured interview questions Participant D spoke for
approximately 20 minutes. The initial part of the interview
covered the photographs he had taken and chosen to talk about.
The other section of the interview involved Participant D
answering the same semi-structured interview questions that
Participant C had answered.

From listening to Participant D the initial themes to emerge were
related to the importance of sport in his life, how he enjoys school
and work challenges and how important social aspects of his life
from
The
themes
initial
that
the interview with
are.
emerged
participant D were varied. The themes elicited from talking about
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his photographs

developed and became more clearly defined after

he began to reflect on himself as a young person growing up in
Cumbria.

The initial themes to emerge are presented in table 20 and
include sport, entertainment, social, aspiration, rural versus
urban living, independence, other people's view and purpose or
focus.

Table 20: Initial themes for Participant D
Sport
Entertainment
Do my best
Friends/Sociallife
Motivation
Pride in my achievements
What other people think
Aspiration
Rural versusurban
Conflict of emotions
Independence
Making choices
Purpose/focus

These themes can then be clustered or bracketed together as in
table 21.

Participant D contradicted himself from time to time and had the
most difficulty

in reconciling

his feelings about rural life. He

expressed frustration at being the only young person in his
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village of secondary school age, that he felt his opportunities
limited by his transport

difficulties

were

he
had
that
if
and
children of

his own he would not bring them up in the countryside.

Later on

in the interview however he stated that he would hope to return
to the village to live someday and that it was a beautiful
live and demonstrated

that he felt somehow ungrateful

place to
or disloyal

to be expressing his negative views.

Similarly

he contradicts

independence,

himself when talking about

which is not explicitly

being independent

defined. He talks about

from the village, being able to lead his own life

and do the things he wants to do but wants to be within
hour's drive of his home village and anticipates

an

seeking his

for
that
Participant
It
therefore,
mother's advice.
seems

D

independence

is a graduated concept. There are degrees of

independence

that he is comfortable

or-nothing

with and that it is not an all-

state,
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Table 21: Clusters of themes emerging from interview with
Participant D
I want to live my own life
Independence
What others think
Making choices

I want to try to achievemy goals
Do my best
Motivation
Aspiration
Purpose/Focus
Pride in my achievements
I'm a people-person
Sport
Friends/social
Entertainment

Should I stay or should I go?
Rural versusUrban
Conflict of emotions

The initial part of the interview with participant
references to sport, football in particular,
sport fulfils a lot of functions

D includes many

(table 22). It seems that

in the life of this participant.

The

range of comments relating to sport suggests that Participant
regards sport not merely as a means of keeping fit. Participant

D
D

regrets the lack of young people of his own age with whom he
could take part in sport, he looks at sportsmen

as his role models

and sees his recreation time as being largely concerned with
playing or watching

sport. Whilst acknowledging

that he does not
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have the skill or ability to be a professional

sportsman

Participant D aspires to have a career which keeps him involved
with sport in some way. He has a knowledge of some sportrelated opportunities that might be open to him if he followed a
career in journalism.

Table 22: The theme of sport that emerges from Participant D's
discourse
`I'm a very sporty personand I like to get outsideasmuch as I can to play
sport, especiallyfootball and I have a football team that I play for on a Friday
(p1:
do.
1-3)
football,
love
'
in
I
to
a
night
six-a-side
which
`I also like reading, specially,biographiesof sport like StevenGerrard and
.
Pele... ' (P2:11/12)
`And then there's my secondlife, which is football and I go to Carlisle
matchesevery weekend' (p3:5-8)
`Of coursefootball rules my life and if I wanted to do somethingit would be
to play football. I know that's not going to happen.It would be for Liverpool
and I want to carry on football for as long as I can'. (P3:10-13)
`As a careerI'd like to be ajournalist especiallyin sport, becausethat's just, I
love sport andjournalism's the courseI want to do at university' (p4:8-10)
`I look towards my idols aswell, especiallyfootball players like Steven
Gerrard,erm, people like that... ' (p4:17/18)
`I'd rather be outsideplaying sport but there's not enoughpeople here to play
but
I
that's not
younger
children
sport... well could play sport with
competitive enoughfor me. That's why I play football on a Friday,.. ' (p6: 1416/p7:1/2)
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Another theme that came from the interview with Participant

D

different
he
his
life
that
into
was a sense
split
areas. Sometimes
people compartmentalise their lives in order to exercise some
control. Participant talks about his school life, work life, home life
and social life, (table 23).
Table 23: How Participant D describes different aspects of his life
`I always have my life at school aswell which I do a lot of work for, strive
to work harder and do better... ' (p1:6/7)
`... then I have my work life as well at the pub... and er... in the kitchen'
(p 1:9)
`With the money I've earnedfrom the pub that's my social life. (p2:3)
`... and then I have my last, it's like... andthen there's my secondlife,
which is football... ' (P3:5/6)

Opinions ascribed to other people by Participant D are important
to him. He appears to find other people's opinions of him
important and does not challenge them, (table 24).
Table 24: What other people think about me is important to me.
'... when I talk to people about what I do people are quite impressed
'causeI've worked there for three years' (p 1:14-p2:2)
`Mum doesn't think that's very goodbecauseI spendtoo much on
clothes' (p2:5/6)
`... I like dramaand many people call me a drama queen...' (p2:7/8)
`I've alreadybeentold that I'll go to the city and get sick of it after a
while it's probably true' (P6:3/4)
`I've talked to my Head of Year telling me where the best coursesare and
what the best coursesare.'(P9:2/3)
'They've always told us at school to pick the right course,it's the most
important thing you can do'. (p11:1/2)
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Participant

D uses comparative language to describe himself and

his attitude

to work and learning. To some extent there is a sense

of a personal struggle to achieve at school, in his work and postschool ambitions,

(table 25).

Table 25: Participant D describes his personal struggle for selfImprovement
`... my life at school aswell which I do a lot of work for, strive to work harder
and do better... ' (P1:6/7)
`I cook, I do starters,and sweets,all sorts.I usedto do washingup but
I've beenpromoted...I think I've grown as a personfrom doing the work'
(p1:14 )
Soyou've takensomeopportunities to developyour own skills.
Yeahjust trying to kick on and show what I can do' (P9:7)
`If you know what you want to do you've got somethingto work for
and I think I've got somethingto work for and hopefully
get there.' (p:916-p10:1)

One of the major themes that resonates through the interview is
how crucial to Participant D social aspects of life are, particularly
in relation to friends. This can be especially difficult for young
people who do not drive or have easy access to transport.
Participant D talks about travelling for two hours to meet up with
friends, using social networking sites to maintain friendships and
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the importance

of strong social relationships

with school and

work colleagues, (table 26).
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Table 26: The Importance of social relationships

to Participant D

`I have a lot of friends at school that I mix with... ' (p1:7/8)
`... at the pub... and er... in the kitchen which I've madea lot of
friends from aswell... ' (P1:9/10)
`And I've madea lot of friends from that... '(p1: 13)
`I joined up onto Facebookas lots of my friends are on it and
I'm meetingnew friends. I have lots of friends that go to A
School (local independentschool)that I don't seevery often so I
(p3:
1-4)
Facebook'
talk
to
them
would of course
on
6 a lot of my friends don't live in T (village)' (p5: 8)
...

`... It's a good way to meet friends and to keep fit. ' (P3:13/14)
`Just `causea lot of my friends don't live in T say Scotby, so I'll
have to walk to Brampton then get a bus to Scotby which is
just... that takes a couple of hours out of the day. Erm and if I
(p5:
I
have
7-11)
Carlisle
to
to
to
ahead.
plan
go
well
want
...

There was a sense of Participant

D striving for independence

from

his village and his family although this was often matched by him
commenting on how he still felt that he needed to maintain a link
with his mother and home, (table 27).
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Table 27: Conflicts of feeling around moving away, independence
and leaving home.

Erin well I think I want to go to a good uni and I just... I want to move away and
I want to be more independentI want to meetnew people I don't want to stay here
I seethat as a stepback if I stay herebecauseI think I have to make that jump
from living at home to living away and doing it myself and living my own life.
And not my mum like cooking for me. I think I have to do that and I think
that's in a city somewhere... and there is peoplethere and that's why I don't want
to go too far so I've got that comfort zone wheremum's only an hour away and I
back
her
her
is
the
thing
then
there's
this
talk
to
coming
of
and
and
can phone
...
know
like
I
born
is
bred
I
the
this
only
place
really. This is a
where was
and
and
8-p8:
(p7:
2)
back
day.
I'll
I
love
and
come
one
place

Similarly

there was some unhappiness

Participant

about the limitations

D perceives and his experiences as a young person

growing up in the countryside

and yet he expresses his love for

the area and a desire to return in later life, (table 28). He
contradicts
interview.

himself several times during the course of the
For example he says that he does not want to stay and

would not bring his own children up in the countryside
p4: 3) yet goes on to sayThis

(p3: 15-

is place I love and I'll come back one

day' (p8: 1/2) and "I do enjoy living where I do. lt's a very nice
live
live.
Who
to
to
in a place like this' (p5:
want
would
not
place
18/19).
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Table 28: Participant D Is ambivalent about growing up In the

countryside
`In the future I want to own my own houseandhave a family bring them
up but in the city not in the countryside`causein T(the village D lives in)
I find it quite... there's not many, there's not enoughpeople my age.It
would have to be in the city where there's things going on.' (p:3: 15P4:3)
What's it like being a young man growing up in Cumbria?
`erm.... It's ok (sighs) but I find that... if I lived in a city, somewherelike
Newcastle...there'd be a lot more things to do and I'd maybenot have a
better life but I'd enjoy it more.' (p5:4-6)
`I do enjoy living where I do. It's a very nice place to live... who would
for
have
like
I
live
in
think
this?
to
a
young
you
person
not want
a place
to have the hustle and bustle of a city and I don't think Carlisle's quite
that. I think I would move back here if I had the chancein later life I
would move back here. (p5: 18-6:2)
Whatare the goodpoints about Cumbria?
The rural area,it's quiet, you can do things, the people, the people. Like
it's hard that.
Whatabout the negativepoints? We'vetalked about transport and the
logistics of getting around.
It's like there's only one bus to T in a week so it's quiet. That's a
do
bike
have
I
to
somethingto get there.
or
positive and a negative.
Becausethere's no shopsI spenda lot of time in the housethat's why I
have my music and my playstation and my telly that I watch, spenda lot
be
but
doing
I'd
there's not
time
outside
playing
sport
whereas rather
of
enoughpeople hereto play sport...well I could play sport with younger
children but that's not competitive enoughfor me. That's why I play
football on a Friday, that's a neg.. well not having enoughpeople around
.
is a negative.. the older generation.
.
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Participant E
Participant

E is a 16 year old, Year 11 pupil. He attends his local

secondary school where he has been studying for GCSEs. At the
time of interviewing

he had taken his GCSEs and was awaiting

the results. He lives on a lane that runs off a hamlet in the north
Pennine fells. The hamlet is a ribbon development with no more
than forty houses. There is a pub but no other amenities. There
were four children of primary school age and four of secondary
age at the time of the interview. Participant

E was the only boy of

secondary school age in the village.

Participant E lives with both of his parents and a younger sister.

In the discussion of his photographs and responses to the semistructured interview questions Participant E spoke for
approximately

22 minutes. The initial part of the interview

covered the photographs he had taken and chosen to talk about.
The other section of the interview involved Participant E
answering the same semi-structured interview questions that the
other participants had answered.

The initial themes that emerged from talking and listening to

Participant E were predominantly concerned with entertainment
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and socialising which, along with obtaining money, appear to be
important factors in his life. Participant E also seems to have
clear ideas about how he wants to be as an adult and how he
views success. His ideas are less clear about how he might
achieve this ideal. Family life, parents and extended family are
important for Participant E and represent something that he
would like to replicate in his own adult life, (table 29).
Table 29: Initial themes for Participant E
Being happy
Entertainment
Gaining experiences
Sport
Electronic games
Socialising/friends
Being successful
Money
Design
Family
Ambitions
Work

Some of Participant E's themes could be bracketed to create more
meaningful clusters of themes, (table 30).
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Table 30: Clusters of themes for Participant E
Things that make me happy
Comedyfilms
Friends
Pets
Family
Entertainme
Computer games

Interestingpeople/ interestingplaces
Sport
Success
Money
Higher education as a route to success
Nice lifestyle

Lots of friends
Ambitions

Participant E states that he wants to be successful and describes
how he measures success, (table 31).

Table 31: How Participant E defines success
This is a picture of CanaryWharf... it just meansI want to be a successful
businessmanor own a big companyor somethinglike that. Be successfulin
life.
And what doesthat look like? Whatdoesbeing successfulmean?
Having lots of money having a nice family, having a nice lifestyle.... that kind
of thing. -and having lots of friends. (p3: )
This is wads of cashwhich basically meansI'd like to have lots of money
when I'm older. (p3: )
Whyare you thinking that you'd like to go to university?
To, to help me get that boost like so I'm more likely to be successful.(p:4)

He goes on to use financial reward as a measure of success in
several of his comments about his aspirations and when talking
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about who he is now. He also seems to be keen to acquire money
and things which he sees as having a monetary value such as
financing

a university

education,

(table 32). Table Table 32:

Comments relating to money and material reward
Whatdoesbeing successfulmean?
Having lots of money, having a nice family, having a nice lifestyle.... that kind of
thing.... and having lots of friends. (P3)
This is wads of cash which basically means I'd like to have lots of money when
I'm older. (3)

for
be
it
they
to
university
and
pay
your
erm
seems
a
opportunity
as
well.
good
...
Yeah (5)
What's motivating youfor theseambitions?
Just the idea of getting good gradesandbeing successful.Dad has put in a few
help
(8)
`incentives'
to
some
rewards
me.
And you were goingfor ajob the other day did you managetofind something?
They said they were full but I'm going to try and find other placesover the
summerto help fill my wallet. (p8)

Yet Participant E describes how fluid his ideas are as he goes on
to talk about ideas of perhaps joining the army. The notion of a
career in the military had occurred to him when visiting his aunt
who is stationed in Edinburgh. Although he has access to
someone who can tell him about the army life his ideas at this
time demonstrate a lack of understanding of what an army life is
like, (table 33).
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Table 33: Participant E discusses his Idea of joining the army.

Then... I might join The Forces. That seems to be quite a good experience, my
for
be
in
An
it
they
there.
to
opportunity
your
and
pay
a
good
erm seems
auntie's
university as well. Yeah

So hasyour auntie talked to you a lot about being in theforces?
Yeah. Well I went to visit her at work on Monday, 2 days ago, and that was quite
interesting `causeI got to meetthe different people at her work place and seethe
kind of place sheworks and yeahjust getting someexperience.
And there's lots of different roles in the army so what are you thinking...?
I don't think I'd like to be a `soldier' soldier becausethe idea of being shot doesn't
do
like
IT
I'd
to
to
or
with
computers
want
something
probably
really appeal me
fighting
(5:
)
from
I
the
think.
intelligence.
Something
all
away
commsor

It also demonstrates,
Participant

how
it is the experiences that
perhaps,

E has had, and of which he is trying to make

his
thinking
have
impact
on
an
meaning, which
his future. His photographs
experience of travelling,

demonstrate

that he has had

being with his friends, observing, at close

quarters, his family. Participant
filtering

with regard to

E is undergoing

a painstaking

he
like
keep
he
to
and
which
would
of what experiences

himself
like
how
he
discard,
to
see
and which
would
would

him.
He
is
the
to
in
do
engaged
or
appeal
not
apply
elements
future,
he
be
how
deciding
to
in
the
wants
and
who
process of
(table 34).
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Table 34: Participant E talks about experiences he would like to
build on in future
This is a picture of me on holiday. It meansI like to go to new exciting places.It's
a picture of me in a temple, a Buddhist temple in Thailand. It basically meansthat
I like to go to new exciting places.(p 1:15)
How do you seeyourself getting into the designfield?
I'm doing product design at school and I'm very imaginative. I wannado
kind
kind
that's
that
thing
of inspired by seeingall the films,
of
computergraphics
in
Like
interested
I'm
things.
that.
creating
new
very
on my
specialeffects and all
for
image
I've
been
in
involved
a
corporate
a company.
school course
creating
I've enjoyed that. (p4)
This is a picture of the world which basically meansI'd like to travel the world
when I'm older and meet lots of interestingpeople and go to interestingplacesas
do.
(p4):
like
I'd
kind
to
that's
thing
the
of
you saw earlier,
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Where have we been and what did we see?
This section aims to pull together the findings
participants

of the three

and to consider themfrom several angles. The first

area of discussion considers the themes that emerged from each
participant,

the second concerns how the f ndings related to the

literature review and the third how the findings

relate to the

research question. Consideration is given to the methods used.
Finally the research question is answered.

Discussion

of themes

Attachment to Place
The notion of being unable to leave the home area was expressed
most noticeably by the boys in the pilot study who both felt that
they needed to stay close to what they knew. One participant
reflected that he may not be able to move away from the comfort
of what he knew the other reflected on the benefits, as he
perceived them, of staying with the familiar. The person who
interacted most closely, in a physical way, with his environment,
as demonstrated by his photographs which illustrated his walked
route around the town seemed to be most attached to it. Other
participants, who interacted with their community mainly from
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within a car, appeared to be less limited by it. These were the
youngest participants

in the study both aged 14.

The main study participants

all mentioned how important

the

area was to them and yet were of an opinion that their immediate
futures lay elsewhere. Although there is evidentially
their home community

it does not seem to be limiting

a pull to
the young

people I worked with in what they hoped for or aspired towards.
All of the participants

desire
to either remain in their
a
expressed

local area or to return at a later date. As Participant

C put it:

I think I'd probably want to come back to the countryside once
I've done-It'll

probably take a while though... once I've done

everything citywise, (9: 17-19).

Role models/ The Vanguard
All main study participants expressed a desire to continue into
higher education. Participant D took inspiration from a cousin
who worked in an area in which he thought he might be
interested. He also talked about his brother, who lived in
Newcastle and had attended university there, and he sister who
had gone to Lancaster. Participant E included a photograph of
his mother in her graduation robes and expressed a desire to
achieve something similar.
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Participant C valued learning and thinking, which he illustrated
through his photographs and discourse about them. He also saw
a benefit in learning for the pleasure of learning, but had wider
ambitions as a writer which was something both his parents did,
or had done, at some time in their lives.

Another factor that may be relevant is that all the participants in
the main study had at least one parent who had experienced
had
form
higher
D
Participant
siblings who
of
some
education,
had already experienced higher education. For these three
participants higher education had become a normalised and
expected route for them.

Similarly, all participants in the main study were the off-spring of
people who had moved into the area. Although one of the parents
had
been
born in the
E
Cumbrian,
Participant
she
not
of
was
part of Cumbria that the family now lived and one of her own
parents was German. All the other parents were from outside
Cumbria although they had all been living in Cumbria for over
twenty years and with substantial community involvement.
Parental community involvement included being church warden,
member of the village community project team, membership of
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the Cumbrian women's rural network, arts officer for the area
and facilitator

of writing groups and workshops.

Only one of the

six parents was not involved in a group based community

activity

but, because she was always around, held key holder
responsibilities

for various properties within

the village and was a

for
many of the frail and elderly village residents.
contact

Experiences
Participants'

_

experiences seemed to be of great importance

in

helping them focus on how they see their futures. All the
participants

found
had
they
had,
that
reflected on experiences

detail.
in
The
to
more
or
explore
wanted
repeat
enjoyable and
participants

were able to identify elements of an experience that

had appealed to them and discriminate
and not want to repeat. When Participant
possibility

of joining

at the experimental

between what they did
E talked about the

the army, which was an idea still very much
end of his career planning,

that he did not want to be involved in frontline

he was able to say
warfare but was

interested in the aspects of soldiering connected to computers
and military intelligence. He was not interested in one aspect of
the work but still able to identify elements of that work that
appealed to him.
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Participant C talked about his future ideas on a more global
scale, encompassing family life, personal fulfilment through
writing, a desire to make sense of the world, a love of ideas both
his own and those of other people. These were all issues that he
had talked about in some detail, from his experience of writing,
publishing

and performing

poetry, to his evaluation

parents' roles in his upbringing,
with works of literature

through

and philosophy

critically

of his
interacting

and his analysis of his

own desire to learn.

When thinking about higher education Participant D reflected on
his experiences of being with his brother in Newcastle. He also
talked about a cousin who has a media role with a professional
football club, he had been to look around her place of work and
talked to her about her work. He also has the experience of being
involved in the school newspaper and thinks that that is
further
like
he
to
take
that
would
as a career.
something

The pilot study participants, although slightly younger, continued
to build their aspirations based on their experiences. Participant
B, a talented footballer and sportsman, reflects that this may be
where his future lies. Interestingly though, other areas of
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success, such as the early acquisition

of his GCSE in English,

has not led him to explore studying English further.

Both Participant A in the pilot study and participants D and E in
the main study talk about spending a lot of their free time playing
on computers, surfing the internet and watching television.
Whilst these are common features in the lives of many young
become
the main
that
these
in
it
may
people,
rural areas seems
free time occupation

for some young people. Regular, reliable

transport, organised sports activities and accessible social
opportunities are not widely available within rural communities.
This leaves those young people growing up in rural communities
dependent on adults for transport and dependent on adult
approval of the activity that they may want to take part in.

It seems that although experiences of school and education play
life
they are not the only source of
in
important
a
child's
part
an
experiential opportunity. All the participants talked about a range
had
they
reflected upon and which they
of experiences which
could explore further.
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One theme that emerged within the pilot study with Participant

A

and continued and developed with Participant D and Participant
E was concerned with ownership of, predominantly, electronic
goods. One of the themes that emerged for most of the
participants

was their use of the Internet; gaming and social

being
focus
for
technology.
this
As
a
strong
networking
well as
some young people it seems that for some young people growing
up in rural areas it offers a point of social contact that might
-

otherwise be difficult to maintain.

Sex and relationships
The issue of sexuality was not raised at all other than by
Participant C who named his fiancee and referred to her from
time to time. None of the other participants mentioned current
did
D
have
E
participants
and
emotional attachments although
here
bias
family
life.
I
to
of
researcher
conscious
am
aspirations
in that my initial assumption would be that family life included
children and a wife or partner. Having said that there is no
be
it
that
to
would
more reasonable to
at
all
and
reason
assume
assume that family life involved living with other people who may
or may not be of the opposite sex and may or may not include
children.
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All participants talked about the importance of friends. The
participants talk about the activities they do with friends, such
as playing computer games or sport, predominantly football.
Chatting, relaxing and engaging in activities together seem to be
important activities with regard to friends. The engagement with
friends through

sport appears to be particularly

both pilot study participants
participants.

Although

important

to

and to one of the main study

the remaining

two participants

are not

involved in playing sport any more, sport remains a feature that
all participants

focused on as being an important

they are. Four of the participants
one, participant

aspect of who

had a lot to say about sport and

E, only really mentioned

sport in passing. This

leads me to question what the role sport plays for these young
for
Does
way
young men to engage
men.
sport offer an acceptable

with other young men in the eyes of the participants? Is that its
function for these boys? This could just be a coincidence of using
such a small sample and a larger sample may have thrown up
young men who are part of a musical group or skateboarders. An
interesting area for further development would be to find out the
role of sport in the lives of adolescent males and what
alternatives are open to those who cannot muster an interest in
sport.
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Discussion relating themes to the literature review

When carrying out the background

reading for this study several

areas of research were considered. These included the formation

of identity during the period of adolescence, attachment to place,
social capital and its function in education and social policy as
well as aspiration development, rural living and post school
transition.

There have been elements of discourse from each of the
participants that have borne out what has been written in
previous literature and also areas of difference.

Identity
In the case of identity development there appears to be support
for two conflicting ideas of identity development. Marcia's (1966)
work in developing Erikson's ego identity status theory is
fall
to
into Marcia's
supported with participants appearing
foreclosure,
moratorium, and ego identity. The
categories of
theory of ego-identity was illustrated to some extent by the
participants in the study. Participant C demonstrated that he
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was on his way to achieving ego identity,

in that he was thinking

of career choices on his own terms. As he said:
I want to makea bit of moneydoingsomethingI want to do. Or
...
not what I want to do, causeI don't know what I'd want to do to be
honest. But just make a bit of money doing something I'd be relatively
happy doing. So at the moment I thought go and get my degree go and
work In an editors or work for publishinghouse or for a magazineor a

-

newspaperor something.SomethingwhichI canseebeingbeneficial
ratherthan just gettingwhateverjob I need...(Participant C).
He listens to other people's opinions yet has the confidence to

discount them. Examples would be other people's opinions about
taking a year out, not becoming engaged to his girlfriend and not
applying to Oxford or Cambridge Universities.

Participant D is still struggling with his own ideas, his dreams of
working in a football related role and the expectations and views
of his parents and Head of 6th Form whose views he regards
highly. This is in keeping with the idea of moratorium as defined
by Marcia.

The values, standards and wishes of his parents are still very
for
Participant E who could be said to be at the
prominent
foreclosure

stage of the process, (Marcia, 1966). He shows no
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inclination

to challenge his parents' view of the world and aspires

to be just like them.

On the one hand there is also support for Rattansi and Phoenix's
(2005) notions of multiple

identities.

Participant

D in particular

life,
his
his
different
lives,
his
to
school
work life at the pub
refers
and his life relating to football. Similarly
about his relationships

Participant

C talks

with other writers and thinkers

that he

has met through the poetry cafe and those he considers his
friends who are not such strong thinkers

but who are enjoyable

to be with.

Attachment
to
place
-The theme of attachment to place, for instance is quite commonly
found in literature relating to human geography and sociology,
planning and population studies and social ecology as well as in
environmental psychology (Ponzetti, 2004). Researchers into the
attachment of young people to the poor, English, urban areas
that they grew up in acknowledged that attachment to place was
a factor in keeping the young people they studied out of the
workplace. (Green & White, 2007). It appears that there are many
factors associated with attachment to place that are not purely
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geographical, to do with landscape and space, but more closely
linked to where extended family members live and how the feeling
of belong to the community is engendered. In my pilot study
Participant B relates most closely to the Green and White, (2007)
study, when he talks about walking about the community,
his
house,
father's
his
house
living
mother's
at
using
and
visiting
the town centre as a meeting place and playing football for the
town. The town appears to be central to his life and he admits
that he will find it difficult to leave.

All the participants, both in the pilot and in the main study,
local
For
their
to
community.
or
village
an
attachment
express
the older participants this has set up a conflict between feelings
feelings
to
to
ingratitude
and
of
needing
guilt
extent,
some
and
of
leave in order to achieve independence and self knowledge.

The lack of mobility and reliance or dependence on others is a
factor. Public transport does not adequately supply these rural

late
during
the
afternoons and
particularly
communities
had
drive
but
C
D
to
Participants
old
were
enough
and
evenings.
have
been
lessons
to
driving
had
to
afford
would
not
and
able
not
run cars even if they had succeeded in passing the driving tests,
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For young people in rural communities transport, or lack of it, is
one of the major issues that affects all aspects of their lives.

Aspiration

_

From previous literature around rural communities,
(Shucksmith, 2004; Ni Loalre, 2000; Glendinning et al 2003) etc
it is the lack of experiences that some pupils may acquire that
could lead to low aspiration.

The participants

in the main study

did not demonstrate low aspirations but had aspirations for
themselves in terms of academic achievement and to some extent
earning capacity. Participant C was more focused on writing as a
himself
by
he
and his family
means
which
would support
financially whereas Participant E aspires to being comfortably
well off. All of the participants aspired to being 'happy', and went
on to define what happiness would look like to them.

Participant C talked about his aspiration to `do good' and talked
about activities that he considered to be altruistic, including
living ethically and `sound-mindedly'.

Although much of the academic research and non-academic
research appears to suggest that young people from rural
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have low aspirations

communities

this does not seem to be the

case with my research. Admittedly

in some cases their

aspirations

than purely academic or

are more wide-ranging

economic goals but they all aspire to achieve well and the effect of
their rural up-bringing

has not impacted on them in this way.

For those young people in rural communities
aspirations

who do have low

there would appear to be other factors at work, which

factor
living.
One
be
to
such
may or may not
related
rural
may be
to do with social capital, another to do with parental expectation
and parental experience.

Well Being
From the literature

review it seemed that young people were able

to identify certain factors as being of Importance
of well-being.
participants

to their feelings

Some of those features were identified

by the

in the study. All of them talk about their need for

social relationships

with friends and all of the participants

about the importance
not only through

of their families in supporting

financial

support but through

them. This is

parental interest

in what they are doing. In response to the question
help you reach your goals? ' Participant

talked

'What might

E said, `... I suppose support
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from my parents and friends' when asked how that might be
demonstrated

he went on to say,

`I don't know like expressing an interest in what I do and giving advice
and supporting me advice, showing interest that sort of thing erm'
(Participant

E),

Participant D reflects on the importance of his family in
family's
has
his
he
his
knowing
that
goals
supporting
and
support,
'... I don't want to go too far so I've got that comfort zone where mum's
(Participant
her.
'
D)
her
hour
I
to
talk
and
away and can phone
only an
Participant

C's mother offers practical

support in working with

revising a poem;

'Mum's been useful in that she's been quite honest, brutally honest in
fact when it comes to my poetry so I'm beginning to learn how to revise
it... ' (Participant Q.

Other features of subjective well-being in previous research
which echoed in the themes raised by these participants
included; the setting of goals, the aspiration to happiness and the
that
talked
the
all
participants
relationships
strength of social
about. Similarly the acceptance of the environment and their
inability to change its features is reflected in previous literature,
(Glendinning et al 2003; Bourke & Geldens, 2006), which goes on
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to report that the young people believe it is they that must
change. Participant

C put this clearly when he talks about how

he has come to appreciate his environment more as he has
become older:
'If you'daskedme a coupleof yearsagoI probablywouldhavesaidit's
boring and there's nothing to do but that's completelywrong. I've gotten over
that, it's fantastic, I think it's a great placeto live 'cause...Its just everything,
the people,the area. living in rural Cumbriavery involved in every day to
...
day stuff, you feel that you're part of everything that goes on. You feel like
you're part of almost the farming and everything that goes on there. You
almost feel you're close to the earth (laughs) sort of thing ... yeah you just feel
part of everything in a very closesort of way...' Participant

C.

All of the participants talk about being happy in the future and
them.
Participant
this
to
ideas
their
means
what
own
about
offer
C in response to the question 'What do you mean by "happy"? '
offers the following statements:
I want to be able to fulfil my potential in things that I want to do, stay
debt
I
too
university
without
so
get
out
of
much
carefree,
make
sure
relatively
that I'm not stuck with the financial businessand just generally be happy
enough to get along with what I want to do to a reasonableextent... and give
myself time to do what I want to do. It's just about fulfilling things without
letting things slip by before I get too old to do it. I've got quite a while. I just
want to get everything that I want to do, done, (Participant

Q.
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Participant

D describes himself as happy. 'I'm happy with my life now.

Becauseof working and certain things that I do I've found myself very
independent so I think if I'd not been so independentthen It would have been
easierto do who I wanted to be as I I'd have had more aspirationswhereas I
already do a lot of things on my own and with my friends' (Participant

In Participant

D).

E's view happiness is `... so long as I had a place I could

call home,at homeI'd be happy,if you get the idea.I'd be happyto go away,
-

to explore,as long as hadsomewhereto comebackto.' (Participant E).

Social Capital
Social capital is defined as either bridging capital or bonding
capital. Bridging social capital acts almost like a lubricant,
facilitating and empowering youngsters to make effective
decisions about themselves. Bonding social capital on the other
hand seems to operate like an adhesive, gluing the young person
to the community into which they were born, (Morrow, 1999:
Singh & Dika, 2003).
Because the families were not local in the sense that they could
count generations of their family living in the same locality, they.
did not have the community attachment that might have been
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expected although they played important

roles within their

he
born
D
Participant
that
Although
states
was
communities.
have
longer,
he
does
the
interhis
bred
in
village
not
and
generational

ties that others growing up in the area may have.

Social capital may play an important

role in whether a young

birth
The
their
feels
the
to
or
not.
area
of
able
move out of
person
Green and White (2007) study of distinct
highlighted

how difficult

urban villages

it is for some young people to make a

move out of their urban neighbourhood.
evident with the participants

Although

this was not

in the main study there may have

been an element of this with the pilot study participants,

to
If
B.
the
Participant
participants
are
main
study
particularly
be considered from the point of view of a positive psychologist it
is the strengths and features that work well and are beneficial to
them that should be considered.

Positive youth development
Research into positive youth development has demonstrated
learning
through
in
engaged
who
are
young people
but not necessarily academic, activities

that

purposeful,

they undertake

in their

free time, (Damon, 2004; Lerner et at 2000; Roth & Brooks-Gunn,

2003. All of the participants talked about their lives out of school
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with some of the older participants
paid employment,

voluntary

being engaged in part time

work activities,

sports and arts groups. Although

their communities
difficulties

of

some of the participants

about their reliance on home entertainment
media, they also demonstrated

membership

through

talked

electronic

that being involved in activities in

was important

to them regardless of the

they had actually getting to these activities.

Considering

the transport

for all of the participants

implications

they felt that taking part in purposeful

activities,

not just being

friends
but actually doing something, was a valuable,
with
important

part of their lives. Participant

D says, '... I think I've

grown as a person from doing the work... ' and Participant

C reflects

on going to the poetry cafe and comments '... I only get to do It sort
of once a month at the moment ... I go and read my poetry and it's
fantastic'.
From the literature

and from listening to the participants

seems that being able to take part in purposeful,
activities is a valuable and important

it

non academic

factor in the lives of some

young people as has been suggested by a number of previous
rsearchers,

(Csikszentmihalyi

& Schneider 2000).
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Post school transition
from school whether at 16 or 18 is left

It seems that transition

largely to schools and families (Foskett et at, 2008). Although
Connexions provides a careers guidance service this appears to
be mainly targeted at those young people who are most likely to
become unemployed,
in training,
employment

drop out of college courses and not engage

(not
NEET
in education,
to
usually referred
as
or training).

Recent reports on the performance

of

Connexions by the young people who receive that service have
been poor, (DCSF 2008, Watts, 2009).

All the participants in this study had hopes for the future some
further developed than others as suggested by the research of
Quaglia and Cobb (1996). Participant C talks about his
frustration with not receiving appropriate advice early enough
(Foskett et at 2008), with regard to his GCSE grades which were
five
he
A
to
the
grades
was expecting at
poor
compared
relatively
A level. Participant D was unsure of how he was going to achieve
his goal of becoming a sports journalist and what training and
learning routes were open to him. In the pilot study the boys were
going to leave after Year 11 because the school had no sixth form.
There were varying degrees of connection to the choices they were
making with Participant A thinking he might need to go and stay
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in Newcastle and go to college there and Participant
that he would be looking for employment

Participant

B stating

in his local area.

E had a long term objective, to earn a lot of money

through running

a business, but did not express any strong idea

of how he was going to manage that. One of the issues that Tony
Watts highlights

in his study is that young people have longer

term goals but are not given the guidance to challenge those
goals or to find a means of achieving them (Watts 2009). He
envisaged going to university

but was unsure of what to study

and felt he responded best to having monetary incentives. These
seem like fragments of a picture that Participant

E may need

advice and help to put together.

Government Policy since 1997
New Labour came to power in 1997 with an agenda of making the
education system fairer. They did this by enabling anybody who
was academically able and sufficiently motivated to succeed at
university to have the opportunity to take up a university place.
Subsequently for many young people this has become the only
route, with any esteem, open to them. This has had several
possibly unforeseen effects. Since the most common method of
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-"

gaining entry to university

is through college or 6th form

academic study It is assumed by many young people that they
will follow an academic pathway. School sixth forms
predominantly

ask for five GCSEs at grades C or above to be

accepted onto a sixth form course. Apprenticeships

for what used

to be National Certificate and Diploma courses also require five
GCSEs at grades C or above. The social norm however has
become for young people with five GCSEs at grade C or above to
stay on at school, or sixth form college. It takes real motivation

for a young person with GCSE qualifications to leave school and
often they are put under pressure by the school to stay. The loss
of able pupils to take on skilled apprenticeships in engineering or
construction trades, for example is one example of this, and has
caused problems of skills shortages in some areas, (Prang,2005).

For some young people all this serves to do is to defer the
decision-making process, for the years of sixth form study and
beyond to degree level study. As William Damon notes in his
(2008) article The Young and The Restless, `their delay is

characterized [sic] more by indecision than by motivated
by
by
than
the pursuit of clear goals,
reflection, more
confusion
more by ambivalence than by determination', (2008, online

article). Participant C reflects on some of his contemporaries with
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bewilderment.

For some young people, however, the push for

academic qualification

may be to the detriment

of other skills and

interests that they may possess.
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Discussion

of research questions

I have previously described my research questions as being openended in order to facilitate the development of knowledge rather
than offer a hypothesis to be proved or disproved.

The main question I was sought to address through this piece of
research was to establish how the experience of growing up in a
rural community might impact on a young person's identity and
future aspirations.

It would appear that growing up in a rural community does have
_

an influence on young people. This is not necessarily related to
the physical geography of the place although all participants
beautiful.
leave
having
to
so
somewhere
express regret at
Expressions of guilt and ingratitude seem to prevail, as
Participant D says, 'Who would not want to live in a place like
this', (Participant D). It seems that the participants feel a degree
fells
the
to
to
the
to
their
way of
and
communities,
attachment
of
life, Participant C talks about watching the agricultural work that
goes on in his village.
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The ageing population,

the fact that there may be no other young

people the same age in the village, the travel and transport
difficulties

which mean that independence from adults can be

deferred are all features of rural living. Similarly

tasks like

walking down to the local shop or post office on a small errand
cannot happen in these communities

because the shop or post

office no longer exists. The over-reliance
television and computing

on electronic gaming,

all play their part as these are the ways

in which isolated youth growing up in rural communities

find

themselves spending their time whether playing alone or
networking

through broadband

technology.

The participants in this study had aspirations that might be
did
locally
to
They
in their
want
stay
not
anywhere.
expected
immediate future for a variety of reasons, none of which was
wholly related to the paucity of educational opportunities in
Cumbria. Although lack of work or educational opportunities is
for
for
leaving
the
this
the
is
area
as
a
case
often cited
reason
not
these participants. All are seeking a degree of independence and
an opportunity to carry out the basic tasks of life, such as
for
themselves. They see higher
shopping and socialising
legitimately
facilitates their
that
education, as a vehicle
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movement away from the area, as an opportunity

that they must

grasp.

This leads on to my final research question which concerned the

-

skills young people might demonstrate in taking part in this
developed
be
help
to
them take
research and what skills could
futures.
for
decisions
their
about
own
making
responsibility

Participant

C demonstrated

developed through
philosophy

that he had used his reflective skills,

his writing

and interest in literature,

he
himself
think
ideas,
to
what
and
wanted
about
and

from life. He was also keen to articulate
itself a skill. Participant

his thoughts,

which is in

C appeared to have a degree of self

himself
he
himself,
belief
in
as an agent with
saw
confidence and
a lot of power over his future outcomes.

Participant D was also able to talk about himself and his feelings,
his response to experiences and situations. He talked about his
his
in
but
that
the
opinions
of
others
also reflected
ambitions
him.
friends,
family,
to
important
co-workers,
was
community,
Though perhaps not as focused on his role as his own agent he
appeared to be working towards this through his active
football.
and
study
engagement with work,
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Both participants

had enjoyed carrying out the task and the

interview and had found it an interesting

and helpful exercise in

clarifying their thoughts.

Participant

E was the youngest of the participants

be reflected in the difficulty
thoughts.

and this may

he seemed to find in expressing his

Partly this may have been because his thoughts were

relatively unformed,

possibly this was because he wanted to show

me images that he thought I would want to see. His discourse
about his future plans was vague with goals but no path of how
to achieve these goals. This may be a developmental
suggested by Marcia (1966) or part of his identity
suggested by Berzonsky (1990). Alternatively,
Participant

issue as

style, as

it could be that

E has not yet become engaged with thinking

his future in a way that the older participants

about

have.

Analysis of the interviews with the participants revealed several
areas of commonality that were of considerable importance to
how they see themselves now and how they visualise themselves
in the future. The notion of 'community' for instance has a
bearing on young people's happiness in the present and in the
future.
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Community

is more than the collection of family and neighbours
that the participants find themselves living alongside. For the
young people interviewed
links made through

here 'community'

school, sporting and locality connections

can also include on-line, social and cultural
the participants

not only includes
but

contacts. From all

there appeared to be a movement out from family

and towards a sense of reaching toward and belonging to a wider
community.

The new community

was one that they had selected

or sought to find for themselves through the pursuit
interests and activities.

of hobbies,
or ad hoc

Whether these organisations

groupings recognise that they are part of a community

or

acknowledge that they may have any responsibility concerning
been
has
here
discussed
their
in
not
people
communities
young
and may be an area that merits further
Community

belonging through involvement

in sport,

team sports such as football and rugby, is

predominantly

something that has been introduced
the majority

investigation.

of the participants

by all the participants.

the involvement

in sport, though

enjoyable, is a means to an end. These participants
much interested

For

are not so

in playing for a team or playing and winning

matches, but in taking part in an activity together with others.

This appears to be a crucial part of life for the young men who
took part in the research as it offers them an opportunity to be
friends
in a culturally-appropriate
sociable and make new

setting.
The issue of social class did present itself but was rejected by this
researcher. My participants may have had a 'middle- class' label
imposed upon them by other researchers but that does not
recognise how they would have defined themselves. Two of my
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were very proud of their working-class

main study participants

fiercely
least
have
declared
them
one of
would
roots and at
himself to be working-class

although the earning power of his

parents and their level of education, as well as his own
achievements would have suggested otherwise. The concept of
'working-class'

appears to be changing within

British

culture at

the moment and values and goals that would once have been

ascribed to working-classes may not be universally recognised as
such.
The idea of the Protestant work ethic was so clearly described by
two of my main study participants
alternative

description

that I used this as an

to social class. I think that It was more

appropriate

by
the
to
values
espoused
my
and relevant
consider

participants

than to examine other traditional

determining

by
Participants
Values
expressed
social class.

D included

methods of

striving to improve their performance,

become self sufficient

or independent,

thriftiness

C and

a need for
as well as the

full
life.
living
All
learning
a
of
a
means
of
effort
and
as
valuing
families
have
that
they
desire
to
could
a
expressed
participants
future.
for
in
the
provide

I suggest that it is adherence to this set of ethical considerations
for the manner with which a young person engages with the
world that is of significance when considering choices concerning
the future.
The importance of building on experiences and recognising that
for
be
learning
opportunity
offer
an
should
experiences
all
future
their
When
talking
about
plans all the
stressed.
participants talked about previous experiences although these
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had not all happened through school and education.

Experiences

can be catalysing for some young people; having sampled exotic
foreign travel and hoping to repeat that experience Participant
is considering

E

finding a career that will afford the financial

rewards needed to have those sort of holidays or a career that will
involve him in overseas travel. Participant

D acknowledges that

he is not skilled enough to become a professional
identifies
through

sportsman

but

skills and interests that may keep him involved in sport
career and study options.

Finally I wish to consider the issue of rurality.
the participants

It appears that for

interviewed in this piece of research rurality

is

not greatly important. In the 21st century, Britain, and Europe
are relatively accessible; telecommunication systems make it easy
to stay in touch and find out what is happening on the other side
of the world. Living in a rural community can be a pleasant and
for
some and an isolating, oppressive
rewarding experience
do
has
less
for
to
This
with growing up in a
others.
experience
sparsely-populated
the community
community

location than it has to do with the nature of

inhabiting

that locality. In other words if the

is exclusive, unwelcoming

and divisive then the

experiences of young people growing up there will be poorer than
those who are included,

welcomed and involved in their

community.

It is possible that socio-economic and cultural factors can make
living In a rural community expensive and prolong dependence
for young people. However the effect of bonding social capital, is
as significant In the lives of urban young people (Green & White,
2007), as it is in the lives of those growing up in rural
communities. Similarly although it may be difficult to obtain a
203

range of experiences in rural communities some urban
communities may be more socially-stratified which excludes
from
some young people
work and leisure experiences.
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Critique

of the Methodology

The methodology and methods chosen are discussed and
observations made concerning future studies. Reflection upon the

-

findings

with respect to the methods used is included.

Consideration is given to the validity and transparency of the
study.

Having completed the research and the analysis in is important
to consider whether the methodological approach selected was
effective, whether the data collection methods chosen were
appropriate

and whether the data collected and analysed

lived
the
into
insight
experiences of young men
provided any
growing up in rural areas.

Sample
I used a purposive sample of three homogeneous participants for
for
hoping
in
a
self
selecting
sample
study
and
although
my main
by
had
had
my pilot participants preselected
my pilot study
There
for
were interesting
an
reason.
unvoiced
school
from
each sample; the older, main study,
outcomes
methological
-

holistic
to
in
their
more
more
relaxed,
approach
were
participants
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the photographs
and interpretations

and more forthcoming

about their perceptions

than the pilot study boys. As I personally

knew all of the main study boys as members of my wider
community

I acknowledge that they may have tailored their

discourse as to what was appropriate
acquaintance

of their parents or neighbour,

study participants
community.

for an adult female,
to hear. The pilot

did not know me as part of their living

For them I was part of the school community

and

perceived, perhaps, as only being interested in school matters.

Much of the dialogue from these boys concerned school. It may
have been that these participants were conscious that they were
representing the school, had been specially selected by the head
teacher and were keen to tell me what they thought I wanted to
hear. Equally their thoughts about their lives and school could
have been the most important things to them at the time that the
research was conducted.

I had consciously chosen not to conduct focus groups because of
the potential for inter-group bias and concerns for what might
have arisen from participants. This could have been particularly
problematic over issues of sexuality, work aspiration and
discussions around personal beliefs and feelings. Much research
literature reports how important it is for young people to feel part
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of a group and have a group identity,

subscribe to group norms.

From reading the background literature concerning visibility
within

rural communities

(Ni Loaire, 2000; Shucksmith,

was aware that any disagreement

2004) 1

or deviation from the collective

'norm' may have had repercussions for dissenting focus group
members.

Not knowing the sensitivities

of the rural communities

in which I

disclosure
that
is
it
possible
any
was carrying out my research

that did not fit with accepted local views would not have been
voiced by participants for fear of reprisals.

After the pilot study I decided to offer the main study participants
a choice of where I would conduct their interviews. All
participants opted to be interviewed in their own homes. I saw all
participants during the afternoon or early evening and on each
occasion I was greeted by the participant's mother. Although
interviewing in the participant's home had the benefit of taking
the participant out of the school environment, which seemed to
be important in the interviews I had carried out with the pilot
study participants, it is possible that the participants were
conscious of the parent in the background busily going about her
business.
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--

Perhaps it is too difficult

to find a totally neutral place in which to

carry out interviews without
disadvantage.
interviewed

putting the participants

at a

By giving them the option of where they were

I think that the participants

were able to feel at ease

during the interview and secure by being in their own familiar
surroundings.

Photo-elicitation interviews
I thought that the use of photographs

was effective although

I

future
disposable
in
insist
as I think the
on
cameras
would
sorting of the photographs

refreshes the participant's

mind as to

why they took it. The purpose of using the cameras and
photographs

was to try to create a fresh insight or `hot' cognition.

It also gave the participant

an opportunity

to stand apart from

the image and consider it in a distinct way, not objective but
separate.

The photographs were a good medium for the participants to
express themselves through and the cameras were an easy,
-- accessible technology to use requiring no training. I think it made
the task of reflecting on themselves easier for the participants,
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particularly

those less familiar with introspective

reflection,

especially since they had selected the images they were to talk
about.

Semi-structured

Interview.

The semi-structured interview offered the opportunity to consider
in more detail some of the answers the participants had offered
during the photo-elicitation

interview.

During the pilot interviews

the supplementary questions were not as rigorous as during the
main study Interviews and I was able to tighten the semi

structured interview questions after the pilot study.

I added a final question to my interview schedule during the first
main study interview. It concerned the participants' views of
taking part in the research which I felt might be an interesting
dimension to consider. Unfortunately because this was added at
the last minute I think that it could have been a tighter question
which would have provided a more comprehensive insight into
the participant's view of carrying out the reflective work.

The use of semi structured interviews worked well as I was able
to respond to my participants' statements, to seek clarification or
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to encourage them to expand an idea. Some of the participants,
notably Participants

C and D, found rephrasing

idea relatively easy whereas Participant

or developing an

E found it more difficult

to expand upon his ideas. For instance when I asked him to what
he meant by 'interesting
'meeting interesting

in relation to his stated wish to

people, ' he found it difficult

what it was that made a person interesting

to clarify exactly

to him. This may have

been because he had not really considered what he was saying
be
to
the
a reasonable statement
surface, seemed
and what, on
for
him
to explain.
too
complicated
was actually

Analysis
I chose to use IPA for the reasons already documented. IPA offers
the
to
research
collaborative
with
out
carry
an opportunity
participants. The ensuing discourse provided through answering
open questions gives better understanding of a phenomenon or
situation. I found it difficult on occasion to travel around the
hermeneutic circle (Tietz, 1994, Finlay 2003), particularly with
Participant E.

I realised that I was able Identify with elements of what
participants C and D were saying as they seemed to fit with my
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own view of the world. I agreed with Participant
work, little debt and self-sufficiency
Participant

D's frustration

C's belief in hard

and totally understood

at his lack of independence

and his

need to try out new ideas.

I realised then that my standpoint was becoming obstructive to
my understanding
interpreting

of how Participant

E was perceiving and

his world. I think this is because his lifeworid

appeared to be more concerned with the material, being
Incentivised

and earning a lot of money than the other main

study participants.

I had found the protestant

work ethic

espoused by Participants

C and D much more in tune with my

own personal constructs,

believing that a person earns what they

work for. Some of the language used by Participants

C and D was

not present in Participant E's dialogue; strive, urge, a notion of
struggling and fighting to achieve rather than expectations of
reward, the acquisition of possessions and a desire to have more
than a person needs which seemed to be present with Participant
E.

Although IPA does not require the researcher to be objective, it
does require the researcher to be sympathetic to the participant.
This I found very difficult at times. It is important as a
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researcher to acknowledge and recognise any ambivalence and to

consider oneself as an active agent within the research process.
The interview with participant E was relatively stilted, and did
not offer very much in the way of elaboration of ideas, exploration
his
developing
his
thoughts
to
around
of responses
questions or
because
have
been
This
of his relative youth
could
photographs.
he
have
two
to
the
or
could
picked
compared
other
participants
his
to
some
of
answers.
up on any of my unconscious reaction

Another area of difficulty with IPA that I found was that the
quality of the discourse depended to some extent on the ability of
the interviewee to express himself verbally. Participants C and D
had an idiosyncratic use of language, occasionally using extreme
forms of some words to express meaning. I wonder whether this
is concerned with modern patois and how young people speak
generally or whether there was real significance to some of the
from
knowing
I
I
they
used; question whether am excluded
words
its meaning through being a mature woman.

I am sure that it is not a coincidence that the most
his
by
the
is
interview
given
at
was
person
who
comprehensive
most comfortable thinking about ideas, writing ideas,
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constructing

meaning by a skilful juxtaposition

of words and

using symbolism to express the duality of meaning.

Appropriate

methods for the participants?

I was interested in finding out whether the use of photographs
was an appropriate

methodology to use with young people. I

think that the use of photographs

and image finding was a

successful approach to take in facilitating

discussion

and

enabling the participants

to think about the Images they wanted

to use. Some participants

found it difficult

to find images that

future
be
how
the
to
in
they
and that related
represented
wanted
to their aspirations.

Some participants

only thought

of their

futures in terms of where they would be living and what work
they might be doing whereas others took the long view of not only
their immediate

future with regard to education work or training

but also the aspirations

around family life in the more distant

future.

IPA offers a method for exploring people's insights into their
lifeworld. It is about how they make meaning out of their
experiences and how they cognitively analyse and make sense of
what is happening to them usually focussing on very specific,
discrete,
to
situations. IPA requires participants
some
extent
and
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to be able to express themselves and convey their ideas through
the use of spoken language. I think that this could be
problematic

for some young people who are not used to being

asked to think about themselves and who are not used to
expressing their interior life to a stranger. In this study it was
important

to focus on the research as a piece of research, rather

than as a therapeutic

intervention.

working could become a therapeutic

I think this method of
tool. The exploration

of

feelings and ideas not previously voiced or reflected on offered
some. of the participants

an experience that they had not had

before and they described as being helpful. Although it was not
for
be
that
to
`helpful'
it
intention
some young people
seemed
my
the opportunity to think and talk about themselves in the
manner offered by IPA was a positive experience.

Another research sub-question was concerned with finding out
whether the young people I researched with could be engaged
_

with to reflect on their lives and experiences. From the interviews
and photographs obtained it would seem that my participants
lives,
their
to
their experiences and their
think
about
were able
hopes for the future and reflect on them. Some participants were
more adept at this than others. The participants who were used
to offering an emotional response to a stimulus, such as those
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engaged in literature

studies and creative projects appeared to

find the tasks easier and more enjoyable to complete.

The research question was explored and the participants

were

able to reflect on their life worlds, make observations about their
own situations and describe their experiences.

The methodology and methods chosen are discussed and
observations made concerning future studies. Reflection upon the

findings with respect to the methods used is included.
Consideration is given to the transparency of the study.
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Conclusion
This section summarizes the findings of the three participants and
considers them from several angles. The first area of discussion
considers the themes that have emerged from each participant,
second concerned how the findings

the

relate to the literature review

and the third how the findings relate to the research question.
Consideration is given to the methods used. The research question
is answered.

Research Questions
This piece of research has been case study based and has sought
to illuminate, rather than to offer generallsable hypotheses. The
conclusions drawn here relate to observations and data analysis
from these case studies in relation to the extant literature.

The notion that growing up in a rural community can be
disadvantageous for some young people is generally supported by
the literature, (Shucksmith, 2004; Glendinning et at, 2003;
Mathews et at, 2000) around this topic. The young people
involved did not perceive many disadvantages, as such, although
there were features of rural life that frustrated them. These
features were predominantly concerned with being isolated and
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dependent, through poor transport

and the relative

availability,

lack of peers in their Immediate locality.
It may be that from living through the experience of growing up
in a rural community

the participants

accept what they cannot

be,
have
known.
It
Participant
could
as
and
always
change

C

living
dissatisfied
that
those
are overly
with rural
suggests,
influenced

by a media which portrays a different aspect of

adolescence to one with which these participants

are familiar.

The other view of adolescence presented through the media has
drinking
binge
focus
knife
the
crime,
on
more
behaviour

feckless
and

than these young people have experienced. Whilst not

denying that rural communities
social behaviour,

particularly

can have problems with anti-

in relation to domestic violence and

drug and alcohol misuse, this is not something that is solely
attributed

to young people and was not evident from my

research.

As described in the existing literature, (Ni Loaire, 2000;
Shucksmith, 2004; Glendinning et al, 2003), lack of
for
employment, socialising and playing a valued
opportunities
D
local
life
Participant
the
the
in
community are evident.
of
role
has weekend work in his local pub. He admits that if he had not
found work within his village with the only employer in his village
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he would not have had any work experience at all. He also

how
his
on
reflects
part time job has helped him grow as an
-

individual, feel proud of his achievements and have sociable
interactions with others in his community.

With pubs, post offices and shops closing in rural communities
there are fewer and fewer opportunities

for part-time

working for

those still involved in education when for many work
opportunities

find
themselves competing
a young person may

with adults also seeking part-time

work.

The participants ably demonstrated that they were competent to
carry out the tasks required of them by the research
methodology. The main study participants were pupils who had,
in the main, already experienced academic success at some level.
They presented as confident, young people doing well at school
and reasonably articulate. It was interesting to note that the
participants had found the research to be interesting in the way
it encouraged them to think and talk about themselves and
experience themselves in a different way.

Through taking part in the research the participants
demonstrated a number of skills including the ability to reflect on
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their lives and experiences. The skill to express themselves orally
and visually through the use of photographs

was also in evidence

as was the skill of selecting topics to talk about in relation to
their photographs.
photographs
ambitions

The act of editing, selecting and ordering

with which to illustrate

required organisation,

their lives and future

self awareness and some

decision making skills. Questioning,

seeking answers for

themselves and making meaning out of the images they had
'

selected were also skills that were used as part of the research
process.

Themes emerging from the research
The themes raised by the participants were wide ranging in their
scope from the pilot study participants' interest in possessions
through to the theme of sport and socialising through sport as
well as the focus on the geography of their lives.

Although

themes had been predicted to some extent by the

literature

around young people, rural life and aspiration

were nevertheless new themes to emerge. Participant

there

C talked

about his desire to work hard and be rewarded for it, to live
ethically and to be free of debt. Participant

D described his
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struggles between his perceived need to leave the area and his
guilt or ingratitude
E demonstrated
important

expressed by thinking

of leaving. Participant

why electronic gadgetry and gaming can be

as a social activity between young people in isolated
All the participants

communities.
were important

described experiences that

to them and had helped shape their ideas about

themselves and their futures. Participant

D had been helped by

having siblings and close relatives who had already lived an
urban life, been to university

and were holding down the sort of

job to which he aspired. Participant

E was open to new

experiences and had recently returned
to Thailand

from a visit with his aunt

her
He
time
with
at
work.
was still
and spent some

making sense of these experiences and sorting through which
life,
travelling
he
his
in
such
as
wanted
elements

and finding out

front
being
he
did
those
the
want,
such
not
as
a
world, and
about
line soldier.

Participant C described his experiences as a writer and performer
like-minded
to
need
meet
up
with
more
a
and
expressed
of poetry
discuss
he
issues of philosophy, politics
could
with
whom
people
and literature. For Participant C the themes of thinking and
being intelligent were a key part of his identity and how he saw
himself. He identified a need in himself to go away from his home
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environment

and develop himself intellectually

through

debate.
in
There were themes
engagement
academic study and
relating to momentum

and inertia with an overall feeling of being

caught up in something dynamic particularly
and D. Partipants

for participants

C

C and D also described themes relating to the

(Protestant) work ethic.

Aspirations

for the future were discussed by all the participants.

They ranged from the vague, goal-orientated
Participant

aspirations

of

E who wished to become wealthy and be happy.

Happiness was a goal for all the main study participants

some of

whom went on to describe what happiness or being happy meant
to them. Whilst no one would expect to find unhappiness

as a

goal it is interesting that `being happy' is a stated goal. This
corresponds with research into adolescent well-being (Bourke &
Geldens, 2006; Layard 2008) which identified happiness as a key
hand
On
the
the
other
of
well-being.
subjective
component
participants were also able to reflect on the areas that impair
their feelings of well-being.
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Methodology
The methodology chosen for this study worked well with the
participants selected. A purposive, homogeneous sample was
used and the participants coped well with the tasks and generally
enjoyed taking part in the study.

The sample was homogeneous

in ways that I had not recognised and accounted for before I

--

began the research particularly relating to family background,
parental expectations and parental experiences around
education. Since the parents were not interviewed these strands
by
from
data
the
the
inferred
participants.
offered
were

The methods used were not without difficulties, particularly the
found
difficult
I
to
it
On
stand
analysis.
occasion
method of
their
the
appreciate
view of
and
some
of
participants
alongside
their lifeworld. Instead of the research being about them, the
be
It
the
became
it
would
me,
researcher.
about
participants,
the
the
the
to
at
of
centre
researcher
as
put
oneself
very easy
lived
light
the
the
Instead
of
on
experience
shedding
of
research.
focused
be
the
times,
to
it
on
seem
more
at
would,
participants
lifeworld of the researcher. As the researcher it was important to
diary
feelings
to
through
reflect
a
reflexive
and
my
acknowledge
that
found
feelings.
that
I
those
experiences
and
reflections
upon
likely
find
by
to
myself as
acceptance
were
more
echoed my own
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the researcher. For example I am conscious that I perceive an
inertia and complacency about living in the countryside
saw, and perhaps, unconsciously
those perceptuions
participants,

and so

sought, some recognition

of

in some of the statements made by the

particularly

participants

C and D.

Because IPA makes no claims at offering an objective perspective
it is perhaps an honest way of looking at data. The researcher
acknowledges their position, recognises their prejudices and
constructs

and reflects on those as part of the analysis process.

Similarly when two individuals

interact, whatever the

circumstances, there is a reaction made at a personal level. This
is recognised through IPA rather than unacknowledged.

The use of cameras and photographs was worthwhile and it was
interesting to note where this technique was at its most potent
when the participants were given all their photographs and asked
to sort them. When the more modern technology of digital
cameras was used the resulting discussion around those

photographs was not as informative. This could have been for
had
the
reasons;
participant
who
several
used the digital camera
was not as reflective in discussing his lifeworld as the other
participants. Equally, the photographs had been chosen and
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edited well before the interview; the participant
photographs

had selected

for their technical merit, as photographs,

rather

than from the meanings they represented.

With Participant C the photographs had been staged, almost as if
he had planned what he was going to say in his interview by what
he had included in his photographs. Participant C was very
comfortable

thinking

he
his
lived
experiences,
remarked
about

that the only aspect of his life he had not previously

considered

he
was so driven to achieve.
was why

Themes from this data and the literature
Some of the themes that were generated by this data chimed with
findings in the existing literature. This was particularly accurate
felt
describing
how
themselves to be
young people
when
disadvantaged

by the difficulties

with transport

and their relative

isolation from others their own age. The bleak prospects
identified

by Glendinning

et at (2003) and Shucksmith

2004) were less evident however, with the participants

(2001,
able to

identify what they liked about living in a rural environment.
concept of attachment

to place, as outlined

seemed to be relevant to the participants

The

by Than (1974)

in that their perceptions
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of the area they lived were overwhelmingly

positive, reflecting

their positive experiences of growing up in their communities.

In the findings there was evidence of the on-going debate around
identity with some participants
identity

seeming to fall into Marcia's ego

categories and others demonstrating

and Phoenix's (2005), theories on multiple
on the circumstances.

aspects of Rattansi
identities

depending

There was also evidence of group identities

and that some participants

were seeking to be part of a social

group with which they could identify themselves, This took the
shape of Participant
university

C hoping to find young philosophers

and Participant

at

D needing to be part of an adult

football team.

Rather than echoing national and local government concerns
about low aspiration all of the main study participants
demonstrated that they were motivated to aspire and achieve
academically and economically despite the difficulties and
upheavals that that would entail. In fact for the older two
participants they were relishing those upheavals and the
opportunity to make their own way.
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For the participants

aspiration was not solely concerned with

progress through learning and earning, these participants
aspired to social and emotional well-being, through
relationships

forming

and having families of their own. They also talked

about wider ethical concepts, such as inhabiting
The participants

talked about aspirations

the planet fairly.

that do not seem to be

generally recognised by policy makers.

As suggested by Csikszentmihalyi and Schneider (2000)
experiences are very important to the participants when thinking
about themselves and who they want to be. When talking about
themselves in the future the main study participants built their
aspirations around their previous experiences, not necessarily
their school-related experiences. Experience of travel, being with
friends and leisure activities appear to be as important for the
participants as any school or work-related experiences they may
have had.

Participants also appear to have a strong idea about what
constitutes happiness and to some extent are able to describe
what happiness means to them. Their willingness to set goals,
develop strong friendships and maintain healthy family
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relationships is important for ideas of subjective well-being and
happiness.

live in a rural area this is the norm in

Although

the participants

Cumbria,

because
It
lives
that
in
area.
seems
a
rural
everybody

the environment

the
to
experiences of growing
and
some extent

up in the rural environment
participants

are the only experiences that the

have they accept them rather than question how it

be
different.
Although
could

there is an understanding

different in urban environments,

particularly

that life is

metropolitan

cities,

there does not seem to be a desire to bring some of these

The
into
the
participants cannot
community.
rural
elements
imagine any change within this rural community which might
following
to
the
All
them
to
participants aspire
stay.
encourage
higher education course but discount higher education in
Cumbria. Whilst Participant C is quite dismissive of the
University of Cumbria, a new university created from the
amalgamation of smaller specialist institutions,

on academic

hand
knowing
dismisses
E
it
Participant
of
out
without
grounds,
what is on offer there. Similarly Participant D rejects the notion
of Cumbria although they offer a journalism

be
that
may
course

of interest to him.
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This suggests that 'going to university' appears to offer a
transition opportunity above and beyond higher level academic
study. Some of the participants acknowledge this by talking
about the sorts of things they will do, such as shopping for
themselves and cooking, when they are more independent. Since,
in this area, they could shop for themselves and live in Carlisle or
Ambleside the idea of going away to university is about more
than those acknowledged steps towards independence. It is
do
know,
by
the
perhaps
not
or are
who
participants
unvoiced
hoping
for
by
leaving
discuss,
the
they
to
are
what
unprepared
fulfils
the requirements
Perhaps
to
going
university
countryside.
as a rite of passage for young people in the 21st century in a way
that National Service was at the beginning of the previous
century.

This section pulled together the findings of the three participants
f
irst
from
The
them
several
angles.
area of
and considered
discussion considered the themes that emerged from each
f
indings
how
the
the
to
the
related
concerned
second
participant,
literature review and the third how the findings related to the
Consideration
was given to the methods used.
question.
research
Finally the research question was answered.
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Implications

Implications

arising from the research, literature review and

for
Suggestions
are
policy
made
ways in
current
are considered.
which educational psychologists

could work with young people

around the area of transition in the future.

Opportunities for multi-

for
future
Finally
areas
research
working
are
considered.
agency
are suggested.

Political
The 14-19 Agenda
The much heralded education reforms, for young people aged
between 14 and 19, boasting diplomas as viable alternatives to A
level and opportunities for more young people to stay in learning
downturn
have
hit
in
the
to
a
point
economic
of
sticking
seems
2009. Recent stories have run in the press, (TES, 2009) and at
teachers' conferences (NAHT, 2009) highlighting the cutting of
funding for those planning to go on to further education and
sixth form colleges. Because of uncertainty in the labour market,
by
employers to offer training
and a perceived reluctance
placements or take on new staff, more young people are choosing
to stay in education than had been anticipated.
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In their paper on how 14-19 reforms were going to be delivered in
rural areas (Public Accounts Committee, 2008) committee
members concluded that 'Providing the Teaching and facilities to
support the broad curriculum

is particularly

dispersed
with
communities',
areas

difficult

in rural

(p5). This conclusion

is in

body
the
to
the
of the report that
contrast
aim stated within
'Diplomas should be available to all young people no matter
where they live', (p8).

The Government has recognised the cost implication of trying to
roll out their 14-19 reforms to young people in rural areas and
has produced a report specifically focused on the difficulties this
will entail. Jim Knight MP in the final report Delivering 14-19
Reforms in Rural Communities (2008) has considered many of
the problems that schools, colleges and young people are going to
encounter. The challenges are well understood' he comments
`...dispersed populations, less well developed transport infrastructures; and more, micro and small businesses' (p3). The
diploma programme calls for a range of opportunities involving
businesses and further education colleges as well s schools and
form
In
colleges.
rural areas there are relatively few
sixth
be
able to offer a work-based placement or
employers who might
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an apprenticeship.

Participant

D in this study, for example, has

succeeded in securing work in the kitchen of the village pub. The

his
is
the
in
village pub
only employer
village and is not usually
-

open during school hours.

The report goes on to highlight two essential components that will
make the 14-19 reforms successful; one is ensuring access to the
provision and the other is securing sufficient

employer

involvement to make the reforms work (DCSF, 2008). In the
present climate of economic uncertainty when unemployment
figures are estimated to rise above three million and consumers
do not have the spending capability they once did, it seems likely
that rural enterprises and small businesses may suffer most
(Walton, 2009).

In a press notice from the Federation of Small Businesses Linda
Walton, their president remarks;
`Smallfirms are crucialfor the survivalof villagecommunitiesandthe deathof
local
devastating
firm
have
Impact
the
area.Over40 per
a
on
can
onesmall
surveyeddependon one or moresolefood shop,general
cent of all businesses
' (Walton
store, petrolstation,postofficeor pub In their localcommunity.
2009).
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Of the participants
work or training

in my research one was interested in seeking

locally, rather than continuing

but
there was an understanding
education,

in full time

that after GCSEs

further learning was necessary for all of the participants

in one

form or another.

The three main study participants

had all decided to take a

higher education route after completing Year 12 and 13 studies.

Apart from Participant C, who was awaiting his A level results at
.-

the time of interview,

there was no mention given to alternative

for.
hoped
final
if
exam grades were not as expected or
courses
Participant C did say that he would be either working or studying
be
that
they
E
D
Participants
would
certain
and were
whereas
be
they
they
though
would
of
what
were unsure
studying even
for
that
going
It
on
some
young
people
seems
or
where.
studying
to university Is 'what you do', Participant C observed, with no
home.
leave
than
to
other purpose

Every Child Matters Outcomes for young people
Be healthy
Being healthy Is perhaps, on the surface, the most
five
ECM
it
is
the
outcomes
and
worth
of
straightforward
data
by
further
to
the
the
generated
regard
with
exploring
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in this study in light of recent literature.

research participants

In

the UK there have been great moves through health promotion
activities to promote healthier eating and exercise programmes,
to inform young people about the dangers of drug and alcohol
health
to
matters. Nevertheless
on
sexual
and
advise
misuse
disorders,
eating
and
about
childhood
obesity
such as
concerns
anorexia and bulimia
and the anti-social

seem to be on the increase. Binge drinking

behaviour that can result from it, together

knife
health
disorders
increases
in
and
a
rise
crime
mental
with

suggest that all is not well.

In the data generated by the participants in this study they
consider having strong social ties and taking part in physical or
healthiness.
For
all the
of
creative activity as a measure
having
friends,
that
it
physical
activity
and
seems
participants
something positive to do, through paid employment, sport or
helps
to create a
activities
creative
music making and other
feeling
of well-being.
positive

Stay safe
It seems as though there may be some overlaps between staying

being
healthy,
health
it
to
particularly
when
comes
and
safe
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behaviours. Being safe is more related to young people being safe
from being exploited or maltreated and safe within their family
and wider community.

Although

some of the participants

seem to feel that they are safe

and able to play a role within the wider community
case for all of them. Participant

this is not the

E suggests that some parts of

town, Carlisle, are not safe for instance. It may be that anybody
would find this to be the case or it could be that Participant

E

perceives it as not being safe because he has limited experience

of being out in town independently. Equally what he defines as
safe and unsafe may not be the same for another person of a

similar age.

Whilst in rural areas there is high visibility of strangers and
newcomers into a community, greater threats to personal safety
come in the form of domestic violence and road traffic dangers.

The participants appear to feel that they area safe within their
communities.
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Enjoy and Achieve
The 'enjoy and achieve' objectives relate closely to schools and
school life. Enjoyment
interesting

through being engaged in relevant,

lessons appropriately

taught to an individualised

learning plan and able to access non-academic

activities which

promote a sense of achievement and well-being

are pre-requisite,

(Layard 2009, Highland Council Education,
Service, 2009)

Culture & Sport

.

A difficulty for rural schools comes in subject viability. These
schools may not be able to offer the range of subjects at GCSE or
Advanced level because they do not have sufficient staff, with
appropriate subject knowledge or interest, to teach them. Out of
school activities may prove difficult to offer due to having a
smaller pool of adults to call on. Equally, the transport issue
raises itself again in that that many pupils take a bus to and
from school which always leaves at the end of the school day.
The outcome 'enjoy and achieve' appears to be more focused on
learning
life
than
and
enjoyable although, as
achieving
making
from
literature
be
and the data from this
can
seen
previous
study, the enjoyment element is crucial to young people's feelings
learn.
to
of well-being and motivation
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Make a positive contribution
The young people in this study talked about making a positive
contribution

through involvement

and involvement

in environmental

in family life, sport activities
and community

projects.

Previous research tells us that young people do entertain
aspects of community
community
involvement

certain

life. These may not include the traditional

roles of local politics, civic responsibility

and

with the church but are more likely to involve

liberties
the
civil
and activities. Whilst
environment,
protection of
the positive contribution strands of ECM seem to be largely
concerned with promoting learning and earning potential,
tax
in
to
a
contribution in
positive
order
encourage
presumably
later life, there are aspects of this outcome that could appeal to
_

the idealist nature of some young people and offer them the
opportunity to be recognised as active agents of good in their
community rather than an unruly, unreliable element that needs
to be contained.
Achieve economic well-being
As a concept economic well-being appears to be acceptable. From
the research into subjective well-being by Bourke and Geldens
(2006) however it seems that 'pressure' is one of the factors that
detracts from the well-being of young people.
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Although initially proposed as outcomes for children and young
people the interpretation of the ECM outcomes does not seem to
have been done with the young person at the centre. It is
government's priorities to increase the skills base and enhance
equality of opportunity and access to learning and training.

Work of Psychologists
Considering the amount of change that has taken place in
secondary education and training over the last decade and more
it is surprising that there is not more involvement by educational
psychologists in working with the fourteen to nineteen age group.
When the number of important factors such as well-being,
positive activity and future orientation are under consideration
there should be closer involvement for psychological services in
making sure that the young people involved in making important,
have
developed the appropriate
life-changing
choices
potentially
skills to be able to do so with confidence.

Educational psychologists are uniquely positioned to help young
people and emerging adults develop personal skills which they
can carry with them beyond the classroom. Through the use of a
range of eclectic psychological interventions it is possible to equip
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young people with tools to facilitate them finding out about whom
they are and who they want to be. Current education policy
assumes that young people already have access to this
information

without

the assistance of skilled practitioners

and

that it is not only possible, but probable for a young person to
have the self awareness to make important
life path without

additional

decisions about their

guidance. Using positive psychology

to look at the successful elements of transition

could be another

help
to
themselves.
people
way of empowering young

One of the basic tenets of careers education and guidance over
the past century has concerned the young person having selfawareness, (Law & Watts, 1977). Knowledge of their own
strengths and weaknesses, likes and dislikes, values, dispositions
being
to
is
people
able to make
crucial
young
and abilities
decisions about themselves. One task for educational
help
develop
be
to
to
young
people
could
selfpsychologists
awareness. We, as educational psychologists, have a range of
tools and interventions that could be used with young people:
narrative therapy, using personal construct psychology, coaching
approaches and guided reflection.
A narrative approach might involve the young person in telling
their own story, using whatever media they choose. Using a
visual, verbal, dramatic musical or mixed media approach might
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be the method preferred by the young person when working
through their story. Through the process of telling the story the
helped,
be
by a skilled practitioner to identify
person
could
young
core beliefs.

Similarly through using tools and skills designed to elicit a young
person's personal constructs a degree of self exploration could be
encouraged. The development of a coaching relationship with an
individual or group of youngsters which combines mentoring,
counselling and advocacy, and exploration, is another way in
facilitate
could
young people
an
psychologist
educational
which
developing their self awareness. The ability to reflect on
be'encouraged
in
in order
should
and outside school
experiences
to help young people to become more self aware.

Reflecting on an experience could help young people deconstruct
the experience and find out something about themselves. What
may have seemed to be a superficial experience of, say, babydifferent
be
into
components and each
analysed
sitting could
component reflected upon. This is like competency profiling in
(D.
Lumsdon, 2008, personal
oriented
work,
solution
have
liked the
The
young
person
may
not
communication).
experience of being responsible

for a distressed child, for
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example, but found that they had the skills to cope when that
child had a nose bleed. They may have liked reading, or making
up a bed time story but did not like having to be firm about going
to bed. These revelations that a young person has about
themselves could be further reflected on to find some core
construct

about the individual.

young people the opportunity

Many experiences can afford
to explore themselves further

if

they can be given the skills to carry out the exploration.

Rather than match young people to careers, the role of
professionals involved in transition to post-compulsory education
should involve encouraging young people to identify and
construct a portfolio of skills, experiences and attributes that
could be useful in a variety of vocational and educational
settings.

It seems that educational psychologists as skilled practitioners
are equipped to facilitate young people to develop skills that they
Input
from
in
a variety of situations.
an educational
can use
psychologist would enable a young person to think and reflect
about themselves in a focused way, and equip them with tools to
carry out this type of reflective, evaluative task throughout their
life.
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This is personal work that a young person may or may not be
Inclined to share with peers or an adult. The use of appropriately
secure technology may offer a way ahead. Young people could be
-

encouraged to record their thoughts, feelings and reflections in
such a way that they could be referred to at a later date.

The role for educational
training

psychologists

might be to facilitate

for Connexions personnel, personal advisors, learning

mentors and other non-teaching
pastoral well-being

staff who may be involved in the

of young people.

Since educational psychologists are a scarce resource it seems
unlikely that this work would be carried out directly by
educational psychologists with young people. A more likely
scenario is that educational psychologists will be involved in
training

or facilitating

other agents to deliver this work, whilst

having direct involvement with young people whose transitions
factors,
by
additional
complicated
are

One of the most important roles an educational psychologist
friend,
be
that
of
critical
or young person's
could play would
advocate, particularly in a time of economic hardship, when it
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financial
that
possible
economic
and
seems

demands may take

priority over the needs of children and young people.
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Opportunities

for multi-agency working

Within the 14-19 framework and beyond there are opportunities
for agencies to work together to further the experiences of this
age group. As well as the traditional agencies involved in schools
such as Connexions, there could be a move to involve a wider
variety of outside agency.

Multi-agency

working has come to have a specific meaning within

local authorities

and agencies involved with children and young

people. In the language of the day multi agency working means a
close working relationship

between professionals

from education,

health and social care who may all be working with the same
child, young person or family.

It would be refreshing to move beyond the agencies that tend to
become involved with young people when things begin to go
-

wrong for them, CAMHS, Behaviour Support, Youth Justice
teams for example and to encourage third sector and voluntary
agencies to become engaged in offering preventative and positive
interventions or developmental opportunities to those who want
to take them.
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Research tells us that many young people are interested in

`issue-based' politics, such as the environment or globalisation
and are also highly interested in local issues that directly affect
them or their environment

(Roth & Brooks-Gunn,

2003; Taylor,

2008). There may be young people who would be keen to
volunteer for various projects if they appealed to them in some
way. In order to obtain youth involvement with the community
the community

should look for opportunities

people, particularly

to involve its young

where young people may not previously have

had a voice, such as on Parish Council or about how they would
like to be policed, for example.

It might be possible for educational psychologists to work with
other agencies involved in supporting young people through this
phase of their development by developing strategies built on
successful transitions. These agencies may be within the usual
local authority and health agencies but has the potential to
include community and voluntary agencies too in order to afford
the maximum benefit to young people.

Further areas of research
This piece of research has been concerned with exploring the
--

issues around aspiration, identity and transition for young men
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growing up In rural areas. Although

this research was focused on

finding out young people's views of their situation

as the research

progressed I became aware of groups of young people who might
have different perceptions of what growing up in a rural

community might be like.

Academic literature

accessed as part of the literature

review

suggest that transition, identity-finding and aspiration might be
for
complex
young women growing up in rural communities
more
than for young men. Similarly young people exploring their
sexual identity may find growing up in rural communities more
challenging

than has been evident in this study.

Another group of young people that would be interesting to
for
those
include
whom the rural community
research with would
lie;
history
the young people who
is
their
and
roots
where
really
can trace their ancestors back through several generations. The
participants in this study were purposely chosen and would
appear to be quite high academic achievers. Further research
with young people unlikely to achieve the academic grades that
would allow them to leave the community may produce
interesting results.
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A study with a wider scope than the current research would be
interesting

particularly

with regard to the aspirations

of teachers

and parents for the young people in these communities.

Through the themes generated by the participants
interviews

and reflections the emergence of the importance

sport in their lives became apparent. Further
could focus on looking at the importance
activities that are important
concerning

during their

areas of research

of sport and other social

for male friendships.

the notion of going to university

might also offer insights into the thinking

of

Research

as a rite of passage
and development

this group of young people. Has 'going to university'

of

become a

stage of life that must be passed through in order to achieve a
certain status and if so what are the alternative
those who do not access university

processes for

education?

A future step for me would be to develop the research methods
for
helping young people explore their
tool
this
in
used
study as a
own ideas about who they are, where they want to go and what
they want to do. In order to gauge its effectiveness a randomised
control trial should be conducted,
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Implications

arising from the research, literature review and

current policy are considered. Suggestions are made for ways in
which educational psychologists could work with young people
around the area of transition in the future. Opportunities for multiagency working are considered. Finally areas for future research
are suggested.
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Unique contribution
Consideration is given to how this study has contributed to the
body of knowledge and understanding of the subject relating to
growing up in rural areas, aspirations and identities of young men.

There have been many previous studies on adolescents, or youth.
Some of the studies have focused on young people particularly
affected by a specific issue, such as being looked after by the
local authority, being part of a gang culture being involved in the
criminal justice system. Similarly there has been a raft of
literature around the nebulous, changing concept of identity and
facets.
its
all

UK studies into rural life tend to focus on the difficulties of
agriculture, the pockets of wealth and deprivation that exist and
plight of an aging population living in the countryside with fewer
amenities and greater costs. There are exceptions to these studies
such as the studies by Glendinning et at (2003) and Mathews et
at (2000) which approach the topic of rural youth from a
sociological perspective.

The study shows that the issues of low aspiration,

limited

opportunities and strong attachments to their local area are not
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in
the
growing
men
young
of
up
rural
preserve
exclusively
communities.

As in urban populations,

as the Green and White

(2007), research tells us, there are some young people for whom
these factors play a part, others however have broader
aspirations.

Economies of scale comprising
transport

sparse populations,

poor

links and limited work experience opportunities

conspire to create difficulties
rural communities.

for young people growing up in our

Nevertheless these rural communities

some young people with wide-ranging
Participants

contain

holistic aspirations.

in this study describe wanting to live ethically, make

a positive contribution

to society and bring up their own families

as well as wishing to achieve economically

and educationally.

What is required is a will to put support and opportunities

in

develop
their
to
to
young
people
more
encourage and enable
place
aspirations

limit
them.
than
rather

This study used qualitative research methodology to ascertain
from participants what the experience of growing up in the
for
to
It
like
them.
challenge some
sought
countryside was
that
local
government
rural
perceptions
widely-held national and
low
aspiration.
of
areas
are
communities
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This study used interpretative phenomenological analysis
combined with a mixed method of data generation through the
use of photo-elicitation and semi structured interviewing. The
study was designed to give control over what was raised and
discussed to the participants.

This piece of work forged links between previously

unrelated

areas of research and attempted to make connections within an
over arching framework of the rural community. It has added to
the complex story told about young men growing up in rural
between
Links
aspiration, subjective
made
communities..
were
well-being and positive youth development. Preventative multiagency work was advocated together with the possibility of the
development of a wider role for educational psychologists.

My article relating to the potential development of the work of
psychologists working in rural communities was published in
Educational and Child Psychology (2009) 26. The article arises
from this study.
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Consideration

was given to how this study has contributed to the

body of knowledge and understanding of the subject relating tom--'
growing up in rural areas, aspirations and identities of young men.
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Looking

back... How was it for me?

The researcher reflects on the,journey taken to develop and
research the study. Account is taken of how the researcher's
-

thinking has changed about the topic and about herself as a result
of the research process.

The Research
At the beginning of the research process, when ideas about topic
method were being negotiated and background

and appropriate

being
was
undertaken,
reading
were an unhelpful

I believed that rural communities

place for young people to grow up in. I also

believed that young people thought this too. I wondered whether
the countryside

and landscape into which children were born

how
they
interact
the
with
would
countryside
shaped
somehow

in

the future.

I recognise that for young people who grow up in rural
communities

the landscape is the least of their worries. The

landscape is constant, predictable

in its seasonal changes and

the need to negotiate how to live within

the landscape is learned

at an early stage, the landscape is accepted as unchangeable.
key
in
the
that
considering
word
realise

rural communities

I

is not

the word 'rural', it is the word 'communities'.
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It is the communities

which create difficulties

for young people to

be included,

communities

expectations

about young people that young people then need to

which have developed norms and

manage. In the end it seems that these communities

let young

people down because they are not interested In offering the
developmental

experiences that young people seek. For the able

young people in this research the answer lies in finding a

different community by going away to study at university.

It

would be an interesting future exercise to find out how other
populations of young people manage their post school transition.
I would be particularly keen to find out what happens to those
who do not achieve the grades to go on to higher education or
those more rooted in the community, perhaps in third or fourth
generation families. I am also keen to find out how the outcomes,
processes and development trajectory might be different for girls
(Craig
& Stanley, 2006,
Previous
research
and young women.
Elder et al, 1996, Glendinning et al 2003, Mathews et al 2000)
points out that the place of young women in rural communities
for
desperate
be
than
young men.
more
can

I have wrestled with the research process and in particular
documenting what I have chosen to do and giving the rationale
behind it. Similarly finding previous literature, to substantiate or
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challenge my own thoughts, has at times been difficult to find
and assimilate.
Much research has been done in the United States, particularly
around emerging adulthood, whereas the contribution
Canadian and Australian

from

researchers around rural life and young

people seems to be the most current. In the UK research around
'the rural' seems to focus on the sociological rather than the
psychological

although there would seem to be a place for more

psychological

research with rural communities

particularly

around mental health and well-being issues.

The support networks around the development of IPA as a
research method have been marvellous.

I have had access to a

vibrant Yahoo chat group through which many issues arising
from using this method are discussed not only by students but
also by leaders in this method. The development of the IPA
website run by UCL Birkbeck, containing resources such as
details of previous research, conference and master class dates
and practical chapters on using this method, has been
invaluable.
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My personal journey

In the course of carrying out this research I have made many
interesting findings; I have uncovered a wealth of research from a
range of disciplines

including

geography, sociology and health as

found
human
have
From
I
geography
well as psychology.
literature

pertaining

to the role of the physical environment

in the

development of people, reading the output from government
departments,

most notably DEFRA and DCSF, has given an

insight into a variety of initiatives.

Finding out about concepts

from sociology such as social capital and career planning

has

been varied and diverting.

This background

been
has
not only
relevant to rural
reading

The
in
but
those
to
growing
up
urban
settings.
also
settings
function
and
nature

of social capital within

schools and

food
for
thought not only in my
has
given me much
communities
but
as a responsible member of my own
as
a
psychologist
work
community.

Since carrying out my research I have been more

bridging
facilitating
by
developing
to
capital,
people's
young
open
introductions or offering to talk about my work to those on work
have
done
I
these things
in
may
settings.
school
experience
before but now I have a raised awareness of how this can be
beneficial to a young person.
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I acknowledge that I have personal difficulties

with living in my

define
to
England
able
and
am
rural
and label my
part of
dissatisfactions

more accurately. I find the lack of cultural

diversity stunningly
is an insularity

blinkered,

for example, and believe that there

among well-to-do incomers which does not

for
itself within the wider community.
to
see
a
role
appear
community

The

cohesion, that is a feature of the 'rural idyll' ,

discriminates against its young people and is a factor that seems
to be tolerated and even exacerbated in some rural communities.

Through the course of my work I have become conscious of low
expectations of rural children from some senior teachers when
dismissing a child's interest in farming and agriculture. These
holistic
be
and
children's
challenged
assumptions should
development and sense of well-being fostered rather than stifled.

Finally with reference to my own family I am aware that my
living
in
a sparse, rural community
about
ambivalence
Through
them.
to
itself
carrying on this piece of
communicates
research I am able to say that my thinking is changing. As an
adult aware of what can aid successful transitions I am
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determined to try to mitigate the negative features that my own
sons may encounter.

This we do by encouraging friendships

with a wide range of

people and frequent visits to our nearest cities for cultural

and

sporting events. To this end I will try to foster their independence,
allow their self care skills to develop and give them opportunities
to explore who they are and who they want to be. At the moment
I have one child, aged 9, aspiring to play football for Manchester
United and go to Cambridge University,

(having seen Chariots of

Fire). The other, aged 7, wants to be a farmer, or a vet or a deep
sea diver or a fighter jet pilot or to just watch films all day long
and play musical instruments

and be in a band and have a dog.

I'm hoping we can keep all those options open for a while and
add a few more.

The researcher reflected on her researchjourney. She described
how her thinking had changed about growing up in a rural
community and described opportunities for further future study.
The researcher discussed ideas about herself and her family as a
result of the research process.
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Appendix

A

Letter requesting permission to speak to groups of
potential participants.

Samuel King's School
Church Road

Alston
Cumbria
CA93QU
20"' September2007
Dear Mr Peddelty
Re: Researchfor PhD in EducationalPsychology
I'm hoping that SamuelKing's Schoolcan help me out with my doctoral research.I am a
TraineeEducationalPsychologistworking with the County PsychologicalServicebased
in the north/eastof the county and supervisedthrough my doctorateby the University of
Newcastle.My thesisis about adolescentmalesand the contribution rurality makesto
their aspirationsand identity.
I am looking for participantswho would be willing to take part in my researchand work
looking
for
I
data
for
Ideally
two Year 10 boys. I am
to
am
with me provide
my research.
approachingother secondaryschoolsin the county asking for similar numbers.
The boys will be issuedwith disposablecamerasand askedto take photographswhich
they think illustrate who they are andwho they want to be. I will also be asking them to
identify barriers and facilitators to them achievingtheir goals.The camerasand photos
in
focus
for
discussions
their
the
participants
with me, I
arereally a prompt andprovide a
hour
boys
for
discuss
to
to
the
the
two
of
up
one
sessions
each
anticipateneeding
photographs.
If you think that SamuelKing's Schoolhas studentswho might be interestedin taking
brief
in
I
to
the
come
opportunity
and make a
part my research would welcome
be
happy
I
to answerany questionsyou
to
also
presentation potential participants. would
be
in
by
have.
Any
accordancewith parental
would
may
participation students
agreement.
Many thanks,
Yours sincerely
RachelHayton

Appleby GrammarSchool
Battlebarrow
Appleby-in-Westmorland
Cumbria
CA 1b 6XU
20'hSeptember2007
Dear Mr Lund
Re: Researchfor PhD in EducationalPsychology
I'm hoping that Appleby GrammarSchoolcan help me out with my doctoral research.I
am a TraineeEducationalPsychologistworking with the County PsychologicalService
basedin the north/eastof the county and supervisedthrough my doctorateby the
University of Newcastle.My thesisis aboutadolescentmales and the contribution
rurality makesto their aspirationsand identity.
I am looking for participants who would be willing to take part in my research and work
with me to provide data for my research. Ideally I am looking for two Year 10 and three
Year 12 boys. I am approaching other secondary schools in the county asking for similar
numbers.

The boys will be issuedwith disposablecamerasand askedto take photographswhich
they think illustrate who they are and who they want to be. I will also be asking them to
identify barriers and facilitators to them achievingtheir goals.The camerasandphotos
are really a prompt and provide a focus for the participantsin their discussionswith me. I
hour
boys
for
to
the
two
one
of
up
eachto discussthe
anticipateneeding
sessions
photographs.
If you think that Appleby GrammarSchoolhas studentswho might be interestedin
taking part in my researchI would welcome the opportunity to come and make a brief
presentationto potential participants.I would also be happy to answerany questionsyou
may have. Any participation by studentswould be in accordancewith parental
agreement.
Many thanks,
Yours sincerely
Rachel Hayton

Keswick School
VicarageHill
Keswick
Cumbria
CA12 SQB
20`hSeptember2007
Dear Mr Chapman
Re: Researchfor PhD in EducationalPsychology
I'm hoping that Keswick School can help me out with my doctoral research. I am a
Trainee Educational Psychologist working with the County Psychological Service based
in the northeast of the county and supervised through my doctorate by the University of
Newcastle. My thesis is about adolescent males and the contribution rurality makes to
their aspirations and identity.

I am looking for participantswho would be willing to take part in my researchand work
with me to provide data for my research.Ideally I am looking for two Year 10 and three
Year 12 boys. I am approachingother secondaryschoolsin the county asking for similar
numbers.
The boys will be issued with disposable cameras and asked to take photographs which
they think illustrate who they are and who they want to be. I will also be asking them to
identify barriers and facilitators to them achieving their goals, The cameras and photos
are really a prompt and provide a focus for the participants in their discussions with me. I
anticipate needing the boys for two sessions of up to one hour each to discuss the
photographs.

If you think that Keswick Schoolhas studentswho might be interestedin taking part in
my researchI would welcome the opportunity to come and make a brief presentationto
potential participants.I would also be happyto answerany questionsyou may have. Any
participation by studentswould be in accordancewith parentalagreement.
Many thanks,
Yours sincerely
RachelHayton

Ullswater Community College
WetheriggsLane
Penrith
Cumbria
CAI I 8NG
20`hSeptember2007

DearMr Limber
Re: Researchfor PhD in EducationalPsycholoav
I'm hoping that Ullswater Community College can help me out with my doctoral
research.I am a Trainee EducationalPsychologistworking with the County
PsychologicalServicebasedin the northeast of the county and supervisedthrough my
doctorateby the University of Newcastle.My thesisis about adolescentmalesand the
contribution rurality makesto their aspirationsand identity.
I am looking for participantswho would be willing to take part in my researchand work
with me to provide data for my research.Ideally I am looking for two Year 10 and three
Year 12 boys. I am approachingother secondaryschoolsin the county asking for similar
numbers.
The boys will be issuedwith disposablecamerasand askedto take photographswhich
they think illustrate who they are and who they want to be. I will also be asking them to
identify barriers and facilitators to them achievingtheir goals.The camerasandphotos
for
in
focus
their discussionswith me. I
the
participants
are really a prompt and provide a
hour
boys
discuss
for
to
the
to
two
the
of
up
one
each
anticipateneeding
sessions
photographs.
If you think that Ullswater Community College has studentswho might be interestedin
taking part in my researchI would welcome the opportunity to come and make a brief
presentationto potential participants.I would also be happy to answerany questionsyou
may have. Any participation by studentswould be in accordancewith parental
agreement.
Many thanks,
Yours sincerely
Rachel Hayton

William Howard School
Longtown Road
Brampton

Cumbria
CA8 1AR
20thSeptember2007
Dear Clive
Re: Researchfor PhD in EducationalPsychology
I'm hoping that William Howard Schoolcan help me out with my doctoral research.As I
think I have mentionedmy thesisis about adolescentmalesand the contribution rurality
makesto their aspirationsand identity.
I am looking for participantswho would be willing to take part in my researchand work
looking
for
data
for
Ideally
I
Year
10
two
to
am
my
research.
and three
with me provide
Year 12 boys. I am approachingother secondaryschoolsin the county asking for similar
numbers.
The boys will be issuedwith disposablecamerasand askedto take photographswhich
they think illustrate who they are and who they want to be. I will also be asking them to
identify barriers and facilitators to them achievingtheir goals.The camerasandphotos
in
focus
for
discussions
the
their
participants
with me. I
are really a prompt and provide a
anticipateneedingthe boys for two sessionsof up to one hour eachto discussthe
photographs.
If you think that William Howard has studentswho might be interestedin taking part in
my researchI would welcome the opportunity to come and make a brief presentationto
potential participants.I would also be happy to answerany questionsyou may have.Any
be
by
in
students
would
accordancewith parentalagreement.
participation
Many thanks,
Yours sincerely

Rachel Hayton

The Nelson Thomlinson School
High Street
Wigton
Cumbria
CA7 9PX
20`hSeptember2007
Dear Mr Ferriby
Re: Researchfor PhD in EducationalPsychology
I'm hoping that The Nelson Thomlinson School can help me out with my doctoral
research. I am a Trainee Educational Psychologist working with the County
Psychological Service based in the north/east of the county and supervised through my
doctorate by the University of Newcastle. My thesis is about adolescent males and the
contribution rurality makes to their aspirations and identity.

I am looking for participantswho would be willing to take part in my researchand work
with me to provide data for my research.Ideally I am looking for two Year 10 and three
Year 12 boys. I am approachingother secondaryschoolsin the county asking for similar
numbers.
The boys will be issued with disposable cameras and asked to take photographs which
they think illustrate who they are and who they want to be. I will also be asking them to
identify barriers and facilitators to them achieving their goals. The cameras and photos
are really a prompt and provide a focus for the participants in their discussions with me. I
hour
discuss
boys
for
to
the
to
the
two
up
one
each
sessions
of
anticipate needing
photographs.

If you think that The Nelson Thomlinson Schoolhas studentswho might be interestedin
taking part in my researchI would welcome the opportunity to come and make a brief
be
happy
I
to answerany questionsyou
to
would
also
potential
participants.
presentation
be
have.
Any
by
may
participation studentswould in accordancewith parental
agreement.
Many thanks,
Yours sincerely
RachelHayton

Caldew School
Dalston
Carlisle
Cumbria
CA5 7NN
20`hSeptember2007
Dear Mr Abernethy
Re: Researchfor PhD in EducationalPsychology
I'm hoping that Caldew Schoolcan help me out with my doctoral research.I am a
TraineeEducationalPsychologistworking with the County PsychologicalServicebased
in thenorth/east of the county and supervisedthrough my doctorateby the University of
Newcastle.My thesisis about adolescentmalesand the contribution rurality makesto
their aspirationsand identity.
I am looking for participantswho would be willing to take part in my researchand work
looking
I
for two Year 10 and three
data
for
Ideally
to
am
with me provide
my research.
Year 12 boys. I am approachingother secondaryschoolsin the county asking for similar
numbers.
The boys will be issuedwith disposablecamerasand askedto take photographswhich
they think illustrate who they are andwho they want to be. I will also be asking them to
identify barriers and facilitators to them achievingtheir goals.The camerasand photos
are really a prompt and provide a focus for the participantsin their discussionswith me. I
hour
for
boys
to
the
two
up
one
of
eachto discussthe
anticipateneeding
sessions
photographs.
If you think that Caldew Schoolhas studentswho might be interestedin taking part in my
researchI would welcome the opportunity to come and make a brief presentationto
potential participants.I would also be happyto answerany questionsyou may have. Any
participation by studentswould be in accordancewith parental agreement.
Many thanks,
Yours sincerely

RachelHayton

SettlebeckHigh School
Long Lane
Sedbergh
Cumbria
LA10 5AL
20`hSeptember2007
Dear Dr Greene
Re: Researchfor PhD in EducationalPsychology
I'm hoping that SettlebeckHigh Schoolcanhelp me out with my doctoral research.I am
a TraineeEducationalPsychologistworking with the County PsychologicalService
basedin the north/eastof the county and supervisedthrough my doctorateby the
University of Newcastle.My thesisis aboutadolescentmales and the contribution
rurality makesto their aspirationsand identity.
I am looking for participantswho would be willing to take part in my researchand work
with me to provide data for my research.Ideally I am looking for two Year 10 boys. I am
approachingother secondaryschoolsin the county asking for similar numbers.
The boys will be issuedwith disposablecamerasand askedto take photographswhich
they think illustrate who they are and who they want to be. I will also be askingthem to
identify barriers and facilitators to them achievingtheir goals.The camerasandphotos
are really a prompt and provide a focus for the participantsin their discussionswith me. I
hour
discuss
boys
for
to
the
two
to
the
of
up
one
each
anticipateneeding
sessions
photographs.
If you think that SettlebeckHigh Schoolhas studentswho might be interestedin taking
part in my researchI would welcome the opportunity to come and make a brief
be
happy
I
to answerany questionsyou
to
also
would
presentation potential participants.
may have. Any participation by studentswould be in accordancewith parental
agreement.
Many thanks,
Yours sincerely
RachelHayton

Appendix
Consent

B
Forms

Consent Form for participation in academic research with R. A. Hayton, University of
Newcastle.

I agreeto my son (name)
.......................................................
RachelHayton's researchinto aspirations.

Signed

Name

...................................................

....................................................

Date
......................................................

taking part in

Appendix C
Letter to parents

Dear Parents/Carers
Attached to this letter is a consentform which enablesyour son to participate in a piece
of academicresearch.
I am a Trainee EducationalPsychologistworking with Cumbria County Council's
PsychologicalServicesin Carlisle. I am currently carrying out research,under the
supervisionof the University of Newcastle,into the aspirationsof adolescentmalesfrom
rural areas.
Your son has expressedan interestin taking part in my research.He will be expectedto
digital
disposable
(either
of his own) to take some
of mine or a
use a camera
a
photographswhich say somethingabouthim. The cost of producing the photographswill
be mine. I will have films developedand digital imagessentto me.
Your son will also spendup to two separatehours in conversationwith me about the
photographs.I will seeyour child in schoolduring normal school hours.
I will guaranteeto use a pseudonymso that your child cannotbe identified in my writing.
It is possiblethat the photographsyour child selectsmay compromiseanonymity and I
would discussthat with them and ask for their specific agreementif that were to happen.
My work will be seenby examinersat the University of Newcastle and academicsfrom
other establishments.My findings will be sharedwith groupsof professionalsandwith
colleagues.
I have a full current CRB check (enhanceddisclosure)which allows me to work with
children and young people.
If you are unhappyor concernedwith the way in which my researchis being conducted
601237
R.
01228
A.
Haytonnncl.
Liz
Hayton
Dr.
Rachel
pleasecontact myself,
ac.uk or
Todd at the University of Newcastle0191-222-6572 Liz-Todd a,ncl.ac.uk
If you are happy for your son to takepart in my researchwould you pleasereturn the
attachedconsentform.
Many thanks
Yours faithfully
Rachel Hayton

Appendix D
Transcriptions

of Interviews

1stinterview

I=Interviewer
A= Pupil A

7`hFebruary.Interview with A talking abouthis photographsat SKS.

I.

So A which one would you like to startwith?

A. I er I just really I use my phone a lot so ...
I. What do you user your phone for?
A. It's er-sometimes to play gameson, phonepeople and text.
I.

O.K so.., would you say that your phone is really important to you?

A. Not that important, no. I use a lot of other stuff as well. I use thesethings
(indicatesother photos).
I. Right. Are you proud of your phone,do you like your phone?
A
I.

Yeah (laughs)
It looks pretty flash to me. How elsedo you keep in contactwith your

friends?
A.

Computer

I

Yeah

A

It's the same

I

OK. So why have you chosenyour computer as a photo?
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BecauseI use that a lot. It's the thing I use most. I got it last Christmas

A

it.
just..,
it's
I
never
using
stop
and
I

And what do you useyour computerfor?

A.

I sometimesjust talk to my friends and then

sometimeslook at the

news.
Do you usethe computerin a creativeway at all?

I
AI

sometimesgo on `Paint'

I

What's that?

A

It's a.. make pictures?

I

Do you make pictures in a particular style?

A. No, well sometimesI/ve beendoing stick figures.
I

why have you beendoing those

AI dunno... I saw this thing on... my brother draws a lot of them, he's into
art and design
I Is that somethingthat you're interestedin?
A Not especially
I OK what's this one?
A It's my playstation
I ahh. So you've got quite a lot of gadgetryhaven't you?

A Yeah!
I. tell me aboutyour playstation then. Is this a PS2?
A er yeah

IOK
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A Yeah It's really fun... I've got loadsof gamesfor it and er... well I rarely
use it now-cause I got a different one.
I What have you got now?
A An X"Box
I Did you get that for Christmas?
A Yeah
I And did you take thesephotosbefore Christmas
A (laughs) yeah
I So what sort of gamesdo you like playing?
A. shooting games.. and cars
.
I. and do you play on your own or do you play with other people.
A Sometimesplay with my brother causehe likes playing on it
I and is this one of the gameswhere you can link up with other people?
A. No
I Can you do that on the X-box?
A Yeah
I and do you do that?
A no I don't have the stuff.
I OK. Continuing on the gadgetrywhat are you going to talk about next? Do
iPod?
to
with
your
carry
on
you want
A. er yeah.That's my iPod. I don't use it much causeit's... kind of... broken.
I Right. What happenedto it.
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AI put somemusic on... it just didn't work and when I took it off it said
.....

bad....
it
just
down.
Never
turned
shut
really
can't remember...something
back on.
I. oh no. so when it was working did you use it a lot?
A. Yeah I usedit a lot, Had loadsof music on it.
I. What sort of music are you into
A. Indie, rock and stuff like that.
I. Where do you download stuff from
A. From the computerI use Itunes
I Ok so which one do you want next?
A. I play football a It. I sometimesplay for the school.
I Do you play out of school
A. yeah I go down The L (park) every Saturdayand play football with my
friends down there. I really like playing football.
I. Is that somethingyou've done for quite a while?

_

A. Yeah
I. When you play for the schoolis that for the under 15s
A. Yeah... in the Carlisle Cup?
I, What position do you play
A. Defence
I. And do you supporta team
A. Yeah Man U
I. Last picture
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A. This is my guitatr it's got a lot of fingerprints on it.
I. Do you teachyourself?
A. No I get lessonsoff P (man's name)
I. Are you in a band or play with other people?
A. No I just play loadsof songsthat I like
And do you write stuff yourself
No I might do later
Hove you been playing long

About 5 or 6 years
So you're pretty good
Have you thought aboutbeing in a band
I wouldn't be interestedin that it's the stageand loads of people
...

Altogether thesethings say somethingabout you. They're all things that are of
interestto you. You've got your gadgetsand technology,ways of keeping in
touch with people,ways of being creative and ways of entertainingyourself.
Thesethings seemto be quite important to you
Yeah
Is there anything elsethat you want to talk about...
So this is just a little bit of where you are now, there's a whole load more of
you that we haven't eventouchedon. So this is where you are, how you are
--

now in Y10 and you're working towards your gcseshow do you feel about
that
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Pretty scared
What's worrying you aboutthat?
Erm just the thought of the examsandhow hard they'll be its just... reallya
...
lot of pressure...
Have you got any modulesfor scienceand mathsthis time?
No mathsis on March 3`a
I'll avoid that then Now we also talked about what you're aspiring to about
how
do,
to
you
want
what
you seeyourself in the future and you've got me a
here.
Do you want to talk to me about that?
picture
I think I first startedto want to be a policemanwhen I'd saw a lot of TV
...
films like police academyand stuff. I thought that `d be really fun.
And did you find out anything else aboutit?
Yes I went to connexionsand got a lot of information qaboutwhat to do at
college to get the right gcses
What have you got to do/ what haveyou got to aim for? Can you tell me
Erm well if was aiming for rthe forensicsI'd be doing a lot of scienceand I
think maths and English.
And is it the forenics side that interestsyou most?
Erm well kind of..i'd like to stay on the normal police... street... walk around
the streetsand things like that
Yes..when you start you do that for the first two years anyway, don't you,
before you specialise.
Yes I just... I just want to get to the top
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Very ambitious in that way? And where do you think that would happen
/Cumbria
in
would you stay
or...
Oh no in Northumberland...
Youre thinking of Northumberlland?Why is that?
Causeits nearerto home and I' go to Bishop that's where the headquartersis I
think. I tried to get my work experiencethere but they didn't take people
Right I wonder if they'd takepeopleon the admin side I knowits not quite the
sameI can understandwhy they woukdn't take you round on patrol with
them. I wonder if they do any open dayshave you beento any open days?
Er I don't know I don't think they do
Have you beenable to talk to any police officers about their work?
Er yeahonejust when we were at the police station I startedtalking to him?
And was he encouraging?
Erm yeah I told him aboutwhat I'd like to do and he said go for it and stuff
Good. So why would you like to be a police officer... what is it about you that
for
job
be
the
think
that
you?
would
makesyou
important....it's just... I don't know... I'm not
It's good money.
-that's
bothereabout the uniform and what you have to do there en the training... I
just think it'd be realy really fun and I'd make a lot of friends.
And are you quite good at dealing with people
It's alright
`Causethat's quite an important part of thejob isn't it youre not always
have
have
to
you
sometimes
conversationswith people...
after
people
chasing
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youre physically fit. . .groaningaboutthe paperwork. How do you feel about
that?
Oh not too bad it's just that im not a very fast tper
Oh well hopefully the technologywill have moved on by then
And you think you'd stay locally. Why do think that you'd stay locally in
Northumberland
Becauseits nearerto home
Do you think it's important to be near to home
Yes and I know it well
What do think might stop you from doing that?
The grades,...English... I'm not very good at English
Ok and what about chanceswhat opportunitiescan you see?
Er I think if I go to Newcastlecollege I think if I studying er... forensics
...
there, I think I don't know
If you went to NewcastleCollegewould you stay in Newcastleor come home
in the evening?
I'd stay at Newcastle... it's a long way
It is isn't it I know you're 15 or 14 but you might have any transportbut it
in
be
little
or
moped,
very
good
not
would a
motorbike
So have you got other friends who might be going to Newcastle?
D, who's doing this with the pictures, I think his dad lives in Newcastle-he
might be going.

S

Transcription pupil B

N hasbrought in somephotographs...which one would you like to talk about
This one..it's my dad's house I don't live therebut its like..i always go there
This is where I normaly hang aroundit's the market cross
What happensis it in alston
Peoplesit aroundthere it's like a hangout really
...
Is that something that you do regularly? Often? Every night?

Not every night... weekendsreally
Who elsewould be there
Justmy friends.. Me and my friends. Talk aboutthis one... I like to play on computers
.
like xbox. I just got one for Christmasso I like to play...
Do you play on your own or with other people?
I play with my friends.
And do you do that where you can connectand all play on the samegame?
Like on-line? Yeah I've got online at the minute so it's good I can play...
And this one is of my streetthat I walk down every day so
..
So this isn't here this is different?
Yeah it's neither.
Is that your mums?
It's like my dadsThere's a picture of my mums here as well.
Thesetwo are linked.. causelike they're both speakers...becauseI like music
.

Somusicsquiteimportantto you...listeningto music... whatsortof stuff do you like

Ravemusic.everyoneround herelikes that sort of stuff
So what? Do you go to ravesaroundhere?
No I just go on the websitesand stuff get somesongs
Do you make any music yourself?Do you play anything
No just listen to it
This one is a picture of the cemetrycauseI live next door to the cemetery
So you live next door to the cemetery?
Causethat's at my mum's house
So is it somethingyoure looking out at?
Yreah when I walk out of the houseevery day to the left is the cemeteryso I'll seethart
Does that give you pausefor thought, not really
Just have a look every day seewhat's going on
Anything new
Aye
That's my mum's housewhere I live like, actually live... so..
Is it just you and your mum?
I've got a stepdad and a little brother he's three
...
Very little then
So its good and that one's specially causeI like tele?
What do you watch
Simpsons football... football mainly.
,
This onesjust basically a streetagainthat I walk acrosseveryday. Its close to my mam's
house.

Is that the samewall?
Yeah, I think so anyway-no that's not the wall actually it's a little bit different.
And this one is basically the school
Why is school important to you
Well I come everyday(laughs)
Do you like coming to school
Well I've already got a gcse in English
Yes Mr P (teacher) told me

Yeah
Are you pretty good
I'm Ok
And that onesjust causeI like darts
Where do you play
Just in the house.I've got a dart board up
I took that one on purposecauseit alwaysrains aroundhere.
So what doesthat mean?You spenda lot of time inside?
Yeah well like anywherethere's a lot of sbnow as well. it just rains a lot.
That onesjust like golf I play every day.,i took pictures on my journey of placesI go to
...
everyday.That onesjust the neighbourhood...
You've got afull moon.Have you heard of VincePeart?
Yeah..i live close to him I saw his commercial the other day.
Do you think he's got a point? Do you think there's a lack of thingsfor people in A?

I there's not really a lack of shops.If I want to go shoppingI go into Carlisle or
somewherelike that.
Onepicture left
That one. Erm causeI play football at the minute
Who-o you play for?
Alston
And do you also play for the school?
YeahI play everySundayfor theAlston Team
So that's quite importantfor you. Whatposition do you play?
Striker
Do you go and watchfootball
Yeah I support Liverpool...! never miss a gameon the tele if theyre on
Soyou play sport you're interestedin sport big style but you also like your entertainment.
You also seemquite rooted...you know whereyou're from. All thesephotos of the town
whereyou live and theplaces that you go seemquite important to you is that right?
Yeah.
We've got another set of photos about how you see yourself in the future. Whuich one are
you going to start with

That one. I play a lot of golf I alwayshave I play ayat the local golf coursewhen I can
hard...
be
its
It
the
quite
quite windy as well.. .yeah
so
must
when
weather's not so good
and cold.
Is that somethingyou've beendoingfor a while

Yeah since I was about... not surefour yearsago my dad played a lot and my mum
worked at the golf club... so I usedto be up therequite often so it was somethingto do
Do you have a group of people up there whoyou canplay with ?
Yeah. My friends cos we get in free they like youngsters.
It's good exercise
Yeah I enjoy it

So how often would you sayyou play
There usedto be a time in the Summerwhen I'd go up every day sometimestwice a day.
I enjoy it very much But in the winter I just don't get up there very often
What about your other pictures?
This i& meant to be a picture of the premiershiptrophy.
So why did you pick that picture? Why did you take that picture?
Well hopefully one day maybe. causeI like football so much...
..
Has anybody spottedyou? beento have a look at you?
Yeah I had a trial with Carlisle United abouttwo years ago. It didn't go so well.
I needto get better
Did they give you any pointers any feedback
They said I neededto get stronger(physically stronger?) yes. I know I've got stronger
better?
lot
I
be
the
over
years so... could a
Which one next
Its anothertrophy I've got a lot of trophiesalready as you can see.I just enjoy winning
them
What difd you get thesetrophies for?

There's a night at the end of the season.. where you get the trophies for playing and stuff
.
I usually get top goal scorer and stuff.

So what are you going to do to get yourself in this sort of position? Whatare you going to
do.
Not surereally. Justtry to do well for my team
Yeh,erm I'm trying to think couldyou invitr someoneto comeand watchyou..i don't
know maybeyeah be proactive aboutit.... aye what are you going to do after you finish
...
hereafter your GCSEshow are you going to get from hereto there?
If I don't get this I've got work experiencesetup at an activity centre so maybewhen I'm
16 I'll work there for a bit... seewhat it's like on my work experience...I've beenbefore
how
it
11...
I
that
try
and
works out ...
see
a
so
maybe
give
when was
An if that works out you might take somequalifications in it. Yeh
But this is what you really want?
Yeah.

And you're going to talk to me about your right foot?
I think that maybe should havebeenthe other one. That's about football.
Do you think that to do be ableto do this (football) you'd be able to stay locally or do
you think you'd have to move away?
Erm not sure really causea lot of teamsplay here
Yeh you've got somebig clubs locally, Newcastle,sunderlandCarlisle, Middlesboro
So you've got quite a few and still stay locally is that somethingthat would be important
to you?
Yeah I like it round here I alwayshave
What about if someonecameup from... say Aston Villa how would you feel aboutthat?
Don't know, excited

do
it?
be
happy
to
to
away
would you
move
It dependsif I want it I'll haveto, won't I so probably yeah.
Withhour friends from schoolhow many of theseof you friends are interestedin this sort
of thing?
Well a lot of people like football in this schoolso... basically the samething asme
But have they got the skill?
Somepeoplehave yeah
And have they beenscouted
I think one has yeah
So really we could do with whoever's in chargeof you r football team getting in touch
look
have
lads
a
at
saying..
come
our
clubs
and
and
with some
.
Yeah
So what do you seeasthe opportunity what chanceshave you got to do this?
Maybe moving away like you say.
And what might stop you from doing this?
Friends round here and stuff causeI like round here I don't know.
...
And you've got a plan B
Yes

Participant C Transcription

Which photographsdo you want to start with?
I'll do now. Ok I went, I did a mixture of principles aswell as what
I'm interestedin as well as stuff that I do. So in no particular order.
this is me and Girl S lying on the lawn so that's sort of Girl S and love
and that stuff. She's my fianceewe got engagedon our birthdays, we
her
I
been
birthday,
I've
the
since
with
was 14. about 4
share same
by
People
are often surprised that and often say `are you
yearsor so.
sure it's a good idea being so young' and everything and I just say
`Yeah'.

So how do you respondto that?
I don't know I haven't had any problemswith it so far. Peoplesay are
bit
dabble
it's
like.
don't
to
and
around
a
see
what
you
want
you sure
And I haven't had any urges yet so as far as I'm concernedthat's how
it is at the moment and I love Girl S and she loves me and we're
it.
That's
Ist
So
in
Saturday.
that's
together
yeah,
my
photo.
on
moving
Ok 2°done is a pile of books. We've got Ted Hughes Selected,
ParadiseLost what's that? Wordsworth Purgatory that's Civilisation
be
it
by
Freud,
Discontents
thought
would
a giggle to put that on
and
top, and a few CDs. So that's a mixture of the fact that I'm interested
in other people's ideaser that's poetry mainly poetry erm intellectual
just
things,
other people other people's ideas.
well,
sort of
music as
I'm doing Literature at University hopefully as long as I get my
flat
(laughs)
I've
already
got
my
and I'm moving to
results.
Manchester before I get my results so I'm either working or learning

in Manchester.I'm quite confidenthopefully I think I'm confident
(laughs).

Can you tell me what it is aboutother people's ideasthat draws you?
What is it that drawsme?I don't know. I just... I have an urge... I
have an urge a) to understandasmuch as I can about the world that's
literature
for
Although
mainly
poetry
and
me.
psychology,philosophy
that's just my preferenceand I just you know the best ways to explain
the world in a way that isn't cold and scientific which is very
interestingbut not interestingenough.I quite like the human
lasts
for
like
that
and
years
yeasrs
and
years
perspectiveand stuff
Milton who is long deadbut everyoneknows pretty much what he
thought or we could argueaboutwhat he thought about anyway.And
then music's just the samething really it's the samething aspoetry.
Next one?
This my notebook,guitar, pensetcetera.That's my ideas.Once I've
got other peoplesideasI like to tell everybodywhat my ideasare...
So how do you do that?
I write a lot of poetry... which I've won awards for
read
and
...
long
tonight...
to
as
as dad arrives to
a poetry reading
regularly going
lot
drive..
in
band...
lift
I
to
play
a
used
a
we
as cannot
give me a
.
toured around a bit... mainly through poetry now. And of course
hope
I
for
to continue writing essays at
school and
writing essays
university.

So is writing an essaya creativething for you?
Yeah it is, yeah definitely.
And are you still able to use your guitar creatively?
Of courseyes... I want to learn music technically a lot better causeI
but
learn
I
finished
to
school
that when I was
at
properly
guitar
used
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it
just
be
I
just
13,
any
more,
so
startedplaying
with
on
couldn't
about
I'm
lot
I've
than
technically
that
a
worse
people
sort
of
noticed
and
I
just...
that's not particularly a problem
age
so
who play guitar at my
forme... causeI'm perfectly happyto sit and play aroundbut yeah it's
fairly
it
is
I
just
so
creative yeah.
madeup what play
mainly
Is it important for you, as a person, to have a creative outlet?

Oh yeah! That's one of my sort of main things is writing peoptry,
it.
It's
lot
is...
I
time
thinking
about
one of
spenda of
everything else
the only things I definitely want to do... sort of from here on in. so
Love
key
it's
poetry, music that sort
actually.
pretty much
yeah, yeah
Hamlet
It
is
That
thing.
with
an
apple.
performing
one me
of
but
Not
theatre
any old
necessarily
representsperformance.
it's,
know...
I
buzz
There's
performing
you
about
a
such
performance.
do
it sort of once a month at the moment...! go and read
to
only get
know,
fantastic.
it's,
but
like
that
you
my poetry and stuff
So do you have a regular opportunity ...

Yrea I'm a regular readerat The Sourceat, SpeakeasyI've been going
there since I was about 15 so I think I've gradually risen through the
Dumfries
been
invited
Occasionally
I've
to
through
and read
ranks.
there before... a collection of us got invited over the border to read
there and I've read on the radio. I just like... once I've read everybody
ideas
the next
ideas
them,
thought
on
producedmy own
and
else's
logical stepis telling everybodywhat I think, of course,which is very
important so...
Next one?Is the pub... yes well it's more about the fact... s'posedto
be where I meet friends. Ratherthan, you know, an object... a place
(local
It's
The
S
in
drink.
pub
neighbouring village)
you
go
and
where
that's my local causethe nearestpub to me hasn't got a bar or an

it's
is
local
F
cause
mainly
a
restaurant
somy
outsideareaparticularly
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its
I
to,
yeah
whereeverybodymeetsup... most people
walk
and
where
I know seemto work there,. andwe know the landlords quite
.
drink
lot
had
lot
just
talk
a
we've
various
goss..
and
a
well.. .and we
.
lock ins but it's mainly just aboutit's the best I could get the one
...
isn't
left
I've
the
that
school
and
now
school
place you meet everyone
it is the main place where I go and meet all my mates.
So how do you get there?
I just walk or someone'll come andpick me a lift. How long doesit
take?About a 30 minute walk? Which is not long really. Walked back
in the dark many a time erm which is occasionallygood and
back
in
I've
covered
come
mud at about
stumbledand
occasionally
4.00 in the morning. That happensoccasionally.OK
That's just generalit's just aboutwhere I live. I live in really beautiful
beautiful
live
in
if
that
a
you
place you
place and people often say
don't appreciateit but I think I do. And so... I just love walking about
like
if
it's
it
the
the
and
especially
sky...
sunny
and
and seeing animals
is in the photographit's quite good... it's probably somethingto do
it
like
I
just
I
the
the
world
natural
write
about
as
well
poetry
with
It's
important
body
to.
then,
an
seems
part of
as every
every now
living in the countrysidereally.
Do you feel an attachmentto the countryside?
Of course Yeajh big attachmentI've lived here for 18 years.So I can
..
local
like.
I
It's
this
area
and
as
much
as
about
village
wander round
freedomto go where you want safely andjust be able to watch things
quietly and think about it... which I think is perhapslacking in the
far
bit
I
just
little
tell...
as
as
can
wandering about with
modem world a
look
having
just,
it's just great,
a
at
stuff
and
your mouth shut and
that's what I think.
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(Fanfare)Football!!!
That's the Blackburn Rovers strip... that's an old shirt.. just a football
love
Blackburn
life...
love of
the
that's
the
third
other
of
my
shirt...
..
my life after Girl S andpoetry then there's Blackburn. I love football
it's brilliant... it's an art form in itself and they do get played hideous
brilliant?
it's
but
cause
who cares
amountsof money
Are you able to say what it is about football that...?
What it is about football?i like.. I think football is a much more
intelligent sport than peoplethink... it's all about seeingwhere
it's
ball
is
to...
through
the
got an object...which is
someone playing
the goal... you can get someof the most beautiful goals... tends to be
the major part of football but it's just a clever, tactical gamewhich you
canjust sit and think about and watch and go mad about it. It's one of
the few things where you havethe opportunity to be tribal about I
think apart from I think only times you feel... everyone'sthere for the
for
being
football
has
at a
a purpose
match
samereason... everyone
I
follow
if
team
think
the
the
same
other
only
especially you all
place
...
is
festivals
have
is
that
where
which
you
get
music
somewhere
you

_

for
be
dead
there
tribal
and
and
collective
onereasonandbe
you can
happy about everything. So there's football, the game and football, the
watching of football.
Why Blackburn?

I don't know I think dad thought it was the nearesthalf decent
down
team
we
went
so
once I don't know maybe 10,11
premiership
long
time ago,just went down and I've
yearsago or something,quite a
beenhooked ever since. I usedto go to the odd Carlisle gamebut I
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don't think I'd be seendeadat a Carlisle gameanymore.I'm very
fiercely.... badged.

`ý

There's my dad... and variousother peoplebut that's just aboutwho
dad
So
I
I'm
there's
my
and
mum
of
as
well.
you
actually...
part
am
know one half dad onehalf mum that's family. My extendedfamily
live deadfar away and I don't seethem very often so that is pretty
important.
family
that's
pretty
so
child
as an only
much my
Can you tell me how your parentsare important in making you who
you are?

Well there's the obvious biological way, I lived with my mum and dad
until I was about 13 before they split up so obviously my entire
from,
from
is
their genes,
apart
probably most of my make-up come
from
have
directly
from
my
mum
which
womb experiences
apart
just
brought
done
then
to
and
getting
me
up
something
probably

however they managedto do that.
Has obviously had a large part to do with who i am.
Dad's probably responsiblefor the football. They're both writers.
Dad wrote a lot a while ago so I think they both brought me up to
brought
I
think
thinking.
mums
me up to
appreciatewriting and
important
its
how
that
to
think
and yeah I think they're
and
appreciate
both probably really sensible,good people and hopefully they've
brought me up to be the same.(laughs) (somediscomfort around this
Q?)
Ok I know someof my questionsmay seemstrange.
It's fine. This one is a bit morbid... it's a fly paperwith deadflies
do
it's
to
with morbidness...its about feeling at the
on...
nothing
moment, slightly stuck.
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JustbecauseI'm not... I'm moving on Saturdayand I'm really looking
forward to getting out and living, well with my Girl S, independently
andjust being able to do, within reason,what I want to do and haveto
cook for myself and stuff andwash my own clothes and decidewhat I
do with my time a bit more more than I do now.., representedby the
fly paper.
If I'd askedyou thesequestionsa couple of weeks ago would your
answershave beendifferent?
Probably have beenpretty much the same.Maybe stuck's the wrong
- --

fly
don't
I
I'm
to
think
paper necessarily,I think
stuck a piece of
word
it's about time I think I'm readyto get out and be more independent
...
interesting
be
I'll
I
to
the
think
will
city
cause
also
moving
not
and
have to get busesanywhereI'll be able to walk to the shopsI think its
done
live
in
lot
hard
things
to
the countryside
when
you
pretty
get a of
apart from on the internet I'll be able to walk around.As much as I'll
miss the safety of my greennessI'll be able to go and do things for
hand
lot
at
closer
and I'll have to deal
myself a
easiercos everything's
with ... I'll have to deal with being independentaswell which will be
interesting seehow that works out.
Do you think there's a conflict... Are you experiencinga conflict
betweenstaying and going?
Yeah I think so. Obviously it's great being where I live and how I
...

live at the momentI'm reallyhappywith its fine its brilliant I don't
have to worry about asmany things. I went to the bank today and paid
off 950 quid to my landlord which was absolutelyterrifying. There's a
big gap betweenbeing basically a young personliving at home in the
countryside comparedto going to university, hopefully, and living in
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in
flat
for
doing
erm
own
and
the city and
my
everything myself
big
bills
there's
a
everything
sorted,
gap
and getting
paying my own
that and its absolutelyterrifying but its also what I needto do and what
I want to do. So there's a kind of an uneasytensionbut I'm also really
looking forward to it. I think I'll be fine when I get there.
I let you interpret this howeveryou like. Who do you want to be?
I want to be happy.
So what does `happy' mean to you?

What doeshappy mean?I want to be able to fulfil my potential in
i
do
I
to
get out of
that
carefree
make
sure
things
stay relatively
want
I'm
debt
that
too
so
not stuck with the
much
university without
financial businessandjust generallybe happy enoughto get along
do
to
time
I
to
to
and
extent
give
myself
reasonable
a
want
with what
do what I want to do.its just about Fulfilling things without letting
things slip by before I get too old to do it. I've got quite a while. I just
done.
do,
I
to
that
to
want
want get everything
So do you know what you want to do?
I do. Various things are in here that I want to do. Me and Girl S. That's
between
it
living
I
to
happiness
thing
work
the
out
us
want
part of
togethercos it could not it could go horribly wrong and that would be.
jyust have to seewhat happens.Hopefully it'll work out very well.
..
And we'll stay happy
Is it important for you to be in a relationship?I don't want say `a'
is
Girl
S
`the'
because
relationship
with
relationship
your
relationship
isn't it? Do you know what I mean?
I do, I supposeit is its just I've always preferred the idea of having
having
than
to struggle to go out and
rather
support and consistency
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like
Saturday
that.I've alwaysfound
anything
or
a
on
night
pull girl a
it easierto be with someonewho knows me and erm we've pretty
happy,
if
ish,
and we can keep doing that then I
much made eachother

think I'll be chuffed.
Next one
To continue I want to combinemy love of this country with being
happy in the city as well so that's me clutching a Manchestera-z.
,
look
have
I'll
through sometimesoon, I think I'd
to
get
a
good
which
probably want to comeback to the countrysideonce I've done ... it'll
done
I've
though...
take
once
everything citywise.
a while
probably
So I think that's aboutjust wanting to be happy in the city aswell as
being able to come back to the countryside...just generally you
know...
I think it's just aboutmy worries and wanting to keep both (a foot in
both camps)Yeah exactly. Which hopefully I'll be able to.
That's me revising a poem with a pen. Plan there is to get better, get
Cos
I
higher
local
in
by
got
published
a
again
and
places.
published
books
him
I
to
my
off
get
actually and so
publisher recently, need
hopefully I can repeatthat down with a Manchesterpublisher and then
hopefully repeatthat nationally. That'd be nice.
So yeah it was lucky that the whole getting published thing. He just
he
I
I
to...
they
wanted
whether
wanted
me
cos
me
asked
publish,
...
think, every year with the Carlisle Arts Festival they get a bit of money
andput it together andpublish about 5 people... just any old... who
they think's best at the moment and so me and 4 others got published
little
So
that's me... I just... it's
collections,
we've
got
our
own
and
like
just
it'd
that
thing
a
comesout of you... it's training...
not
poetry.. .
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have
lot
to
train
quite
you
yourself
a and I'm just beginning to
understandthe whole idea of a) how to write causeyou have to learn
how to write and that's all aboutbeing ableto not worry aboutwhat
you've written before hand on the pageandjust keep going. You have
to have two ideasin your headyou've got one ideasroughly where
you want it to go eventhoughthat changesmaybe half way through.
And one idea roughly you needto try and rememberwhere you've
beenotherwise you completely get rid of any sort of music you've
I've
just
it
the
tune.
to
wrong
start
playing
also started
added
you'll
learning how to revisemy work a little bit better. Mum's beenuseful
in that she's been quite honest, brutally honest in fact when it comes to
learn
how
beginning
I'm
to
to revise it so I just want to
my poetry so
get better and do well do myself justice so it has not been a complete
it
is
I
I
don't
think I've got stuff to say.
time
think
cos
waste of
which
So I just want to keep going and get better at that.

Next one
I want to make a bit of money doing what I want to do. Cos otherwise
I'll be absolutelyskint I can't just sit aroundwriting poetry all the time
that doesn't make you money. But that's supposedto be... I want to
make a bit of money doing somethingI want to do. Or not what I want
to do, causeI don't know what I'd want to do to be honest.But just
make a bit of money doing somethingI'd be relatively happy doing.
So at the moment I thought go and get my degreego and work in an
editors or work in for publishing houseor for a magazineor a
newspaperor something.Somethingwhich I can seebeing beneficial
job
I
just
than
rather
getting whatever
need.., yes I'll get a part time
job in Tescosbut once I finish my degreeI don't want to get stuck
there. So I want to be relatively pleasedwith what I'm doing. So yeah
that's the future... Hopefully
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So you seeyour future asbeing aroundwriting in someway
(hopefully) but still with your eye on publishing your poetry.
Yeah yeah it'd be nice to get ajob which is involved with writing but
live
I'll
be
happy-my
I
to
long
off
money
main
enough
as
as make
just
long
I've
do
is
to
as
at
got..as
all..
as
with
money
aspiration not
long as I'm not absolutely...aslong as I'm not in debt I'll be fine but
I'd just quite like to do it.. ideally. . .doing somethingwhich has got to
.
do with what my current dreamis which is to get published and go and
be a poet etcetera.
That's me getting my degree(laughs)...I want to get a First
(laughs)...I'm really fired up aboutthis... I want to go university and
don't
learn
do
but
to
`oh
to
go
university
you
of course
everyonesays
be
for
three years'
to
to
carefree
and
you go university go clubbing
few
it.
I've
how
I
the
that's
past
spent
weeks since school
see
not
er...
- '"

I've
I
I
think
gottenthrough most of the major
can.
everything
reading
been
Joyce,
Shakespeare,
left
I've
I
reading
school
classicssince
Beowolf, Chauceretcjust all the classicsthat I thought I should get
through which I've enjoyed,its beengreat...so hopefully I'll keep
doing that when I do literature full time insteadof just as one of my A
level. Given me the opportunity to read a lot more. I want to do
keep
do
MA...
like
first...
to
going.
an
quite
well.. .get a
So getting a First is not just a throwaway...
Not at all... I desperatelywant to do the best I can... I'd quite like to
work in university being a scholar... whatever you do at university... if
I can stay at university... I don't want to get too... bit of a thing that
be
find
I want
the
to
that
tend
quarrymen
stuff
out
whereas
scholars
...
to sort of just write nice poetry creatively whereasI think if I stayedat
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the university too long I'd haveto becomepart of the digging up
literary bits andbobs and that might be hard work (laughs)but I'm
really looking forward to the whole university experienceand want to
do very well. So... that's what I want to do.
That's me with Richard Dawkins' The God Delusion, looking
confused.I want to havecompletely sortedout all of my various
philosophical andreligious things a little bit more cos at the moment I
I'm not even an agnostic.. I'm literally haven't got a
.
...
clue. I `d quite like to settlethat with myself really.

have no idea

I wonder why that's pressing?

I don't know I think it's cos I've donereligious studiesfor the last two
yearsand come out with no answerswhatsoeverso I want to keep
keeping...
decide
its
I
think
going and
about
ethical
standards
and
...
working out what I think abouteverything...not necessarilywhether
there's a God cos I'm not really botheredif there is or not to be honest
but just working out about how I want to live and what I think about
philosophical things like whether I have a mind or not ... it tortures me
have
free
I
late
like
whether
will or not-so I'd quite
regularly
at night
like to get that sortedout-which I never will I'd like to have a good
...
shot at it.
It ties in with your earlier photographsabout ideas
-

Yeah! I'm hoping at university I can do a bit of philosophy on the side
and keep going and generally...1want to free of all prejudice but I also
want to have someidea of what I think more strongly so that ... at the
moment if I have an argumentwith someoneI just switch sidesall the
time which is very annoying... I quite like it becauseit gives me the
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but
like
like
I'd
I
have
idea
to
to
think
what
opportunity
my
own
...
about it... I think... I think I do anyway.
This ties in with the first one. I want to live a full life.
So that's a glassalmost full?
It is actually all the way full. I didn't want to do is it half empty is it
half full. It's all the way full it's one of the things aboutbeing happy
ismakingsureyou've done everything...fulfilling purposes...
Telos..doing it... living well.. .not well to do but sound
...
keep
just
myself togetherreally...
mindedly and soundconscienceand
Aristotle

doing everything to the full extentthat I can. I like throwing myself
into things so I think I'll do that quite a lot at university and get the
it.
out
of
most
Soundsgood
That's keeping relatively healthynot turning into a gigantic hulking
Spartan.That wasjust the only thing I could find... I want to stay
healthy for as long aspossible.

Thats physicallyandmentally?
Yes, physically and mentally healthy... I don't necessarilywant an 8just
like
I'd
keep
healthy
breasts..
to
two
and
so
gigantic
pack
and
stay
.
haven't
I
don't
know
I
I stay
really
got
any
choice
whether
sound.
...
healthy or not I supposebut I would quite like it if I could stay healthy
for as long aspossible.
Have you thought abouthow you'd manageif you becameill?
I don't know I'd probablyjust panic to be honest.Peoplesay you
becomereally philosophical about it and calm I think I'd just panic
becauseI haven't done enoughyet. So I think I'd just go completely
find
a cure myself.. .(laughs) but no..i don't know
probably
mental and
I think I'd just panic... er yeah.. wouldn't want to think about that too
.
much ... too young. (laughs)
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Erm next one is me putting money into a box that's about I want to do
somethingfor a good cause.Kinda thing. That's not my money box
I
just
involving
cash
want to make sureI do
and not necessarily
something...I'm a memberof Amnesty and stuff like that so I want to
focused
just
I'm
on myself all the time
completely
make sure
not
which is easyto do when your writing lots of poetry tendsto be fairly
self-centredso I just want to makesurethat I keep on caring about
back
to the whole
which
goes
everything else and other people
Richard Dawkins things.. andwork out what I want to
.
give... politically ... and stuff like that.
So do you have an altruistic streak?
Erm well occasionallywhen I can... I don't have any money but I ve
doneAmnesty Internationalgigs and stuff like that I've campaigned
for them... give clothesto Oxfam don't throw them away.
It's just common sense.I'd like to hope I have an altruistic streakI
but
like
I'd
be
to do well
with
people
could probably more empathetic
and then give somethingback.
What's it like being a young man growing up in Cumbria?
What's it like being a young man growing up in Cumbria? If you'd
I
have
years
probably
would
ago
askedme a couple of
said it's boring
do
but
that's completely wrong. I've gotten over
there's
to
and
nothing
that, it's fantastic,I think it's a greatplace to live cos its just
lived
if
I
in Carlisle I'd think
the
the
areamaybe
everything
people,
differently but living in rural Cumbria very involved in every day to
day stuff you feel that you're part of everything that goeson. You feel
like you're part of almost the farming and everything that goeson
there.You almost feel you're close to of the earth (laughs) sort of
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thing ... you can't seethe mystical hand actions... yeahyou just feel
part of everythingin a very closesort of way. I've enjoyedliving in
Cumbria especiallyrecently I've really startedappreciatingthings over
the last couple of years.
That's what I was going to ask you. What's changed over the last
couple of years to make it more...

I don't know I just think you start thinking about stuff more don't you as
you get older. Maybe until you get into secondaryschool you don't think
but
it
it
you
appreciate
when you're taken away from it
really about much
and you really like running aroundin the countrysidewith your mates
climbing treesand that sort of stuff erm completely safely I think then
when you get to secondaryschooldoing gcsesand stuff you start taking
on prevailing ideasand watching television and stuff like that. You really
want to be part of this weird big city, go and drink lots and be dangerous.
Do stuff like that it just happensI think it's just somethingto do with the
culture... you get of the tele mainly I sounda bit `ooh ah off the tele and
all that rubbish'. No I think its true... I think as soon as you're doing AS
levels and A levels.., maybe you don't have to be doing... as soon as you
get to about 17 say, I think you start being able to think for yourself a bit
beginning
ideas
Cos
just
to
your
own
more,
you're
get
about stuff I think
once you can start not worrying aboutwhat the rest of the world's like you
can startjust appreciatingwhat you've got now a bit more. Maybe so yeah
I really do think it hasbeenquite... I've noticed myself suddenlybeing
really interestedin everything.... aestheticallyaswell as sort of its
purposesand the fact that its safe... its greathaving a river you can go and
swim in it for free but it also looks great and you can feel good there. I
think you start appreciatingthat once you've matured a bit... as you
mature and you've got more intelligent as you gradually do so I'm told.
...
So I think that's somethingto do with it.
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Do you think maybeyou also enjoy being here more when that the idea of
leaving is

...?
Erm not necessarilycos I can comeback but wheneverI like come and
but
I
for
few
days.
Erm
I
think
that
yeah
a
recently
mum
stay with my

been... I went for a walk up the fell... you could seethe moor over
-have
but
decided
I
houses...
I neededto walk
before
built
those
they
there
yeah
in
do
I
before
doss
to
the
there
city
so
way
you
yeah
a
move
and
about
up
but
it'
in
long
better
feeling
`I'd
term sort
the
not
any
of
most
make
start
it
had
the
Just
I've
to
time
make
most
of
recently
of way.
During thesepast few weeksits not like I'm going to forget about it it's
it.
just
the
of
most
about making
not
And it's not like, as you just said,you're closing a door and you're not
back.
to
come
going
No my dad lives here,my mum lives here all my mateslive are here... I'm
doing the full... I'm not going to uni accommodationso I have to stay
there during holidays `causeI pay to live there so I want to make the most
lives
here
I'm
back
'cause
it.
But
I
everyone
so
not
can still come
of
closing a door on C and Cumbria at all.
It may not surprise you at all... the research on growing up in the
kids,
like
for
its
that
primary
age
you
people...
great
says
countryside
were saying...

Your parentsdon't have to worry about you getting stabbedor
anything.. and

its great for people oncethey're settled in their 30s but for

thoseyoung people in betweenit can be very difficult causethey're highly
do
in
the
the
can't
really
yeh
and
yeh
yeah
community
visible
do...
I
I
to
dthat
think
they
need
pretty much agree
maybe
experimenting
by
hit
17
I
I
through
the
I
time
that
think
experimenting
so
got my
with
(laughs)
I
30
hit
to
the.
according
early
perhaps
But you're moving away

Yeah I'm moving away I am got to there ain't no university in C and I'm
too high a standardfor the University of Cumbria at the moment sadly.
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So if the University of Cumbria offered somethingmore suitable for you
would you have consideredit?
They haven't got the history, the researchreputation,the teachers,not the
teacherslecturersandpeoplethereManchester'sa good strong literature
I've
is
interesting
lot
Got
there
that
read
which
of
people
and
a
university.
like
Martin
Amis
few
I've
there...
teaching
that
people
read
scholars
a
there,which would be interestingif I got into any of his classes(laughs)
Cumbria
high
University
if
Manchester
the
of
was
and
good
of
yeah
so
by
long
Manchester
do
its
the
a
shot...
what
as
samequality
quality not of
they offer? They offer a creativewriting courseI think. I think you need
honest
if
I'm
5
As
be
I
don't
be
2
Es
to
to
to
that...
getting
want
get
about
looking ayt a 2E course or 3E courseor whateverit is that's just
...
,
but
I
Ther
of
me
going
anywhere
option
was no
really.
__commonsense
think I was looking at ManchesterYork Edinburgh Durham Mr Easterby
I
Cambridge
don't
I'm
I
Oxford
think
to
to
said
to
or
said you want go
into
didn't
I
Durham
York
didn't
I
I'm
get
or
or
glad
good enoughand
...
Edinburgh becauseof my GCSEs... I really didn't do a lot of work in my
GCSEsI was too busy running around... going mad (laughs)
boring...
I
for
I
As
it
mean...
got
my
experimentingand also ... was so
I
I
in
Bs
think
technology
got aC or
my maths
science
into
in
lot
bad
A*
to
they're
get
everything
a
of
not
something...
didn't
is
time
they
the
tell you that
at
and
scary
which
quite
universities
interested
in
it
I'm
I
thought
particularly
any of this the
not
screw
and
English coursewas quite boring as far as I remember.at GCSE which
infiuiated me becauseI've always beeninterestedcauseI've beenwriting
interested
in
I
just
GCSEs
So
15ish.
I
the
wasn't
at all it
since was about
for
levels
lot
A
I
kicked
doing
in..
think that's part
of
work
my
so
a
really
.
Manchester
I'm
I'd
glad
so
accepted
well...
as
me
otherwise
of maturing
have to go somewhereelsebut I got into a top university so I'm glad.
You could've taken a year out after you'd got you're a Levels
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I could, I could yeh but I didn't want to do it now... I'm horribly fired
I
didn't
it's
really care about my GCSEsthat
upyeah... weird considering
know...
it
do
I
I
to
you
alright
wasn't like, you
much... mean wanted
know, it doesn't matter...it did matterto me slightly... I wantedto do
alright... But when it cameto doing my AS and A levels I suddenly
decidedthat I was going to try to do absolutelythe best. (laughs).
I don't know quite what happenedthere I think it's just the fact that I was
had
I
level
interested
higher
in
the
course
and
of
great
more
teachers...every single teacherI had was fantasticwhich is good... I think
that makesa difference... erm... i just got really fired up for it and I think I
still am.
I've worked out what's interesting about research and you know
scholarship and stuff like that. Ive worked out why that's interesting.
Why is that interesting?

Why is that interesting?Like I said before it's other people's ideas
it's
how
through literature or
the
world works whether
working out
through scienceandjust being a part of it... it's really exciting sort of
movementto work out what's going on. And describingthe world and
literature...
best
bit
that's
the
you're describing
about
what's
people
emotion that's what it is... it's deadsubjectiveand I want to be part of it.
lot
better
job and stuff
they
to
want
cause
of
university
a
a
people go
_Cos
like that I'm going to university becauseI want to I want to learn that's
...
been
fired
I've
it
I'm
So
for the last two
really
up
with
going.
yeah
why
different
kind
to my approachto GCSEs.
of
years... which was
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ParticipantD

Discussionof photos

I.

So you're going to tell nie something about the photos that you've

taken that tell me somethingaboutwho you are now.
I'm a very sporty personand I like to get outside as much as I can

1

to play sport, especiallyfootball and I have a football team that I play 2
for on a Friday night in a six-a-sidefootball team,which I love to do. 3
1 also like to be watching the tele andplaying on my Play Station 3,4
I
bit
I
time
too
on
would say.
a
much
spend
which

5

But I always have my life at school aswell which I do a lot of work

6

for, 'strive to work harder and do better and I have a lot of friends at 7
do
in
I
work
with
that
my
all my classesand
and
mix
with
school

8.

then I have my work life aswell at the pub... and er,..in the kitchen 9
from
friends
hopefully
`11
10
lot
I've
that
well
as
and
of
a
made
which
go on my CV.

11

I Right,so,whatsortof thingsareyou doingat The B (nameof pub)?
I cook,I do startersandsweets,all sorts.I usedto do washingup but 12
I've beenpromoted.And I've madea lot of friends from that and 1

13

think I've grownasa personfrom doingthework andwhenI talk
j

14

i

to people aboutwhat I do peopleare quite impressedcauseI've

1

worked there for threeyears.

2

I that's really good
With the money I've earnedfrom the pub that's my social life.

3

I like to go out shoppingfor clothesand all sorts and keep up

4

because
5
doesn't
Mum
fashions.
think
that's
very
good
the
with
I spendtoo much on clothes.

6

At school I like to, I like dramaand many people call me a

7

dramaqueenbecauseI'm always singing and acting that's my

8

favourite subjectthat I spenda lot of time doing I'll stay back

9

it..
do
have
if
I
to
after school

10

I also like reading speciallybiographiesof sport like Steven

I1

Gerrard and Pele

I like PeterKaye aswell and comedy...
...

12

but I'll also read Lord of the Rings andbooks like that aswell. 13

I'm also very into music and I'll often be heard singing songs

14

I'm
(laughs)
to
told
up
shut
as
not
very
good.
get
and
around

15

I
do
I'm
computer
which
on
my
work on
also always
and

16

but I also play gamesand searchthe internet...

17

2

I. Are you in one of thesesocial networking groups, Facebook
or Bebo?
I'm just joining

...

I joined up onto Facebook,as lot of my friends 1

are on it and I'm meetingnew friends. I have lots of friends that

2

go to A School(local independentschool) that I don't seevery

3

often so I would of coursetalk to them on Facebook.

4

And then I have my last, it's like... And then there's my second 5
life, which is football, and I go to the C (local professional

6

football team)

7

matchesevery weekend.That's my pictures. That's who I am

8

now.

9

I. So who you want to be?
Of coursefootball rules my life and if I wanted to do

10

football.
know
be
I
it
to
that's not
play
something would

II

going to happen,It would be for Liverpool and I want to carry

12

I
for
long
football
as
as can. It's a good way to meet friends
on

13

and to keep fit. Then

14

In the future I want to own my own houseand have a family

15

bring them up but in the city not in the countryside causein

16

3

T (the village D lives in) I find it quite... there's not many,

1

there's not enoughpeoplemy age.It would have to be in

2

the city wherethere's things going on.

3

Another of my aspirationsis to learn to drive. Erm because

4

then I'd be able to get around,do what I want to do andbe

5

like
I
And
independent.
would
my Dad's car but he
more

6

won't let me touch it.

7

As a careerI'm like to be ajournalist especially in sport,

8

becausethat's just, I love sport andjournalisms the course

9

I want to do at university.

10

University's my next stepI think but I don't want to go too

11

far away... I want to stick aroundhere, maybeNewcastle,

12

Lancasterand Sheffield. I know from certain universities

13

andplacesabout LancasterandNewcastle,becausemy

14

brother lives in Newcastleand my sister was at Lancaster

15

like
they
good options.
and
sound

16

I look towards my idols aswell, especially football players

17

like StevenGerrarderm people like that and also other

18

people

19

just like in journalism like my cousin she's a sports

20

journalist sheworked for ManchesterUnited Tranmere

21

Rovers and PrestonNorth End. On the side of media, did

22

4

the internet site. This would lead to earninga lot of money

1

so that I could buy everythingI want to buy and do everything

2

I want to do in life.

3

Q.

What's it like being a young man growing up in Cumbria?

erm.... It's ok (sighs)but I find that... if I lived in a city,

4

somewherelike Newcastle...there'd be a lot more things to

5

do and I'd maybenot havea better life but I'd enjoy it more.

G

Cumbria, I mean,it's hard to get around.Just 'causea lot of

7

my friends don't live in T say Scotby,so i'll have to walk to

8

Brampton then get a bus to Scotbywhich is just... that takes

9

a couple of hours out of the day. Erm and if I want to go to

10

Carlisle

Whereas
have
I
if you lived
to
ahead.
plan
well
...

11

somewhereelseyou couldjust get up and go.I could go and

12

do what I want then... If I drove, again, that'd be ok and 1

13

doorstep,
I
know
I've
like my work...
things
on
my
mean,
got

14

but there are things I would rather do. I wouldn't work if 1

15

didn't if I couldn't walk to work,

16

Did you find that questiondifficult to answer?
It was difficult to answeryeah,because
...

17

I do enjoy living where I do. It's a very nice place to live...

is

who would not want to live in a place like this?

19

I think for a youngpersonyou haveto havethe hustleand

S

bustle of a city and I don't think Carlisle's quite that.

1

I think I would move back here if I had the chancein later

2

life I would move back here.I've alreadybeentold that I'll

3

go to the city and get sick of it after a while it's probably true.

4

I visited my brother in Newcastle.I love it I stay there all

5

the time.

6

What are the good points aboutCumbria?
The rural area,it's quiet, you can do things, the people,

7

the people.Like it's hard that.

8

What about the negativepoints? We've talked about transportand the
logistics of getting around.
It's like theresonly one bus to tin a week so it's quiet.

9

That's a positive and a negative.I have to bike or do

10

somethingto get there.

1I

Becausethere's no shopsI spenda lot of time in the house

12

that's why I havemy music and my playstation and my tele

13

that I watch spenda lot of time doing whereasI'd rather be

14

outsideplaying sport but there's not enoughpeople here to

15

I
could play sport with younger children
well
play sport...

16

6

but that's not competitiveenoughfor me. That's why I1
play football on a Friday that's a neg.. .well not having

2

enoughpeoplearoundis a negative.. .the older generation.

3

It's an adult league,30 teams3 leagues.

4

Are you still playing cricket?
Yeah often, well not asmuch as I usedto. But I work now

5

I
had
but
it
Sunday
to make if I didn't
choice
was a
on a
.

6

have.
lead
lifestyle
I
I
the
work couldn't

7

From your photosyou told nie that you're planning to move away and
back.
Can
you tell me more about that?
maybe come
Erm well I think I want to go to a good uni and I just... I3
be
I
to
to
more independent19
want move away and want
want to meetnew people I don't want to stay here I see

10

that as a stepback if I stay herebecauseI think I have to

11

living
home
from
living
jump
to
that
at
away and
make

12

doing it myself and living my own life, And not my mum

13

like cooking for me. I think I have to do that and I think

14

that's in a city somewhere... and there is people there and

is

that's why I don't want to go too far so I've got that comfort

16

hour
I
only
an
away
and
can phone her
zonewhere mum's

17

her
talk
to
and then there's the thing of coming back...
and

18

this is where I was born and bred and this is like the only

19

7

love
is
I
This
I'll
I
know
a
place
and
come
really.
place

1

back one day.

2

What might stop you being where you want to be? What barriers can
-

you see?
Well you watch the news and seethings about the credit

3

future
it's
be
in
the
to
think
going
ohh
crunch and you

4

does
I
don't
how
that
think
affect
me?
worse and you

5

think I really understandhow it would affect me yet .6
There's all sortsof things that you seein the news like

7

War. I think could that be me someday? You hear stories

&

WW2
1
and think would that ever
war
and
about world

9

happenagain,would that be me?That would stop what 1

10

wantedto do

ii

I'm quite focusedon what I want I want to be though. I think

12

from an early ageI've wantedto do journalism. I keep changing

13

like
It'll
be...
Oh
like
I
the
though
university.
about
my mind

14

I'll
then
that
university
at
changemy mind
course
soundof

15

lot
A
I
of universities have been
else.
when seesomething

16

in
They
into
come
and give a good talk and
school.
coming

17

I think Oh that soundsgood... when really it's just the freshest

18

thing maybe I've heard. I think I'm very focusedin what I'm

19

8

I

going to do

Have you donesomeresearcharounddifferent journalism courses?
Yeah I've talked to my HoY telling me where the best

2

best
have
We
the
courses
are.
what
coursesare and

3

is,
I'm
the
at
school
which
on
newspaper
and
meetings

4

do
I
helps
just
to
me
what
want to
experienceand
again,

5

do and for employersto look at it's good.

6

1.So you've taken someopportunitiesto develop your own skills.
-

Yeahjust trying to kick on and show what I can do. Get

7

enoughthings on my cv to show employersand universities

8

what I can do and hopefully they'll seethat and take me on.

9

What's motivating you to reachyour goal.
Just it's somethingI like doing and really, somethingI want

10

to do I don't know what I'll do once I'll get there. I meet a

11

lot of peoplewho say they don't know what they want to

12

do I think that's..a bad thing-they have to do it later...

13

don't they.. you seepeople who say'oh I don't know what
.

14

to do' an they don't maybe get where they want to get to in

15

life, whereasif you know what you want to do you've got

16

for.
I
ive
An
think
to
got something to work
something work

17

9

for and hopefully get there.

Can you rememberwhen you got this idea from?

-

Erm I was it was well I've always loved sport and of course

2

there's my cousin and shetalked about... I've been in with

3

her,just like where shewas working and thought oh this is

4

do
English,
I've
I
Of
and
always never
course
really good.

5

beenbrilliant with numbersit's alwaysbeenwords. It links

6

togetherwith all the sunbjectsthat I do with psychology, law,

7

dramaand English, they're all wordy subjects.I've always

8

beenok at writing. In English I just seemto do quite well so

9

it just kind of fits together.I was going to do an English

10

languagecourseand then it cameto me `journalism' and

11

lead
journalism
but
lead.
It
to
that
not
might
might
where

12

it could lead to other openingssuch asthe media side. My

13

brother did an English Languagecourseand he works at

14

Northern Rock. Sometimesit's just the degreeisn't it. At least

15

journalism
degree
in
with a

16

But
I
least
to
that
want to a coursewith
open
you.
got
you've
at

17

forefront
drama
do
journalism
the
and
maybe
at
you can
maybe

18

like
drama,
Lancaster
do
that.
at
you
course
can
a second

19

Do you think you'd do a first degreethen a follow up journalism course?

10

Im not sure They've alwaystold us at schoolpick the right
.

1

important
do.
So
it's
thing
the
you
can
many
most
course

2

didn't
drop
they
pick the right course.But
out cause
people

3

I'm still mulling over options,maybepsychology maybedrama,

4

English languagebut yeahit's a possibility that I did go away,

5

did a degreeandthen followed it up with journalism.

6

How has this processaffectedthe way you think about yourself and your
future?
When you first askedme it senta lot of thoughtsthrough my

7

do
I
it's
Thinking
what
and
people seeme
who am
mind.

8

do
do
how
I
to
think about...
you
people
come
across
an
as

9

I don't know if you changebut I did think is that really me

10

do
do
I
do
I
think
that
people
what
when
and
actually
and

11

do that. But I think if I did changeit would changeme as a

12

I
I
don't
do.
I
think
am.
aws
me
see
people
personand

13

I don't think there's anything wrong with myself.

14

That's just me

15

Was it that you had to think about somethingyou hadn't actually
thought aboutbefore?.
Yeah. Cause,they're just things that I do naturally and I hadn't

16

really thought aboutthem thinking about who actually am I.

17

Ii

I just do it. I just do the things I like. There isn't anything that

I

holds me back from doing it

2

Which was hardersayingwho you are now or who you wantedto be?
Who I wantedto be becauseI found that a lot of things that

3

I do now. I'm happy with my life now. Becauseof working

4

and certain things that I do I've found myself very independent

5

so I think if I'dn not beenso independentthen it would have been

6

be
I
have
do
I'd
had
I
to
to
as
wanted
easier
who
more aspirations

7

whereasI alreadydo a lot of things on my own and with my

8

friends thereforeits I found it easierto do who I was than
who I want to be.

9
10

12

ParticipantE Transcription

Photos

R.

Thanks for agreeingto talk to me. We're going to talk first of all about

your photographs.

Q.

this is a photographshowingmy favourite films. It also showsthat I like

films.
comedy

R. What is is about comedy films that you like
G. Basically they make me laugh
R. Ok is that quite important for you?
G. Yeah. This is a picture of my dog, it showsI like animals and pets. A lot.
We've had Ty about7 years.He's a family dog. We all love him

G.

This is a picture of me and my friends,just meanswe like to hang out.

R. So what sorts of things are you doing when you're hanging out?
G. well we go and play football or play on the X-box. WE do all sorts
Sometimeshave sleepoversand stuff,
0. This is a picture of me on holiday. It meansI like to go to new exciting
Buddhist
It
in
in
Thailand.
temple
temple,
It's
a
a
me
a picture of
places.
basically meansthat I like to go to new exciting places.
R. What was the most interestingthing you found when you were in Thailand?

G. well in thispictureyoucanseeall thegold is gold leaf whichI foundpretty
impressiveandtheway somepeoplelive in Thailand...I wentup to thenorthto
seethe tribes and that was interesting.
This is three of the peopleI met on my holiday to tthailand. This is our guide
like
I
friend.
it
his
Basically
to meetnew people,new
two
means
and
of
interestingpeople.
R. What makes a person interesting to you?

Well, not so much interestingpeoplebut just nice guys, I like or peoplewho
have an interestingstory like theseguys who've lived in thejungle and are part

of a tribe.
This is picture of a rugby ball...basically it just showsthat I like rugby. It's my
favourite sport.
Sometimesyou wear a football shirt are you into sport generally?
Mainly rugby but I sometimeswatch football but mainly rugby. I really like the

-

it...
from
rushyou get
...

is that from watching or from playing aswell?

...

both.

This is a picture of the Welsh fellas, basically showsI support Wales
Why do you support Wales?

I've beenbroughtup supportingWales,by my dad.my Dad's WelshI've got
lots of relatives in Wales.
So do you feel a connectionwith Wales?

--

Yeah Ido

This is a pictureof anX-box it basicallymeansI like playingon theX-box and
Ike
that.
computerconsdolesand stuff

That's somethingthat you do with friends as well isn't in it
Yeah I do that with friends
So do you go to other peoples houses and they've or do they come round here?

Yeah or we can play togetheron the internet. My friend canplay on it at his
houseand I can play on it with him here at my house.

Now we're into the onesaboutwho I want to be
This is a picture of CanaryWharf... it just meansI want to be a successful
businessmanor own a big companyor somethinglike that. Be successfulin life.

And what doesthat look like? What doesbeing successfulmean?
Having lots of money, having a nice family, having a nice lifestyle.... that kind

friends.
lots
having
thing.
of
of
-and

This is a drawing or designof a car and basically meansthat I'd like to have

job.
is
for
This
design
basically
do
to
my
wads
of
cash
with
which
something
-

lots
I'm
like
have
I'd
to
of
money
when
older.
means

Where do you think you'll be able to achievethesethings?

business,thatkind of thing.
Enn hopefullythroughowninga successful

How do you seeyourself getting into the design field?

I'm doing product designat school andI'm very imaginative. I wanna do
--

kind
inspired
by
kind
that's
thing
that
of
seeingall the
of
computergraphics
films, specialeffects and all that. I'm very interestedin creatingnew things,
Like on my schoolcourseI've beeninvolved in creating a corporateimage for a
company.I've enjoyedthat.

So are you planning to go on into the 6`hform next year?
Yes
I think you might havethe chanceto do Young Enterprise?
Yeah maybeutilise that interest.

This is a picture of my mum with her robe after university and her
degree/diplomaand it basically meansI'd like to go to university aswell and
in
degree
something.
out
with
a
come

Why are you thinking that you'd like to go to university?

To to help me get that boost like so I'm more likely to be successful,

Have you thought aboutcoursesyet?
Probably graphicsdesign,that sort of thing. I'm
best
in
interested
they're
cause
science
and
my
maths
subjects in school.
mostly
This is a picture of the world which basically means I'd like to travel the world
interesting
lots
I'm
people and go to interesting places
of
when
older and meet
I'd
like
do.
kind
thing
to
the
that's
of
as you saw earlier,

Have a nice family as you can seefrom this picture.
Family seemsto be quite important to you.
Yeah. Basically having a hapy life style.. .being happy basically. Yeah

-

Then... I might join The Forces.That seemsto be quite a good experience,my
be
for
it
in
An
they
to
opportunity
there.
a
good
and
pay
seems
erm
auntie's
your university aswell. Yeah
So has your auntie talked to you a lot about being in the forces?
Yeah. Well I went to visit her at work on Monday, 2 days ago, and that was
different
her
I
interesting
the
to
people
meet
at
got
work place and
cause
quite
just
kind
yeah
getting someexperience.
and
the
works
she
of place
see
And there's lots of different roles in the army so what are you thinking...

I don't think id like to be a soldiersoldierbecausethe ideaof beingshotdoesn't
do
id
like
IT
to
to
want
something
probably
me
with
computers
appeal
really
from
Something
intelligence.
away
all the fighting I think.
or
odr comms

How did you feel talking about your pictures?
Kind of easybecauseof noneof them were bad things.

And I hadto questionyou sometimes.

What's it like being a young man growing up in Cumbria?

Being out in the country all your friends are at least a mile away in fact my
bad
I
friend
is
that's
the
think
only
point.
a mile away.
closest
Good points about growing up in Cumbria most peoplewho I've met seemto be
look
I
for
is
in people.Erm also it's
something
very nice and sociable,which
just a nice place, erm it's very out of the way unfortunately, that's a bad point.
Someof the people from Englandwho were with us in Thailand. When I said I
knows
?
it
is it's a long way
from
Carlisle
that
one
no
where
was
said where's
from any major cities and it doesn't have an airport. That's all I can...

It's quite safe,isn't it?

Yeah it's quite safebut there's somepeople, someplaceseven that are bit
rough, to be avoided.

From your photos it seemsasthoughYou've got somebig ambitions aboutthe
future. Do you seeyourself doing that hereor do you think you'll have to move
away?

Erm I think I'd haveto be somewheremore central to achievesomeof these
things like having a big corporationor being part of a big corporation.There
in
Carlisle
I'd
have
big
to go to a major city
so
yeah
aren't many
corporations
but I'm sureI'd comeback herebecauseit's just a beautiful place isn't it? I
don't know where I could go I'm sureI'd find somewhereinterestingmaybe go
somewheresunny.

How do feel abouthaving to go away to achievewhat you want to even if you
do come back later?

I think I'd feel ok about it because...so long as I had a place I could call home,
be
I'd
happy
idea.
home
be
happy,
if
I'd
the
to go away, to explore,
you get
at
back
long
had
to.
to
come
as
somewhere
as
And if you're thinking about going to university you could go to the University
of Cumbria
Yeah... uhh... I'd... maybenot I'd want to go to Edinburgh or Cardiff
but
in
Britain
like
that...
away.
somewhere

What

might

stop you from getting

what you Want?

What might stop me? Erm sometimesI don't prioritise things right or miss out
laziness
I
just
because...
things
suppose
on
...

Is that somethingthat `s internal to you? Is that somethingyou could manage

As long as I can prioritise things correctly I can get it done. I know how to do
things I sometimesdon't know when to do things? (I6mins)

What might help you to reachyour goals
Erm I supposesupportfrom my parentsand friends?
And how would that supportshow itself
I don't know like expressingan interest in what I do and giving advice and
interest
that
thing
ing
that's
of
sort
erm
what
else?
showing
advice,
me
support
about it

Do you know what your friends are thinking of doing?
At the moment all my friends are going to college or 6a'form at WHS sameas
doing
don't
know
I
thinking
they're
of
after that.
what
me.
And what you hoping to do at whs in the 6"' form?

Erm mathsbiology,chemistryandtechnologyin my first year,probablyfdrop
biology in the secondyear
What's motivating you for theseambitions

Just the idea of getting good gradesandbeing successful.Dad has put in a few
rewardssome`incentives' to help me
And does that work for you? doesit motivate you? doesthat help?
Yeah that helps as long as I feel I get somethingpositive out of it I'll try harder..
And you were going for a job the other day did you manageto find something'?
They said they were full but I'm going to try and find other placesover the
summerto help fill my wallet.
How has this processchangedhow you think about yourself in any way?
No not really
Or has it madeyou think aboutyourself in a way you haven't thought about
yourself before?
No cos I've always wantedto be successfuland have all thesenice things like
basically
life
family,
been
they've
the incentives
and
style
noce
money,
er and
for me to do well and I think they still are and thesepicturesjust describehow I
feel about them.

Lastquestion
How will you know when you're successful?
When I

I want to saywhen I've got a nice family.. when I've got lots of
...
.

but
big
I've
hae
I
corporation
already said that.
got
a
money when
I think what I'm really askingyou is how will you know when to stop. How rich
is rich enough?How happy is happy enough?

I think happy enoughis going smoothly and everything in my life is good and

I
little
have
I
the
things
to
top
need
money
afford
on
of
some
enough
when
treats.Yeah that;s pretty much it.
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Photographs
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Appendix F

Interview

Schedule

Interview Schedule

What is it like to be a young man growing up in Cumbria?
What are the good parts?
The bad parts?

How are you going to get where you want to be?
What are the barriers?
The things that will help you?

What do you want from life?

How has taking part in this research been for you?

